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ABSTRACT 

This study analyzes various perspectives of 

modernization theory in s,ome Middle Eastern countries and 

examines the impact of modernization, both in its western 

and eastern formula, on the legitimacy and stability of 

these countries. It also examines those external factors 

that influenced these countries I internal and external 

policies. The study's major hypothesis is that 

Modernization + Secularization = Instability, whereas 

Modernization - Secularization = Stability in Middle 

Eastern Islamic countries. Secularization is a component 

of both the western and eastern paths: consequently, a 

Middle Eastern country that attempts to modernize and 

secularize along either of these paths is doomed to 

instability. 

The hypothesis suggested herein is analyzed in 

regard to twelve Middle Eastern countries. The principal 

conclusions are that the collapse of the Shah's regime in 

1979 was a direct result of his western and secular 

policies: Egypt's political and economic instability was a 

result of its unsuccessful oscillation between west and 

east: Lebanon's limited experience with liberal democracy 

was a failure because of internal secularization and 

secta~ian politics, and external interference by foreign 

ix 
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powers: the instability of the Ba'athist regimes of Syria 

and Iraq is a consequence of their secular socialist 

policies: and South Yemen's Marxist-Leninist policies were 

a major cause for its unstable political regime. Even 

though Libya's Third International Theory of Modernization, 

based on an Islamic framework, seems to generate political 

stability for Qadhafi's regime, his latest adoption of 

Marxist-Leninist ideology may delegitimize his rule: on the 

other hand, the latest external pressures by the United 

States and Western European powers on Libya have 

legitimized Qadhafi's rule and boosted his popularity, for 

the time being. In contrast, Algeria's pragmatic socialism 

has been carefully tailored to its Islamic tradition and 

therefore has resulted in one of the major stable political 

systems in the Middle East. Contrary to the pessimist 

modernization theorists who predict the demise of the 

traditional monarchies when attempting to rapidly 

modernize, modernization in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, 

and Morocco seems for the most part to have been accom

panied by political stability due to their exclusion of the 

secular. component of the western path. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE IMPACT OF MODERNIZATION ON 
MIDDLE EASTERN POLITICS 

Introduction 

A major dilemma facing the developing nations of 

the Third World is how to maintain political stability in 

the face of the rapid and often disorienting economic and 

social change that accompanies the process of moderniza-

tion. Although modernization held promises of evolution 

toward stable participatory institutions--"westernization" 

at its best--in many cases it has fallen short of the 

expectations of those who introduced it and those who 

implemented it. Indeed, modernization in Third World 

countries in general and in Middle Eastern countries in 

particular often seems to have been associated with violent 

domestic conflict and the institution of fragile authori-' 

tarian regimes. 

The case of Iran highlights the question of whether 

political instability and revolution are not the more 

likely consequences of modernization, at least of moderni-

zation according to the western path. Under the Shah, Iran 

seemed to have the brightest of futures. Influenced by the 

western world, the Shah attempted to modernize Iran econom-

ically, socially and even militarily following the model of 
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the United States. But the political outcome was revolution 

and the expulsion of the Shah, who had come to be viewed by 

his people as a puppet of the west, not the legitimate 

ruler of Iran at all. 

What explains the failure of modernization in Iran? 

Certainly we can, and will, examine the Shah's actions and 

policies that led to his downfall, but why those actions 

and policies were so di$astrous will become clearer if we 

first take a comparative approach. Examining the success or 

failure of modernization in other Middle Eastern countries 

suggests that modernization need not be a complete package, 

that countries need not choose either the socialist path or 

the liberal democratic path in order to attain stability 

and prosperity. Both paths include. secularization in their 

package. We will argue that neither the liberal democratic 

path nor the socialist path is the appropriate political 

and cultural mechanism that will give the Middle Eastern 

traditional countries the stability and prosperity that 

they desire. They must take advantage of a third path, 

incorporating modernization within the traditional institu

tions' that for centuries have functioned effectively and 

have given legitimacy and stability to their political 

systems. Modernization theorists typically have ignored 

this third path, based on traditional mechanisms, that 

excluding secularism in particular and therefore is neither 

a western democratic path nor an eastern socialist path. 
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Modernization Theories 

Definitions of Modernization 

To ensure clarity of the hypothesis to be presented 

herein, "modernization," (both as a term and theoretical 

process) must be fully understood. A review of the liter

ature reveals the extreme complexity of the concept. 

"Modernization" does, of course mean "change," and northern 

as well as southern social scientists believe that change 

is necessary and inevitable in order for Third World coun

tries to develop and modernize. But "change" is an extreme

ly general, vague word when one is speaking of a country or 

countries in regard to areas as broad as the social, eco

nomic, and political arenas. Does changing a society mean 

initiating a comprehensive and complete change that aims at 

structural transformation from the roots? or does it mean 

changing a few parts of the society while preserving and 

maintaining other parts? What is the rate, scope, and 

direction of change? 

When social scientists speak of change, they refer 

to successive differences, over time, in which elements of 

society such as the family, the tribe, the structure of the 

village community, property relations, the nature of 

economic transactions, and the religious institutions of 

the traditional societies, have to be fundamentally changed 

and altered. But change in any of these elements, in 
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specific times and places, differs from one nation to 

another. Moreover, the triggering forces (modernization) 

are a combination of human efforts and innovation, availa

bility of resources, appropriate and conducive historical 

conditions, and technical interactions that might become 

possible for a given nation in a specific time and place 

but not for others. 

It might be suggest.ed that "modernization" has not 

yet been defined, and perhaps never will be defined to the 

satisfaction of all parties in all nations. Broadly speak

ing, however, modernization refers to economic, social and 

political progress from lower to higher stages of status. 

The term can perhaps be best clarified by reviewing its 

characteristics as given by modernization theorists. 

Modernization theorists argue that the major dif

ference between modern and traditional societies lies in 

the greater control which a modern society has over its 

natural and social environment. This control is based upon 

the expansion of scientific and technological knowledge. 

Rustow (1976: 69), argues that "modernization involves a 

rapidly widening control over nature through closer 

cooperation among men." Huntington (1971:54) holds a 

similar view, stating that "modern society is characterized 

by the tremendous accumulation of knowledge through society 

by means of literacy, mass communication and education. In 

contrast to the traditional society, modern society also 
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involves much better health, longer life expectancy, and 

higher rates of occupational and geographical mobility. It 

is predominantly urban rather than rural. II Huntington, in 

an earlier work (1968), advanced the discussion, noting, 

more generally, that a modern polity, in contrast to a 

traditional polity, is characterized by nationalized 

authority, differentiated structure, mass participation, 

and a consequent capability to accomplish a broad range of 

goals. 

Even broader definitions are proposed by Black 

(1966) and Levy (1966). Black defines modernization as the 

process by which historically evolved institutions are 

adapted to' the rapidly changing functions that reflect the 

unprecedented increase in man's knowledge, permitting 

control over his environment, functions that accompanied 

the scientific revolution. Levy asserts that a society 

will be ~onsidered more or less modernized, to the extent 

that its members use inanimate sources of power and/or use 

tools to multiply the effects of their efforts. The greater 

such use, the greater is the degree of modernization. 

Bendix (1967), in his essay, IITradition and Moder

nity Reconsidered,1I has a somewhat different assumption. He 

argues for the need to examine the developmental processes, 

and the process of modernization and industrialization as 

well, from the viewpoint factors of time and sequence. 

These processes, he says, are unique in every case: 
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modernization cannot occur twice in the same way. We cannot 

expect the present processes of modernization to be analo

gous to the past ones, nor can we expect that the industri

alization which usually accompanies modernization will have 

the same effects in the, countries now being modernized as 

it had in the countries that were already industrialized 

some time ago. Thus Bendix tells us that the process of 

modernization will not necessarily lead to the same outcome 

and result in countries that have different culture and 

traditions. Thus, the stages and processes of modernization 

that the advanced western democratic countries or the 

eastern socialist countries went through may be quite 

different from the processes and stages that many Third 

World countries are and will pass through currently. In 

short, Bendix views modernization as processes of social 

change that are not necessarily to those processes origina

ting during the industrial revolution in England (1789) and 

the political revolution in France (1789-1794). Although 

these processes, according to Chodak (1973: 254), II trans

formed England and France into 'model' or 'pace setter' 

countries~" it does not necessarily imply that other 

countries have to follow their same steps. 

Thus, when reviewing these conceptions of modern

ization, we find that, with the exception of Bendix, they 

by definition place the developed countries on the top of 

the developmental hierarchy, while placing the traditional 
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societies of the Third World countries at the bottom. The 

problem is how the traditional societies can move up the 

ladder to modernity, and what are the consequences of such 

transformation? Does modernization imply the disassociation 

of tradi tiona!' societies from their past for an unknown 

future following the track of the model countries of the 

West? Or does it mean the improvement of the traditional 

societies' present and tomorrow based upon yesterday's 

experiences and. by enhancing and modifying them wi th new 

methods, procedures, and technology adapted from the model 

countries? Or does modernization require the eradication of 

the old and its replacement by the new because it is new, 

regardless of whether it is desired by the majority of the 

people and is appropriate for these people's social and 

economic existence? 

Optimistic and Pessimistic Perspectives 

Basically, there are two major perspectives on 

modernization outcomes and impacts on Third World develop

ing countries. The first view, herein termed the "optimist 

modernization theory," holds that modernization is safe, 

desirable, necessary, automatic and inevitable to develop

ing countries. The second view termed the "pessimist mod

ernization theory" argues that social scientists should not 

expect too much from the forces of modernization for Third 

World countries, that negative outcomes and consequences 
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might be the result of modernization: in fact, moderniza

tion might breed instability or authoritarian regimes in 

developing countries. 

Proponents of the optimist modernization theory 

contend that the transference of the past experience of 

Western Europe (the model countries) to the Third World 

developing countries, will ultimately produce the same 

positive results, and that these societies will modernize 

and reach maturity. Therefore modernization is both desir

able and possible for the Third World developing countries 

and in their best interests to achieve, since it will 

benefit them considerably. Thus, the optimist theory per

ceives modernization as a linear path of progress that 

ultimately results in transforming the developing societies 

into modern industrial and stable democratic ones. 

One proponent of this theory, W.W. Rostow (1960), 

suggests five stages of economic progress: traditional 

society, precondition for take-off, take-off, drive toward 

maturity, and age of high mass consumption. This implies 

that all that is needed for Third World countries to reach 

modernity is to go through these progressive stages of 

economic progress. Another optimist modernization theorist 

influenced by Rostow prescribes political and economic 

stages to modernity. Organ ski (1965), examines the 

government·s role in pursuing modernity by using four 

stages of development: primitive national unification, 
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industrialization, national welfare, and abundance. 

Organski speculates that when a traditional society 

achieves its national unification, there will be no 

obstacles to it becoming industrialized, which will lead to 

the third stage of achieving an egalitarian state and, 

finally, the abundance stage, characteristic of advanced 

industrial societies. The view of a third optimist 

theorist, Daniel Lerner, relates to the model of West 

European and North American experience in which political 

development--liberal democracy--is thought to be a function 

of or an outcome of modernization; therefore the former is 

the dependent variable, while the latter is the independent 

variable. In his influential book The Passing of Tradi

tional Society, Lerner (1958:438) argues that the forces of 

modernization such as "Urbanization, industrialization, 

secularization, democratization, education, media partici

pation, do not occur in haphazard and unrelated fashion. 

Historically they have been so highly associated as to 

raise the question whether they are genuinely independent 

factors at all--suggesting perhaps they went together so 

regularly because, in some historical sense, they had to go 

together." 

S.M. Lipset (1959) found that high levels of indus

trialization, urbanization, wealth, and education are all 

so closely interrelated as to form one major factor which 

has the political correlate of democracy. These views are 
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postulated in his famous optimistic equation: More 

socioeconomic development = More likelihood of political 

democracy. Thus Lipset's basic assumption is that social 

and economic variables are the causal factors that lead to 

political democracy, which is the highest stage of develop

ment. 

Building upon Lipset's work, Cutright sought to 

construct an index of national political development. He 

(1963:571) states that," the degree of political develop

ment of a nation can be defined by the degree of complexity 

and specialization of its national political institutions 

the principle. hypothesis tested is that political 

institutions are interdependent with educational systems, 

economic institutions, communication systems, degree of 

urbanization and the distribution of labor force." There

fore, Cutright sees a positive linear relation between 

socio-economic development and political development which 

also indicates that the latter is a function of the social 

and economic characteristics of society. Thus Cutright 

joins Lipset in equating democracy with modernization, and 

their contribution is based on the view that the more 

socially and economically developed a nation is, the more 

democratic it is likely to be. The difference is that 

whereas Lipset is cautious in reaching this hypothesis, 

Cutright seems more assertive and less cautious. 
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The optimist modernization theorists' school of 

thought envisions a path along neat stages of development 

that starts from the station of socioeconomic development 

and follows a safe and guaranteed whole journey to moder

nity and democracy. 

In contrast, the second perspective, herein termed 

the pessimistic modernization theory, is skeptical of both 

the outcome of modernization and its impact on Third World 

developing countries. These theorists argue that when the 

forces of modernization are unleashed, they tend to produce 

negative impacts on Third World countries in the form of 

conflict in values, contradicting attitudes and institu

tional instability which will in turn lead to revolution 

and the break up of these countries. Therefore, they per

ceive modernization as a destabilizing factor and as a 

source of social conflict and discontent. Moreover, they 

view modernization as a threat rather than as an opportu

nity. The equation that might represent this school is as 

follows: Modernization = instability and disorder. 

According to Huntington (19G8), the central cause 

of political instability is the relationship between social 

mobilization and political institutionalization. The 

relationship between these determines the stability of the 

political system. The fundamental source of expansion of 

political participation is the nonpolitical socioeconomic 

processes identified with modernization. The impact of 
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modernization on political stability is mediated through 

the interaction between social mobilization and economic 

development, social frustration and nonpolitical mobility 

opportunities, and political institutionalization. In this 

respect, however, Huntington cautions us that moderniza

tion is not always associated with positive political or 

economic results. In fact, modernization might be highly 

associated with opposite results, and in most developing 

countries has produced negative political effects. and has 

been the primary factor for instability and chaos. 

According to the pessimistic theorists, the primary 

problem of developing Third World countries is the emer

gence of a wide gap between their social and economic 

developments and the capacity of their political institu

tions to absorb and rechannel the new demands and expecta

tions generated from and created by economic and social 

developments. Rapid economic development creates inequality 

which might lead to relative deprivation and frustration, 

which, according to Gurr (1970), are highly correlated with 

rebellion and instability. Social and economic changes 

(urbanization, industrialization, education, mass communi

cation) lead to an increase in political participation, 

which, if innovative and adaptable political institutions 

do not exist, can result in conflict and political insta

bility. Consequently, the emergence of violence and 

instability undermines and erodes the legitimacy of the 
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political system, and in some severe cases may lead to the 

demise of the entire socioeconomic and political systems. 

This results, according to Huntington (1968:5), from lithe 

lag in the development of political institutions behind 

social and economic change. II Therefore, Huntington per-

ceives modernization as a destabilizing factor that may 

lead to political decay, for the modernization forces may 

increase people's demands for political participation 

beyond the absorbative capacity of the existing political 

system. 

Modernization produces social change that unleashes 

a concomitant process of social mobilization. Deutsch 

(1961: 284) defines social mobilization as lithe process in 

which major clusters of old social, economic and psycho log-

ical commitments are eroded or broken and people become 

available for new patterns of socialization and behavior." 

In other words, social mobilization is the demand for 

equality, participation and for a better human life. 

Thus, whereas Huntington is concerned with too much 

participation beyond the capacity of the existing institu-
I 

tions, Deutsch is mainly concerned with an inadequate par-

ticipation which is more likely to produce discontent and 

relative deprivation. Registering his pessimism and dis-

satisfaction with modernization theory, O'Donnell (1973), 

demonstrates that Lipset's optimistic equation in Latin 

America has to be reversed to become: More socioeconomic 
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development = Less likelihood of political democracy. His 

main thesis is that the breakdown of democratic regimes in 

major Latin American countries in the 1960's and early 

1970's and their replacement by Bureaucratic-Authoritarian 

ones is the result of economic crises in the Latin American 

dependent states that are a direct result of an external 

pressure, in the form of international economic demands 

upon the domestic politics of these dependent states. 

Therefore, what O'Donnell is telling us is that the modern-

ization paradigm does not explain Latin American deve1op-

ment adequately. Moreover, the introduction of rapid 

modernization to these countries contributed to the 

emergence of authoritarian regimes that forced policies of 

excluding the public sector from gaining the fruits of 

modernization that led to increasing the gap between those 

Who have and those who have almost nothing.! 

Attempting to avoid the pitfalls of both the 

optimist and pessimist modernization theorists, Bill and 

Hardgrave (1973: 63), argue that "the dimension of modern-

ization (technological, organizational and attitudinal) are 

--_._--
1. O'Donnell's work has been criticized, however, 

for being economically deterministic. According to Muller 
(1985), when linking the external factors to the internal 
ones, O'Donnell ignored the geopolitical factor of Cold War 
competition between the superpowers during the Johnson and 
Nixon administrations in which the United States played a 
major role in the breakdown of many Latin American demo
cratic regimes in order to prevent them, when they elected 
leftist governments (such as Allende in ~~i1e), from moving 
out of the American sphere of influence. 
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frequently associated with a supporting complex of more 

specific changes--urbanization, the growth of literacy, the 

spread of mass communication, and political participation. 

While it might be argued that certain changes go together 

with a high incidence of correlation, it is yet to be 

empirically determined whether or not modernization is a 

package--that is, whether, or in what degree, the various 

elements of the complex are systematically related. Indeed, 

the various aspects of modernization may be discrete and 

have no necessary relationship one to another." Thus mod

ernization might or might not be a uniform process of 

evolution: no clear empirical evidence proves that Third 

World countries can attain modernity, civilization and 

democracy, simply by repeating the experiences of the 

western path. Therefore, to Bill and Hardgrave, moderniza

tion need not be a package that needs to be totally imple

mented in Third World countries to become modern: but they 

do not proffer the possibility of a third path to the 

discreet units of modernization. 

In summary, the optimist modernization theorists 

prescribe an encouraging linear path of development for 

Third World countries that will ultimately result in their 

development, with a general equation that postulates that 

more socioeconomic development enhanced by literacy = 
stability and development of democratic regime: by con

trast, the pessimist modernization theorists register both 
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skepticism and fear of such linear path. They question its 

validity and applicability to the modernizing countries. In 

critique of the two groups, Bill and Hardgrave questions 

the package of modernization and the interrelatedness of 

the units. 

Critique of Modernization Theories 

Even though each of these theories differs in its 

assessment of the outcomes and impacts of modernization on 

Third World developing countries in general and Mi.ddle 

Eastern countries in particular, each tends to reflect at 

least a limitation, if not a western bias, in its 

approaches, analysis, and prescriptions. They all generally 

tend to believe that western values and structures are the 

most appropriate forms and models that promise salvation to 

Third World countries· ills and problems. The questions 

raised by each group, whether or not it takes a stand as ·to 

the outcome of modernization, consistently posit modern

ization as either eastern or western, with a tendency 

toward the western view: they each fail to perceive the 

different and distinct socio-economic and political struc

tures and cultures of the developing countries, which may 

offer a third path. 

Unfortunately, it is all too often the case that a 

condition of "pseudoparticipation" arises in Third World 

countries when the ruling elites attempt to imitate the 
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western path of democracy; and pseudoparticipation may be 

highly associated with instability and revolution. Apter 

(1976) is the first scholar to pay attention to the 

unwillingness of most governing elites in Third World 

countries to respond to increasing social mobilization in 

the form of increasing de~and to participate in government 

decision making. Apter points out the tendency of Third 

World countries' elites to placate popular demands to 

participate in politics by providing the forms of partici

pation but not the substance. Green's (1984:l54-l55) view 

is similar: pseudoparticipation results when the governing 

elite II attempts to replicate the participatory process 

without allowing popular input to influence governmental 

output. II Therefore Green argues, as well as Apter might, 

that the Iranian revolution was a result of such a crisis 

of participation. 

In their work, Muller and Seligson (1987) relate 

pseudoparticipation to the nature of the political regime. 

They point out that violent collective action is more 

likely to occur under semi-repressive regimes than under 

either repressive or non-repressivo:'! :r.egimes. Therefore, to 

Muller and Seligson (1987: 10) II semi-repressive regimes 

erect a facade of participatory institutions but do not 

allow popular input to significantly influence governmental 

output. Since opportunities for genuine participation are 

restricted under a semi-repressive regime, many politically 
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activated citizens may come to perceive civil disobedience 

and violence as being more efficacious than legal means of 

'pseudo participation': and since the expected costs of 

insurgency may not be perceived to be prohibitive under a 

semi-repressive regime, rational actors may attach a rela

tively high utility to aggressive political behavior. 

Therefore, it is plausible to hypothesize that the rate of 

mass political violence will be higher under semi-repres

sive authoritarian regimes than under those which are 

either open and democratic or closed and tota1itarian." 

There is no doubt that the previous arguments and 

observations are important in explaining the Iranian 

revolution: however, it is also equally important to 

observe that when a pseudoparticipation policy is intro

duced in Third World countries by the governing elites, as 

a partial form of western democracy, regardless of whether 

or not the existing forces of tradition and religion are 

ready to accept such a path of development, it might be 

highly destabilizing to these regimes. More specifically, 

when Middle Eastern governing elites attempt to implement 

partial western democracy to placate the new political and 

economic elites or to demonstrate their modernity, which do 

not represent the majority of the population, while ignor

ing the majority of the citizens' desires and demands for 

participation that emanate from their own tradition and 

culture, the result is the resurgence of the religious 
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elites accompanied by public upheaval. One reason for the 

occurrence of this phenomenon is that the majority of the 

population in most Middle Eastern Islamic countries are not 

ready for western participatory mechanisms and therefore 

are more easily mobilized by the religious elites than by 

the we stern ed ucated and acculturated elites who are 

usually viewed by their societies as superior to their own 

people, yet inferior to the western culture that they seek 

to implement in their own count.ries. 

Modernization or Western
ization: A Distinction 

Modernization ought not, imply a replacement of a 

positive and useful traditional way of life with a totally 

new one that might be alien and destabilizing. An adaptive 

and applicable modernization can be tailored to the new and 

existing needs of the developing countries, a process of 

adaptation and innovation in which a society adjusts its 

present status to achieve a desirable future. Such ad-

justment can be later pursued in a manner suitable to a 

country's particular social, economic and political 

settings. 

The process of modernization is almost always 

associated with and accompanied by the adoption of western 

values, traits, and behavior. This is what is described as 

westernization. There are two main demands and views on 

westernization in most Third World countries in general and 
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in Middle Eastern countries in particular. The first, which 

emanates from the religious community, calls for its total 

rejection and repudiation. Proponents of this view point to 

the new social ills, such as drug addiction and high crime 

rates, from which western societies suffer. They also fear 

the spread of materialism and its preference over religious 

practices, values, amd culture. 

But this view totally ignores the powerful role of 

western civilization in developing science and technology, 

and in attaining an unparalleled degree of organization, 

discipline, innovation, and high standards of living. 

The second view calls for the total implementation 

of the western civilization without any modification or 

scrutinization. They demand the total rejection of their 

own civilization and religion and a complete dissociation 

from tradition and history. Therefore, those who in their 

extreme ignorance of the positive sides of westernization, 

have bred hostility toward it, are no different in their 

flight from reality from those who are infatuated with it 

and who demand its total transference. 

Adoption of some aspects of western civilization 

is inevitable if Third World countries wish to modernize 

and develop. Borrowing and adopting, technology, physical 

and social science, management procedures, and the princi

ples of planning are major prerequisites for advancement 

and progress. In these spheres, western civilization 
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undoubtedly is the leader of the world. Third World coun

tries are in great need of these positive and constructive 

aspects of western civilization if they wish to be removed 

from their retardation and backwardness. 

Furthermore, there are aspects of westernization, 

such as western politics, law, literature, and philosophy, 

from which Middle Eastern countries can learn without 

necessarily adopting them. Bitter experience, the Iranian 

and Lebanese cases, shows that transplanting westernization 

from its homeground to completely alien soil leads to its 

demise and total rejection. Similarly, other examples of 

imported faith and ideo1ogies--the cases of Syria, Egypt 

during Nasser's era, South Yemen, and Iraq--suggest that 

such imports can only be imposed by force of arms. 

In a work emphasizing the role of the developing 

Third World countries in rationally choosing what is suit

able to their societies, Black (1976) points out that 

modernization does not have to mean westernization of their 

societies. It involves no more than these societies making 

use of some western forms and innovations which are easier 

to take only at the present time than to spend time in 

making out new forms. Once the essential spirit of a 

culture survives the impacts of the intellectual, techni

cal, and organizational aspects of modernization, and has 

continued into spontaneous development, there should then 

be no fear of borrowing or imitating. 
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Barrington Moore (1966) traced through historical 

analysis three paths of political development each leading 

to different and distinct extremes: Western democracy as in 

France, England, and U.S.A: facism as in Italy and Germany: 

Communism as in Russia: and the Indian case, which Moore 

terms a fourth path that differs from the above three. In 

this respect, Moore has ignored another path of development 

that is taking a new shape--that of the Middle East. 

Rustow suggests that the spread of modernization 

need not be total. He (1967:10) argues that "there are 

those modern traits developed by virtue of their ration

ality and instrumental efficiency. There are those 

traditional and parochial traits retained by the original 

modernizers and taken over by others on the strength of the 

prestige of these pioneers. Finally, there are those tradi

tional elements of the indigenous culture which survive 

after the modern impact. Some of these may even be asserted 

more strongly as psychological counterweights to imported 

modernity." Therefore, it might be suggested that modern

ization involves a dynamic blend of tradition and western 

influence. 

Thus far, I have argued that modernization can be 

modified and adopted to suit Middle Eastern countries' 

needs and expectations, that modernization can still imply 

economic and social development within the existing politi

cal institutions and culture, and that the latter need not 
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develop in the same way that western or eastern institu

tions have developed since the existing social and economic 

norms and values may be neither conducive to nor supportive 

of the development of some or any western or eastern styles 

of institutions. Both developmental systems are almost 

completely different from those historical and cultural 

developments of the Middle Eastern countries. Westerni~ 

zation consists of the North American and West European's 

historical development of their institutions and culture1 

easternization is the development of Marxist doctrine-

with a western origin too--in the Soviet Union and Eastern 

Europe and thus far, has not proved to be successful any

where else. 

The Research Problem 

Turning again to the case of Iran, to the calami

tous end of westernization as implemented by the Shah, we 

can see that the Shah attempted to attain modernization, as 

a package, and as a western package at that. Iran was, and 

still is, a traditional Islamic country that was introduced 

to modernization fairly recently. The Shah made the mistake 

of attempting to accomplish too much too fast and at the 

expense of the existing traditions. The Shah's liberal 

policies were in clear contradiction to the existing and 

prevalent Islamic norms and practices. Islam had resurged 

powerfully in the late 1970, yet the Shah ignored the 
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strength and unifying possibilities of that institution. 

The Shah nev~r consulted with the Iranian religious commu

nity in respect to his internal or external policies. In 

fact, he constantly criticized and harassed the Islamic 

clergy, sending their spiritual leader Ayatollah Khomeini 

into exile and condemning his acts and beliefs. The Shah 

disassociated himself from the Islamic community, and that, 

in conjunction with his western policies, provoked that 

Islamic community to become his antagonists and rivals, 

seeking his downfall. As Green (1984:163-165) points out, 

lithe persuasiveness of the national religious sector is 

emphasized as we begin to understand the manner in which 

local Mullahs were able to involve their constituents in 

revolutionary action. The religious sector, acting almost 

as a parallel state, imperiously opened its own investiga

tion into the origins of the mysterious fire at the _.cinema 

Rex, helping to formalize popular views of it as a natural 

and legitimate competitor with and successor to the Pah1avi 

dynasty. 112 

The Shah's ambitious westernization led to his 

downfall. During the Iranian modernization, the Shah pur-

sued a policy of redistributing wealth to the majority of 

2. It was widely believed, by many people, that 
the fire that broke out in cinema Rex in the city of Abadan 
was an act of the (SAVAK), the Shah's secret police and 
right hand. Many people were killed in that fire (with an 
estimation of 400 dead) and many were wounded. 
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the Iranian population through his land and economic 

reforms, however, that had two major effects on the Iranian 

society. One effect was a heightening of economic inequal

ity that affected almost all segments of the lower and 

middle classes of the Iranian social structure. The other 

was a psychological effect that emanated from the first one 

and can be explained in terms of the theory of relative 

deprivation advocated by Gurr (1970). 

The Shah's policy of upward redistribution of oil 

wealth created a gap between the people's expectations and 

their actual achievements. This gap led to increasing 

discontent and dissatisfaction, which was successfully and 

effectively organized by the clergy and directed against 

the Shah's regime. Therefore, this discontent became the 

backbone of the forces of revolution. The Shah's plan to 

use petro-dollars to modernize Iran resulted in hundreds of 

thousands of poor, dissatisfied peasants moving into the 

cities to find jobs in the petroleum industry. 

According to Time magazine (Jan .15, 1979), "the 

increase in petro-dollars and the mass redistribution 

resulted in a runaway inflation rate which was 50% in 1978. 

This was due to the influx of a large number of peasants 

into the cities which weakened the agrarian sector of the 

economy, increased the demands for jobs, services and 

commodities that exceeded the supply of the available goods 

and services." Furthermore, according to Laquer (1979), the 
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official goals, which included a more or less complete 

welfare system, were over-ambitious in every respect. As 

Green (1984: 157) also correctly points out, "Prior to the 

1975 elections the Shah announced his willingness to sanc

tion electoral opposition to the government-controlled 

Iran-Novin Party. In part, this political liberalization 

was a response to sporadic terrorism as well as to the 

economic deterioration (for example, 40 percent inflation 

rate and housing shortages) resulting from the ill

conceived doubling of expenditure level of the fifth 

five-year plan." 

Therefore, the Shah was perceived by most Iranians 

as being responsible for secularization, for undermining a 

land reform program, for social and economic dislocations, 

for creating circumstances conducive to runaway inflation, 

and for wasting the nation's oil revenues on purchasing 

military equipments and personal expenditures. 

The Iranian revolution which led to the collapse of 

the Shah's regime calls into question the predictive accu

racy and the optimistic views of the modernization/western

ization prescription to stability and development in Third 

World countries in general and Middle Eastern traditional 

countries in particular. 

It also calls into question the methods and ways in 

which it has to be introduced into the societies of these 

developing countries, and the rate, scope, and direction of 
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modernization. Contemporary analysts of the conditions of 

modernization and political development have focused almost 

exclusively on variables such as liberal democratic insti

tutions as the most appropriate methods for political 

development. Third World countries have been treated as if 

they were autonomous political units isolated from the 

influence of their tradition, historical development, 

customs, values, and way of lives. 

The more salient features of these developing 

coun~ries are their rich cultures and traditions that give 

meaning to their existence and survival. Therefore, their 

efforts to modernize and develop have to be in accordance 

to and consistent with their cultures and traditions. 

Thus far, I have presented two related points: that 

efforts need to be directed toward the reassessment of 

western political prescription to the problems of the 

modernizing Middle Eastern and Third World countries: and 

that traditional Middle Eastern countries need to take 

advantage of their own traditional political institutions, 

culture, and values. In fact, what might contribute to the 

decay and erosion of Middle Eastern political regimes and 

institutions is their incapacity to deal with the emerging 

polarization created by two contradicting forces of behav

ior and attitudes unleashed by the clash of two different 

cultures. Different elements of the culture, and different 

systems as well, develop at different paces, producing 
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periods of maladjustment. The countries find themselves in 

a cultural lag, where change in the material culture has 

outdistanced the ways of using the products of change. 

In short, I propose the following hypothesis: that 

modernization totally along either the western or eastern 

path leads to instability in Middle Eastern countries with 

a homogeneous Islamic culture. In the Middle East, Islam 

can not be ignored as a major determinant of political and 

civil activities. Islam for centuries has dominated the 

lives of the majority of the Middle Easterners and has 

become their symbol of unity and their spiritual guidance 

of both their worldly lives and of their lives after death. 

Therefore, I predict that in the Middle E'astern Islamic 

countries Modernization + Secularization = Instability, 

whereas Modernization - Secularization = Stability. 

Secularization is a component of both the western and 

eastern paths: consequently, a Middle Eastern Islamic 

country that attempts to modernize along either the western 

or eastern path is doomed to instability. What is necessary 

for stable development in the Middle East is a third non

sec,ular Islamic path which combines the best of the western 

path, steady economic growth and technological advancement, 

with the best of the eastern path, reduction of inequality. 

This hypothesis, which was generated by consideration of 

the case of Iran, will be examined further in relation to 

ten Islamic Middle Eastern developing countries. Also the 
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case of Lebanon will be analyzed because of its intrinsic 

interests and its religious/ethnic heterogeneity even 

though it lies outside the boundaries of the research 

hypothesis. 

One indication that a third path is possible in 

Middle Eastern countries, is that modernization--the 

western democratic path--does not necessarily lead to 

stability. Similarly, although the socialist path has led 

to political stability in Eastern Europe, yet socialism in 

the Middle East has led to political instability and 

violence in those Middle Eastern countries that have imple

mented it. Therefore, this suggests that it is important 

for these countries to consider a third path that avoids 

the secular component of both the western democratic path 

and the eastern socialist path. 

For many decades, many Middle Eastern countries 

have suffered from instability and revolution, regardless 

of the imported formula they have adopted, either the 

socialist or the democratic path. The only countries that 

seem to have enjoyed stability are those countries that 

have attached themselves to their traditional inheritance 

and mechanisms. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, and Morocco 

for example, are Middle Eastern monarchies, yet they enjoy 

stability and are not torn by discontent and revolution. 

Similarly, Syria, Iraq, Libya, and Iran, even though under 

highly repressive regimes, seem to enjoy relative 
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stability, at least currently. Moreover, a placating semi

democracy was disastrous in Iran under the Shah and led to 

more violence in Egypt under Mubarak. The Egypt of Nasser, 

implementing socialism, suffered from economic decay, yet 

enjoyed political stability and economic equality. More

over, Sadat's efforts to switch paths led to political 

violence, instability, and Sadat paid the price by his 

life. 

Granted, in each of these cases, as in others, a 

multitude of external and internal factor~ can elucidate 

the failure or success of modernization. But one factor 

underlying them all seems to be the adaptability of the 

path of modernization chosen to the institutions already 

established in the country's culture--the third path. Those 

traditional stable and prosperous monarchies, such as Saudi 

Arabia and Kuwait, and other traditional monarchies that 

are stable but not prosperous, such as Jordan, and Morocco 

seem to have accommodated that path within their cultural 

and traditional institutions, by excluding the secular 

aspect of modernization. 

Other countries have chosen a third path of their 

own and have met with success. Consider Libya, which fol

lowed the Third International Theory for modernization 

which later had to be personalized by Qhadafi's own think

ing and experience with the external world, and yet sur

vived external challenges and hostilities which ironically 
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reinforced, along with repressive measures, his popular 

legitimacy. Algeria has embraced pragmatic socialism with 

an Islamic flavor, and thus is considered one of the major 

stable countries of the Middle East. 

To examine the hypothesis herein, that Moderniza

tion + Secularization = Instability, Modernization = 

Secularization = Stability, we will discuss each of these 

eleven countries' experience with modernization. ~le Eg~~

tian case will be dealt with first, in the second chapter, 

since it was the first Middle Eastern country to modernize. 

The chapter demonstrates that the Egyptian experience with 

modernization + secularization, in both the western and 

eastern paths, has thus far led to political instability 

and to economic crisis and dependency on the United States. 

Lebanon, an exceptional case in the Middle East because of 

its heterogeneous population and the existence of many 

religious affiliations, was the only Arab country to follow 

the western' liberal path of modernization both politically 

(Lebanon had a functioning democracy for some 30 years) and 

economically: therefore, the third chapter will analyze the 

factors that led to the failure and breakdown of such an 

experience. As 'a subject of systematic analysis, the cases 

of Syria and Iraq are grouped into the Ba'athistsocialist 

path of development and modernization and will be the 

subject of the fourth chapter. Chapter five analyzes 

variation in the socialist path followed by South Yemen, 
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Libya, and Algeria. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, and 

Morocco are analyzed and dealt with in chapter six as the 

cases of stable traditional monarchies that are considered 

as the new model of the third path. Chapter seven presents 

conclusions suggested by the analysis herein. 



CHAPTER 2 

EGYPT: UNSUCCESSFUL OSCILLATION 
BETWEEN WEST AND EAST 

Egypt affords an extended example of the failure of 

modernization to produce lasting benefits in a country 

whose own cultural traditions are ignored as part of that 

modernization. If by successful modernization we mean not 

only the development of a prosperous and relatively egali

tarian society but also the creation of a stable political 

system, Egypt of today is far from achieving those goals. 

In the political realm, Egypt has become less rather than 

more stable: and, economically, the policies of Sadat and 

Mubarak have led to greater income inequality and a 

dramatically increasing financial dependence on the West. 

Egypt is a significant case to analyze because, as 

will be shown in this chapter, Egypt has experienced 

different paths of modernization. Yet during each of these 

phases of modernization Egypt's developmental strategies 

always have been circumscribed by external forces. From the 

beginning steps of modernization during 1798-1881, under 

Mohamad Ali and his successors, through the British control 

years of 1882-1952, through Nasser's reign, 1953-1970, 

through that of Sadat 1971-1981, and to Mubarak of the 

present, we find that the elites of Egypt have consistently 

33 
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turned by their own volition, or have been forced to turn 

by external pressures, either to the western or eastern 

path of development. They have attempted to switch paths of 

development rapidly, without prior planning and evaluation, 

as if the traditional identifications and values of the 

Egyptian masses could be easily shattered and replaced. 

However, their assumption that tradition could be ignored 

was, as Hudson (1977) argues, faulty, and has led to a 

consistent underestimation of the political strength of the 

traditional sector. Because Islam, the traditional force in 

Egypt, has been ignored as a unifying institution and a 

possible path toward modernization, each leader has thus 

faced the need to legitimize his rule and has found that 

legitimization to be complicated by burdens inherited from 

the preceding regime, as well as by traditional forces that 

have risen to protest foreign emulation, intervention, and 

domination. Currently, the return to westernization under 

Mubarak has provoked a new wave of resentment against 

westernization that has resulted in riots, demonstrations, 

and aggressive actions against the ruling elite. 

The Phases of Modernization in Egypt 

Chronologically, the Egyptian efforts to modernize 

and develop can be divided into four political. and economic 

phases. The first, 1798-1881, begins with the reign of 

Muhammad Ali, during which Egypt took her initial steps 
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toward modernization, and ends with the Urabi revolt which 

was the cumulative effect of Egypt's first experience with 

western modernization. The second phase covers the years of 

the British Mandate, 1882-1952, a period marked by increas

ing nationalistic feeling and increasing hostility toward 

the West, culminating in the Egyptian Revolution of 1952. 

The third phase is the reign of Nasser, 1953-1970, when 

Egypt altered her course of development and destiny, 

turning toward the East for assistance and emulation, and 

initiating Arab Socialism. The fourth developmental phase, 

1971 to the present, covers the efforts of Sadat and 

Mubarak to direct Egypt again toward the western path of 

development. • 

The First Phase, 1798-1881 

During the initial phase of modernization Egypt 

began to develop its national structures and consciousness. 

This period also marked the beginning of the Egyptian 

encounter with western culture and civilization. The first 

ruler to embrace westernization set the pattern: ignore 

traditional institutions while imposing new ones. 

Ironically, the first Egyptian ruler, Muhammad Ali 

Basha, was not even Egyptian, but Turkish. Simplified, 

Ali's modernization attempts came in three inter

related steps: destruction of traditional powers; and then 
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revision, and consequent destruction of both civil and 

military institutions. 

Ali's first move was to destroy any remnant of 

power of the Mamalik dynasty, which had ruled Egypt from 

1250 until 1517, and whose wealth and power structures 

remained influential at the time of Ali's monarchy. With 

the guise of a luncheon, Ali brought the group together, 

annihilated them, and immediately expropriated their wealth 

and lands.1 

The second step taken by Ali was to destroy the 

Egyptian traditional values and institutions and to replace 

them with new ones. He reformed and modernized the civil 

bureaucracy, relying upon European standards and skills in 

training administrators. Many Egyptian students were sent 

to Europe to be educated. Many European missions operated 

in Egypt, further educating the populace and establishing 

their influence in the country. Therefore, Mohammad Ali 

strove for modern methods of development and new techniques 

not with the aim of creating a modern Egyptian state but 

only to serve and enhance his own personal and familial 

powers. Modernization was not for the benefit of the 

country, but for the benefit of Muhammad Ali. Safran 

1. The Mamalik ruling dynasty ruled Egypt after 
they ended the Ayoubic dynasty in 1250 until the year 1517 
when they were defeated by the Ottoman Sultan Saleem.I. 
However, their wealth and power structures remained until 
they were all, about 400 people, invited to lunch and then 
massacred by Mohammad Ali. 
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(1961:31) observes that lias in the military bureaucracy, 

Muhammad Ali left little to the discretion of his civilian 

administrators, centralizing control in his hands. Every 

order emanated from Muhammad Ali and it is quite clear that 

he did not let his subordinates use any initiatives." 

Perlmutter's (1974:23) analysis reveals how little modern

ization really occurred under Muhammad Ali, as he notes 

tha t II despi te the introduction of new techniques and 

training in modern administrative methods, the bureaucracy 

remained a personal adjunct of the ruler, as it had been 

during previous regimes. In only one aspect was ~t ration

al, according to the Weberian model: in the separation of 

administrators below the ruler from the ownership of the 

means of administration." Under Ali, the elite remained the 

elite: the power remained in the hands of the monarch. 

The third major modernization effort introduced by 

Muhammad Ali was his reform of the army. His goal was to 

create a strong mercenary army, but to do so without 

inclusion of Egyptian nationals: an army that denied 

participation of the people it supposedly served. Ali's 

army was composed mainly of black African and non-African 

slaves led by foreign officers, primarily Turks and 

Circassians. Ali was forced, however, to find his army 

personnel recruits among the Egyptian peasants when the 

Greek war of independence began, and his army was doomed to 

failure: the recruited Egyptian peasants resisted his 
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policies, particularly because they were denied upward 

mobility to the higher commanding positions. This policy 

led to the establishment of stratified army personnel based 

upon various local and foreign nationalities. Heyworth

Donne (1939:115) argues that, "when a staff College was 

established in 1842, it was reserved for Turks and Mame

lukes from Constantinople. Even later, when shortages of 

men induced Mohammad Ali to allow Egyptians to enroll, they 

were not allowed to sit for examinations and were given no 

ranks." 

With the old power destroyed, and with civil and 

military institutions designed to keep the power in the 

hands of the monarch, Muhammad Ali dominated the economic 

sphere, he and his family controlling the financial assets 

in the country and owning most of the fertile lands. Most 

of the Egyptian high positions in all arenas--political, 

economic, and military--were held by Muhammad Ali, his 

family members or by Turkish descendants. This policy, on 

the one hand, led to the emergence of new nationalistic 

feelings and resistance to Mohammad's policies and modern

ization. On the other hand, Muhammad's personal policies 

created tension within the Egyptian army between the lower 

ranks of officers, who were Egyptian natives, and the 

highest ranks of officers, occupied by the Turks and 

Circassians. This resulted in high discontent and frustra

tion among the native Egyptian officers and soldiers who 
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viewed themselves as an instrument of foreign' control and 

domination. 

Consequently, the modernization efforts introduced 

by Muhammad Ali were identified by the Egyptians with 

foreign domination and influence which later spawned 

nationalistic feelings that were, in later stages, care-

fully organized to become the backbone of the Muslim 

Brotherhood's movements. Also Mohammad's modernization 

created two major groups and ways of life: that of the 

traditional Islamic community with their Ulama, Islamic 

scholars, and the religious Sheikhs who were devoted 

Muslims~ and the modernist western educated students who 

were influenced by liberal constitutionalism.2 In this 

first phase, however, Muhammad Ali set the pattern that 

would prevail. He used modern western methods but with the 

traditional personal ends. He never offered a new ideology 

instead of the one he had destroyed nor did he use the 

existing Islamic religion to integrate and legitimize the 

various modernization and developmental programs he 

introduced to the Egyptian society and culture. 

2. These two groups shared a common interest in 
opposing foreign domination and Mohammad Ali's dynastic 
rule, and they also shared the desire to establish a new 
Egyptian identity and entity. In a later period, they 
initiated a revolt in alliance with the military that is 
called the Urabi Basha movement, which led to the British 
occupation of Egypt. After many revolt attempts, they 
managed to achieve, in the mid-20th century, their desired 
goal of getting rid of foreign domination and control and 
of putting an end to this particular monarchical rule. 
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Muhammad's unawareness of the role of nationalism 

in politics and the legitimacy that it might have given to 

his rule and as an integrating force to the existing 

political, economic and social forces was one of the 

factors that led to the failure of his modernization and 

reform efforts. As Rivi1in (1961:251) correctly points out, 

"Mohammad Ali was no nationalist in the modern sense and 

above all no Egyptian nationalist. He considered himself a 

Turk if anything and thought of Egypt simply as a private 

preserve to be exploited for his own and his family's 

benefit. " 

The Second Phase, 1882-1952 

Marking the second phase of Egypt's encounter with 

modernization, was a rising nationalism that would eventu

ally unite otherwise disparate Egyptian groups--a national

ism strongly anti-western. The modernization programs that 

had risen under Muhammad Ali and his successors had made 

the nation dependent upon foreign elements, and that 

condition promoted a national self-consciousness that 

became rebellious discontent, and culminated in the Urabi 

Basha Revolt (1879-1882) discussed below. Other factors, 

too, contributed to the revolt, of course. Egypt's foreign 

debts had mounted during the reign of Khedivi Isma'i1, who 

attempted to economize and rationalize his government's 

expenditures. Most of his cutbacks, however, were in the 
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form of slashing the salaries of the Egyptian natives, 

particularly those in the army and the bureaucracy. He also 

implemented high taxes, that used to be collected from the 

lowest income group, the Egyptian peasants (Fa11aheen), 

sometimes collecting such taxes twice a year. 

The Urabi Basha revolt was a reaction to harsh 

economic conditions and, as mentioned earlier, high 

taxation on the Egyptian peasants that was collected by 

Khedavi Tawfiq to pay the British and French debts. The 

agricultural sector, always the largest working population 

in Egypt, as Table 1 shows, suffered the most because of 

the foreign debts to France and Britain I and because of the 

pressures from those countries to have the debts paid. The 

peasants revolted. At first, the rebel leaders demanded the 

removal of military grievances, the end of Turkish and 

Circassian privileges, the implementation of a constitu

tion, and the creation of a parliament. These demands, in 

fact, are somewhat European, at the very least. But the 

European powers were reluctant to grant such demands, 

because of possible threats to their economic interests if 

a more radical element were to come to the fore through 

electoral means. When the Urabi Revolt failed, because of 

lack of organization and coordination among the various 

participants, and because of inexperienced army officers 

and leaders, the British interceded immediately. They 

insured the sUbjugation of Egypt to Britain's economic, 



Table 1. 

Number of Persons Occupied in Different Industries 
(000, excluding children under 5 years) 
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1927 1937 1947 

Agriculture 3486 4265 7555 

Mining 10 11 13 

Manufacturing and 
Handicraft 483 478 709 

Conunerce and Finance 460 460 620 

Personal Service 
Professionals 132 151 515 

Unoccupied Persons 6184 6391 2227 

Source: Egypt At Mid-Century: An Economy Survey, Charles 
Issawi, Oxford University Press, London, 1954 p.62 
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political and military rule. The leaders of the rebellion 

were exiled to Ceylon, and the previously exiled Khedivi 

was brought back from Alexandria to rule Egypt. The 

Egyptian army, as Perlmutter (1974:27) notes, was "reduced" 

to a small force, operating as a branch of the civil 

service. II until the mid-1930s, the Egyptian army would not 

serve as a base for nationalists, revolutionaries or 

modernizers. And now Egypt had an even closer experience 

with Europe--one not likely to induce fondness for western

ization. 

Due to international as well as internal pressures, 

the British never attempted to place Egypt under their 

direct rule. France and the ottoman empire deeply opposed 

the British power in Egypt because of their own close ties 

and interests there. Similarly, the Islamic community and 

many other western educated and non-western educated groups 

opposed the British direct rule in Egypt. The British were 

hesitant to assume the full powers of government, and their 

power was never adequately defined. 

As a result of these factors, the British were 

inclined to keep the Egyptian traditional institutions 

intact, and had to rely on governing Egypt behind and 

through Egyptian officials and ministries. Consequently, 

the British impact on Egypt was limited and their social 

and political programs were circumscribed. This on the one 

hand gave the Egyptian the privilege of self rule, but on 
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the other hand, was a major source of dispute and conflict 

between the British and the Egyptian elites. But, overall, 

the role of Britain did little to improve Egypt's attitude 

toward the western world and modernization. 

Here was Egypt's golden age: a parliamentary 

government which was influenced by Egypt's exposure to 

western European culture and civilization, from the 

nineteenth through the mid-twentieth century. During that 

period the Egyptians had the chance of forming political 

parties and movements. However, these parties never 

attracted wide bases of support and their members were 

limited in number. But a review of them reveals important 

undercurrents in Egypt during this phase. The groups were 

unified in their reflection of the emergence of strong 

Egyptian nationalism, and in their common resistance to 

foreign occupation and domination. However, they differed 

in the degree of their anti-westernism--what they would and 

would not accept--and, equally as important, if not more 

so, in their attitudes toward Islam. 

The questions that need to be addressed now are 

what were the reasons behind the establishment of these 

parties and movements? What were their major objectives? 

The Wafd party was one of the most important groups. 

Founded by an Egyptian nationalist leader, Said Zaghlul, 

who managed to unite the Muslim and Copt groups, the Wafd 

party was a major vehicle for opposing British rule. The 
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Nationalist party (al-hizb al-watani), founded by Mustafa 

Kamil, an Egyptian, was intellectually committed to secu

larizing Egypt and to creating a national ideology based 

upon de-Islamization and westernization. Neither of these 

groups supported Islam. A third major group, the Islamic 

Brotherhood of the late 1920s was formed as a direct 

response to the Nationalist party's secularizing policies. 

~nereas the first two groups were liberal nationalists who 

believed in western constitutional and parliamentary 

mechanisms of government--but without foreign control--the 

third group was founded on the Shariah Law (the Islamic 

Body of Law). 

The ultimate effect of the fundamental nationalists 

is well summarized by Safran (1961:140), who states that 

"the belief in western constitutional and parliamentary 

methods of government became associated with failure, and 

was viewed with suspicion. Xenophobic nationalism replaced 

liberal nationalism, as the liberals came under attack-

this change of direction initiated by the intellectual 

leaders not only failed to meet the problem it was supposed 

to solve, but it also encouraged a violent, religious, 

reactionary mass political movement which was threatening 

to destroy everything for which liberal nationalism had 

stood." The Muslim Brotherhood movement became the major 

source of inspiration for the new nationalistic movements 

until it was violently dissolved and eliminated by Nasser 
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in 1954. The Muslim Brotherhood movement helped transform 

liberal nationalism into a force that is ideologically 

effective and comprehensible, but with a strong anti

western base in the Egyptian society. 

In spite of the emergence of a strong nationalism, 

Egypt benefitted little from the political parties that 

formed. Both the Egyptian nationalist movement and the 

government turned their backs on the Islamic faith, and 

hence on the masses of Egypt. This led to the alienation of 

the majority of the population from the intellectual and 

ruling elites, and consequently to the failure of the 

liberal nationalist and intellectuals' efforts to tackle 

the problems of political and secular formulations. The 

Egyptian nationalist movement as well as the governing 

elites ignored those reformers' attempt to find new 

political and economic formulas for their political, 

economic and social problems. The reformers, however well

intentioned in freeing Egypt from western--then British-

dominion or influence, were unable to resolve the conflict 

between traditional Islamic beliefs and the influence of 

European culture and civilization. 

Hope for the restoration of Egyptian ancient glory 

and power thus focused more and more on the Muslim Brother

hood. Many Egyptians began to view themselves as the 

guardians and protectors of Islam, and viewed the latter as 

the major source of their identity with the rest of the 
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Arab World. The Muslim Brotherhood increased in popularity 

and independent political action from other groups, such as 

army factions, was prevented. 

With the conflict unresolved, the masses of Egypt 

continued to suffer. While the period of 1922 until 1952 

was the most liberal era in Egyptian politics, it also was 

marked by increasing corruption of the parliamentary 

practices--particu1ar1y within the Wafd party whose members 

used their positions in government. to achieve private 

gains. The country itself, while striving for moderniza

tion, was experiencing failure. As Table 2 reveals, in the 

period 1949-1950, prior to the Egyptian military coup of 

1952, Egypt's rank on national income was among the lowest 

strata, it occupied a middle strata in foreign trade due to 

its heavy dependence on cotton, had the least energy con

sumption, and had a high illiteracy rate compared to many 

Third World countries. These factors, added to the con

tinued foreign occupation of Egypt and the inability and 

incompetence of both King Farouk and the Wafd party to deal 

with the British occupation, set the stage for the next 

development, the 1952 military coup of Gamal Abdul Nasser 

and the Free Officers. Egyptian politics and economics had 

reached a new turning point. 
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The Third Phase, 1953-1970 

The third phase of Egyptian modernization is 

characterized by Nasser's succession to power and the 

formation of a new ideology, one based on Arab nationalism 

and hostility to the Western world. This period also marked 

the new regional role that Egypt began to shoulder, which 

involved it in regional as well as international political 

and military struggles. 

The forces that would accomplish the 1952 coup came 

together in 1949 when a group of prominent military 

officers, dissatisfied with the conditions under the 

monarchy, formed the Society of Free Officers. These 

officers later joined the Nasser-Muhan.a clique, who were 

the original conspirators.3 The Free Officers had a good 

relationship with the Muslim Brotherhood and some of its 

members where among the Brother's organization. The former 

was to receive support, though not active participation in 

the coup, from the latter. When the British troops, in 

January of 1952, overpowered a unit of the Egyptian police 

in Ismailia, the Society, along with the rest of the 

Egyptian army, were thrust into action. The British move 

had been met with rage, not only against Britain but 

against the institutions of the Wafd Party, who had failed 

3. Muhana was one of the leaders and major 
organizers of the 1952 Free Officers' military coup: 
however, he disappeared after the 1952 coup and no one 
knows what happened to him. 
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Table 2. 

Indices of Economic and Social Development, 1949 

country National 
Income 

(1) 

Egypt 100 

India 57 

Japan 100 

Philippines 44 

Argentina 346 

Brazil 112 

Chile 188 

Mexico 121 

Greece 126 

Turkey 125 

Italy 235 

France 482 

Australia 679 

1. US$ per capita, 1949. 

Foreign 
Trade 

(2) 

56 

7 

22 

36 

186 

46 

106 

38 

69 

26 

63 

154 

373 

Energy 
Consumption 

(3) 

0.22 

0.10 

0.78 

0.10 

0.76 

0.22 

0.76 

0.60 

0.22 

0.26 

0.63 

2.03 

3.12 

Literacy 
Rate 

(4) 

15 

9 

95 

50 

83 

47 

72 

48 

59 

21 

78 

96 

95 

2. Per Capita value of imports and exports in US 1950. 
3. Coal equivalent in metric tons, per capita, 1950. 
4. Percent of population 10 years or over, pre-war. 

Source: UN, Statistics Yearbook, 1960 
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to protect the people. A huge mob, mostly students, turned 

to the streets, rioting and burning every symbol of 

westernization. The army was called out to suppress the 

riot and did so. Here was the opportunity for the Free 

Officers to act, to initiate a coup, but the army was 

divided and the coup had to wait. 

After about six months, however, the Free Officers 

did act. Some of their members moved to the royal palace, 

otlier members to the radio station. The rest of the army 

remained neutral, as did the British forces stationed at 

the Suez Canal. With the Society of the Free Officers in 

the palace and in control of the radio station, a bloodless 

coup had occurred. The Free Officers broadcast their 

control, advising the people to stay calm, and assuring 

them that the coup was purely an internal matter, not 

against any foreign power. They did not proclaim their 

broader intentions to initiate reform. They moved step by 

cautious step: first the coup: then announcing the coup: 

then removing the King but maintaining the monarchy. They 

planned to bring Egypt to a new way of life, but without 

arousing civil alarm or turmoil. 

Six months after the July 1952 coup, General Nagib 

proclaimed the formation of a new revolutionary institution 

called the Liberation Rally (Hai I at al Tahrir), which was 

supposed to be a non-political administrative structure and 

was to serve as a new nucleus of a mass party controlled 
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and directed from above. The Free Officers, along with 

Nasser, and against Nagib's will, established a new 

political and revolutionary entity called the Re~olutionary 

Command Council with the aim of breaking with the other 

parties, establishing their independence and bolstering the 

government's autonomy. 

In June 1953 the Revolutionary Command Council 

officially dissolved the Egyptian monarchy and proclaimed 

Egypt a republic. General Nagib was proclaimed the presi

dent of the republic, and Nasser was appointed as a 

Secretary-General. A temporary alliance was formed between 

the R.C.C and the Muslim Brotherhood: however, Nasser's 

alleged accusation of an attempted counter-coup by the 

Wafd-communist groups led to a new development on the 

Egyptian political scene. The Revolutionary Command Council 

then moved in and took over a new transitional government 

after the alleged attempted coup and Nagib dissolved all 

political parties, with the exception of the Muslim 

Brotherhood. 

The new Egyptian regime, in its early stage of 

development, was not in a secure position and did not feel 

confident enough to move against the Muslim Brotherhood who 

had a considerable amount of influence among the Egyptian 

masses. However, in early 1954 conflict developed between 

Nagib and Nasser over the question of returning to civilian 

rule. Najib favored calling a new election in order to turn 
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power over to civilians, whereas Nasser opposed such a 

move. Nagib was ousted as a result of an alleged conspiracy 

to assassinate Nasser that included the Muslim Brotherhood, 

which Nasser used as a justification for the dismissal of 

Nagib and for crushing his only left rivalry, the Muslim 

Brotherhood, from the Egyptian political stage. Now that 

Nasser had crushed both the right and left, he moved to' 

consolidate his personal power and began his creation of an 

organizational ideology ~hat would define and legitimize 

his new military regime, a new phenomenon in Egyptian 

politics. 

The first tactic used by Nasser to increase his 

popularity and to bolster his new image was to develop and 

use his highly and effective propaganda machine that deeply 

penetrated the Egyptian masses: he rallied them behind the 

new transnationalist Pan-Arabism ideology, an ideology 

centered on external threats as a factor for legitimizing 

his rule. Nasser's first aim was to initiate a land reform, 

full employment, social justice, and to create a new 

ideolog ical symbol that called for .. Religion for God's 

sake, the nation for the sake of all." The land reform was 

aimed at breaking the old power centers of the Egyptian 

landlords, who had gained their huge estates from the 

monarch, and to distribute land to the Egyptian peasants. 

This would ensure Nasser a new grassroots support from the 

masses. 
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Although Nasser's policies were viewed by the 

Western powers as socialistic, Nasser's intent was only to 

better Egypt. His actions rose not from a desire to embrace 

socialism--but from his nationalism. Nasser was attempting 

a third path. 

Nasser's policies were effective, too, for a while 

at least. According to the information in Table 3, Nasser 

increased employment dramatically and created Egypt's new 

industrial sector that emerged and expanded rapidly 

particularly, when Nasser imposed his import sUbstitution 

policies. 

The first two years of Nasser's rule were basically 

devoted to active Egyptian participation in regional 

politics. During the Bandung conference of April 1955 

Nasser had his first encounter with the leaders of most 

Third World countries--a meeting that later influenced his 

attitudes--and from that time he decided to concentrate his 

energy on three major themes: Arabism, anti-Westernism, and 

nonalignment. To Nasser, these goals could only be success

ful if he managed to achieve Arab unity. The latter, he 

felt, was to be achieved by any means, even by supporting 

insurgency movements and by giving aid to rebels and 

friendly governments. The consequent nationalistic and 

radical policies taken by Nasser were considered by the 

Western powers as threatening to the region's status quo. 

They regarded the Middle East as their own sphere of 



Table 3. 

Distribution of Work Force by Sector 1947-1976 
(in thousands of workers) 

1947 1960 

Agriculture 4,085 4,406 

Industry 560.6 713.1 

Mining 13 21 

Construction 113.3 158.8 

Conunerce 590.4 641.4 

Transportation and 
Communications 203.3 260.2 

Electric, Gas, and 
Water 22.6 36.8 

Unoccupied 353.9 49.3 

Source: John Waterbury, The Egypt of Nasser and 
1983. 
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1976 

4,878 

1,367 

33 

427 

944 

479 

62 

183 

Sadat, 
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influ~nce and Nasser's radical behavior represented a 

challenge to their interests in the region. 

A series of internal and external factors made that 

threat seem realized, and thrust Nasser into the socialist 

path, though it was not by his own initial actions or 

choice. An influential internal factor was the unwilling

ness of the Egyptian private wealthy sector to participate 

in economic development by investing in the economy and 

thus creating new jcbs and opportunities for the Egyptian 

masses. Also internally was the high growth in the Egyptian 

population. The need for aid would be strong enough to 

force the leader to take the path most open. 

That path was determined by the external factors. 

Six major events occurred in 1955-1966 that would result in 

the formulation and development of new Egyptian policies, 

both external and internal: a series of Israeli raids 

across the Egyptian borders: the Baghdad Pact: the Bandung 

conference: the inability of Nasser to obtain from the 

United States an adequate supply of arms for Egypt's 

defense: the refusal of the United States to finance the 

Aswan High Dam Project--a refusal that resulted in the 

nationalization of the Suez Canal Company 7 and, finally, 

the United State's cancellation of its grain supplies to 

Egypt in the mid-1960s. 

The 1955 Baghdad Pact was considered by Nasser as a 

major threat and as a new tool of perpetuating Western 
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political and economic controls over the area to keep it 

weak and dependent on the west. As a result of a rising 

strong nationalist sentiment, Egypt refused to join with 

any western defensive alliance even before the 1952 

military coup. Iraq, which was the only Arab member in the 

Pact, was the antithesis of Egypt. Iraq had a monarchical 

system run by traditional politicians with conservative 

economic and social policies. Thus Iraq might serve as a 

new conservative force in the region and, therefore, might 

threaten the achievements of the Egyptian revolution. 

Consequently, Nasser turned his full efforts and energy in 

the form of his highly developed propaganda against both 

Iraq and the Western powers. 

In the 1955 Afro-Asian conference at Bandung, 

Nasser represented Egypt and had his first contacts with 

Asian nationalist leaders such as Nehru of India and Chou 

en-Lai of Communist China. Nehru stimulated Nasser's 

thinking in regard to neutralism, while the experience with 

Chou 'en-Lai led to the recognition of COllU11unist China by 

the Egyptian government. 

A series of Israeli attaCKS in 1955 and 1956 across 

the Egyptian borders were costly to the Egyptian army and 

to the Egyptian prestige in the Arab World. Collins and 

Tignor (1967:129), argue that lithe Egyptian government 

sooner or later would have sought to develop its military 

potential, in spite of the raids, but certainly the 
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troubled relations between Israel and Egypt contributed to 

militarism in Egypt." These events were enhanced by the 

reluctance of the United States to meet all of Nasser's 

demands for arms. Nasser's first attempt to seek arms was 

from the West and in particular from the United States. The 

latter did not want to encourage an arms race in the Middle 

East and feared that supplying Egypt all its military needs 

might upset the balance of power in favor of the Arabs, 

which might threaten the Existence of Israel. However, 

Nasser pressed for his arms demands from the United States 

and only when he was rebuffed did he turn to the Communist 

Block. 

A major event that resulted in a turning point in 

the Egyptian political, economic and social orientations 

was the failure of Nasser to finance the Aswan High Dam by 

the Western powers, in particular the United States. 

Although U.S Secretary of State John Foster Dulles explic

itly announced the withdrawal of American financing of the 

project because of weaknesses in the Egyptian economy, 

implici tly, Dulles also intended to punish Nasser for his 

recognition of Communist China and for his new relations 

with the Soviet block. This event contributed to Nasser's 

move to nationalize the Suez Canal, which in turn provoked 

the 1956 joint French, British, and Israeli invasion of 

Egypt. As Collins and Tignor (1967: 140) observe, "Nasser ' s 

bold stroke nearly brought his own downfall. But the Anglo-
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French invasion and Israeli attack, although militarily 

victorious, were diplomatic failures, and thus insured the 

independence of Egypt and turned Nasser into an Egyptian 

and Middle Eastern hero." 

The last factor that led to Nasser's move more into 

the socialist path was the United State's cancelation of 

grain supplies to Egypt, an action that was widely and 

painfully felt by both Nasser and the Egyptian people. A 

direct consequence of this external factor was an outbreak 

of internal disruptions and demonstrations at the mass 

level (see Table 7) as well as an unleashing of an allout 

propaganda war against the West and the United States, at 

the state level. Furthermore, this factor contributed to 

the pouring of large quantities of socialist aid and 

assistance into the Egyptian economy (see Table 4) which 

increased Egypt's dependency on the Eastern block. 

Therefore, it might be argued that Egypt's past 

modernization experience with the west, the new external 

pressures in the 'form of the United State's anti-communist 

doctrine advocated by Secretary of State John Foster 

Dulles, as well as the Arab-Israeli conflict, were the 

major factors that pushed Egypt in the direction of the 

Communist Block. Adding to the thrust in that direction 

were the Israeli raids on Egyptian borders and the 1956 

invasion of Egypt (by France-Britain-Israel). Nasser used 

these external events to bolster his image internally by 
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creating a sense of external threat against Egypt and the 

Arab world and by presenting himself as the only Arab 

leader able to face and challenge that threat forcefully 

and effectively. As a result, Nasser's popularity increased 

substantially. Nasser, using the external threat as a 

legitimizing factor for his own personal power, became the 

legitimate ruler of Egypt. 

In his search for a new third-path formula for 

development and modernization, Nasser encountered internal 

as well as external resistance that furthered the radical

ization of his policies and behavior both at home and at 

the Middle Eastern level. Accordingly, he began his new 

campaign of commitment to Arab nationalism and to the 

Palestinian cause, using the League of Arab States, a group 

whose formation was originally encouraged by Britain with 

the aim of enhancing Britain's influence in the region. 

However, Nasser used the L.A.S for his own self-interest 

and launched his new regional ideology through it, and 

hence dominated it. 

Nasser's search for a new developmental formula was 

regional in focus and he relied basically on external 

factors and events to justify his policies, bolster his 

popularity, and thus secure his own power. In his renuncia

tion of Western imperialism, Nasser also rejected the 

Islamic path of development, but he never attempted to find 

his own formula of modernization and development based upon 
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a set of norms, rules, and values that were supported by 

the majority of the Egyptian people. Nasser's major fault 

was that he simply replaced the western influence by its 

eastern counterpart. Moreover, he did not try to find a 

constructive and workable definition of Arab nationalism 

within its larger entity, Pan-Islarnism, which was the major 

integrating force that had brought all Arabs together 

during the golden days of the Islamic Empire. Instead, 

Nasser relied on his personal charisma and power to rally 

support around himself. He never attempted to transfer 

power to well established political institutions, which, 

supported by the masses, therefore would ensure future 

continuity to the political system and legitimate the 

process of succession. 

Moreover, Nasser turned to so called Arab-Social

ism, which was an attempt to adopt some aspects of Soviet 

socialism but without fully implementing the whole ideolog

ical doctrine of Marxism or Leninism. Arab-Socialism is the 

state's efforts to take control of the major social, 

economic, and political functions of society but without 

eliminating private property or preventing the formation of 

small private enterprises. In that, it was a third path for 

Nasser and Egypt. During Nasser's regime, private property 

was not eliminated and the state did not take control of 

every aspect of the Egyptian society. What the state 

basically did was to nationalize all major industries and 
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expropriate almost all fertile lands. The major industries 

and banks were directed and controlled by the government 

while almost all expropriated lands were redistributed to 

the masses. In addition, Nasser adopted import substitution 

policies as an effort to cut back on government expendi

tures, to decrease external debts, and to save hard inter

national currencies. Nasser also enforced protectionist 

policies such as high tariff and limited quotas to protect 

the new Egyptian industries. Arab-Socialism, under Nasser, 

was a combination of many various policies that never 

reached, fully, the Soviet style, but fell between the 

European Social Democratic path and the Communist path. 

Nasser's nationalization of almost all the Egyptian 

industries and large private property contributed to his 

alienation from his own domestic investors--the upper class 

and the business communi ty--and to the outflow of capital 

from Egypt. Furthermore, Nasser adopted a policy of 

import-substitution, similar to those policies taken by 

some Latin American countries, that was· aimed at curbing 

the amount of imported goods and services. These policies 

were perceived by many outside observers as both socialist 

and nationalist, and, therefore, prevented many Western as 

well as non-Western investments in the Egyptian economy. As 

the data in Table 4 show, Egypt became economically and 

militarily more and more dependent on the Eastern block. 



Table 4. 

Egypt's Debts to the Socialist Countries 
(in million $.dollars) 

Year Debt 

1955 336 

1956-57 170 

1963 500 

1965 310 

1967-1972 2,500 

1973 1,000 

Total 4,816 

Source: John Waterbury,The Egypt of Nasser and 
Sadat, 1983, p 397. 
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Not only did Nasser's socialist policies not reduce 

the country's vulnerability to external pressures and 

domination in its eastern or western form, they also did 

not achieve the desired goal of rapid industrialization, 

the Soviet way. Table 5 shows the national per capita 

income from the time of the Egyptian revolution until 1979. 

There was a substantial increase during the middle years of 

Nasser's regime, from 1956 to 1965; but a substantial 

decrease occurred in the years that followed until Nasser's 

death in 1970. Moreover, as Table 6 indicates, in compari

son with the other Middle Eastern countries evaluated here, 

Egypt has the lowest GNP per capita and average annual 

growth rates, and ranks among the lowest in energy consump

tion. These statistics thus reveal that despite Nasser's 

great efforts through his socialist policies to turn Egypt 

into a new industrial country in the 1960s, under the 

Arab-Socialist path only a very modest rate of economic 

development was achieved. Therefore, Nasser's Arab

Socialist policies do not seems to have advanced Egypt's 

economic and social sectors as was expected. The question 

that needs to be addressed at this stage is why Nasser's 

Arab-socialism did not achieve its desired objective. 

Nasser, like Nehru of India, thought that land 

concentration and income inequality could be reduced 

substantially and that rapid economic growth could enhance 

wealth redistribution to the poorest strata. Therefore 
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Table 5. 

National Per Capita Income 1952-1979 
in Constant 1952-53 prices 

(in Egyptian pounds) 

Year Nat'l Income % Annual Per Capita % Annual 
(millions) Increase Income Increase 

1952-53 806 37.1 

1955-56 881 2.3 37.7 .4 

1959-1960 1,091 4.6 42.6 2.6 

1964-1965 1,480 5.9 50.7 3.2 

1969-1970 1,746 3.0 53.2 .8 

1976 2,137 3.2 58.3 1.3 

1979 2,742 7.1 66.8 3.6 

Source: John Waterbury,1983, p.210 



Country 

Egypt 
Iran 
M:>rocco 
Algeria 
Iraq 
S.Arabia 
Syria 
Jordan 
Libya 
S. Yeman 
Kuwait 
Lebanon 

Source: 

Table 6. 

Basic Deve1opnenta1 Irrlicators for Selected Midd1e-Fastern Countries 

Total Popu1aticn GNP GNP Average Annual Energy Consmpticn 
First Secc>rn Million per Growth Rates GJP First Secorn 
Period Period US$ capita 1960- 1970- Period Period 
1960 1975 1978 1975 1978 1960 1975 

25.9 37.5 16890 420 3.6 -10.5 290 420 
21.5 32.9 55510 1660 8.1 13.3 344 1351 
11.6 17.5 12890 680 1.9 3.9 139 263 
10.8 16.8 25730 1450 1.8 2.6 257 475 
6.8 11.0 22540 1850 3.3 7.7 531 708 
5.9 8.9 54200 6590 6.6 4.9 233 1721 
4.5 7.3 8910 960 2.2 6.0 261 711 
1.7 2.7 2370 1100 1.3 7~0 191 409 
1.5 2.3 19820 7210 10.5 -2.6 281 1189 
1.1 1.7 780 450 -6.2 337 

.278 1.1 19410 15970 -2.8 0.6 2843 
3290 1070 520 927 

W.H.B. 1983. p. 93. Table 3.1, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7. 

Growth 
Rate 
1950-
1975 

2.0 
10.2 
2.5 
4.6 
5.6 

11.3 
6.6 
6.2 
9.3 

-5.7 
9.0 
3.6 

a. 
U'1 
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Nasser launched his policies of land reform, wealth 

redistribution, full employment, commodity subsidies, free 

education, forced savings, regressive sales taxation, and 

regressive income taxes. In general, Nasser's socialist 

policies and land redistribution do seem to have decreased 

the gap between rich and poor, as the data in Muller's work 

(1985:50) indicates. In 1964 the upper-quintile share of 

national household income in Egypt was 47.0 percent, which 

is not as concentrated as that in the case of other 

developing Middle Eastern countries such as Iraq (68.0) and 

Lebanon (61.0). However, such policies only worked tempo

rarily, from 1957-1965, and external factors, such as the 

1967 Arab-Israeli War, hindered most, if not all, of 

Nasser's internal developmental policies. After that, a 

period of no growth and less redistribution followed until 

the early 1970s. 

In terms of political stability Nasser's regime was 

a stable authoritarian one. Of course the early years of 

the revolution were marked by a struggle for power between 

Nasser and his opponents, which led to an increase in the 

domestic conflict that threatened the security of the 

political elites in general and Nasser in particular. But 

Nasser's rule proved to be an exceptional authoritarian one 

in regard to stability. According to Muller (1985:48), who 

developed a regime repressiveness scale that ranges from 1 

to 7 "one may drive the hypothesis that an important 
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determinant of collective political violence is the extent 

of regime repressiveness, which should be related to 

violence in a curvilinear (or to be more precise, nonmono-

tonic) fashion. The incidence of political violence should 

be relatively high under conditions of ·intermediate regime 

repressiveness and relatively low when the regime is either 

very repressive or very open." Since Nasser's regime was 

semi-repressive until the late 1960s, when looming external 

threats led to high repression, the country should have 

experienced relatively high levels of political protest and 

violence. Such was not the case, however. Under Nasser, as 

Table 7 shows, demonstrations and riots were infrequent, 

averaging only 0.8 and 0.94 per year respectively, from 

1954 to 1970, compared to 13.0 and 15.4 per year, respec-

tively, from 1948 to 1952 under his predecessor King 

Farouk, and 2.7 and 2.0 per year, respectively, from 1971 

to 1977 under his successor, Sadat. 

The deaths rate per year from political violence 

during Nasser's regime also was lower than under Farouk or 

Sadat, partly because challenges to Nasser's rule were 

forcefully crushed and eliminated, but largely because of 

his extreme popularity with the people he ruled since 
-

Nasser was the first Egyptian native to rule Egypt for 

centuries, an advantage that other Middle Eastern leaders, 

such as the Shah of Iran, lacked. Thus in spite of Nasser's 

rejection of Pan-Islamism as a unifying force for his 
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Table 7. 

Major Political Protest in Egypt 
During Nasser's Era 

Protests and Deaths from 
Year Demonstrations Riots Political Violence 

1948 3 18 61 
1949 0 0 9 
1950 0 20 26 
1951 8 29 223 
1952 10 10 108 

Avg/yr (F) 13.0 15.4 85.4 

1953 (transition}O 0 15 

1954 7 6 13 
1955 0 0 0 
1956 0 0 0 
1957 0 1 23 
1958 0 0 0 
1959 0 0 0 
1960 0 0 0 
1961 0 1 0 
1962 0 0 0 
1963 0 0 0 
1964 0 1 0 
1965 5 0 0 
1966 0 0 0 
1967 0 0 0 
1968 1 5 20 
1969 0 0 0 
1970 0 2 49 

Avg/yr (N) 0.8 0.9 6.2 

1971 0 0 1 
1972 5 5 2 
1973 4 3 0 
1974 0 1 11 
1975 1 2 1 
1976 5 1 8 
1977 4 1 45 

Avg/yr (S) 2.' 2.0 9.' 

Key: (F) Farouk, (N) Nasser, (S) Sadat 
Source: World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators. 

Second and Third Editions. 
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country, in spite of his turning first to the western and 

then to the eastern path to modernization, his regime was 

stable. 

Nasser governed Egypt for 17 years, from April 1954 

until his death in September 1970. He had legitimized his 

rule by the power of his personal charisma. But with his 

death, the charisma died as well, and Egypt was 'left with a 

political vacuum. Nasser had rejected the traditional 

institutions that could ensure the peaceful transformation 

of power from one person to another without the resort to 

repressive and coercive measures, and Egypt once again 

faced violence and instability. 

The Fourth Phase, 1971-Present 

The fourth and contemporary phase of Egyptian 

modernization is characterized by a shifting of gears from 

a socialist developmental strategy to a new affair' with the 

capitalist path of development. It is a period of rapic 

modernization as Egypt's spending on developmental pro-

grams, financed by various foreign governments and Multi-

National Corporations, almost doubled compared to the last 

years of Nasser's reign. 4 

4. According to National Review (April 25, 1986), 
Egypt in 1980 received $865 million from the Economic 
Support Funds, a cash transfer grant from the U. S. Treas
ury. In 1986, the amount had increased to $1,031 million. 
The u.s. News & World Report, (November 12, 1984, p. 42), 
reported that direct U. S. investment in Egypt's non-oil 
industry is only 61 million dollars, compared with 2 
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When Anwar Al-Sadat took power in Egypt, after the 

unexpected death of Nasser in September 1970, it was a com-

promised succession to power. Three major power contenders 

emerged on the Egyptian political scene: Ali Sabri, a Free 

Officer and a man who was widely known for his support of 

the Soviet Union; Zakariyah Muhei Al-deen, who held western 

attitudes and preferences; and Anwar Al-Sadat, whose views 

and preferences were unknown and unclear at least in regard 

to the Soviet Union. 

The process of political succession in Egypt, as in 

most countries of the Middle East, is not fixed constitu-

tionally. Sadat emerged from obscurity to domination--from 

a weak to a strong person--in no time. He had to struggle 

with many power centers of Nasser's era to protect his own 

personal security against many radical groups and to 

placate the increasing external pressures on Egypt, 

particularly the Soviet one. What helped Sadat to achieve 

his objectives was the vast political power invested in the 

Egyptian presidency which enabled him to over come many of 

billion dollars invested in Egypt's petroleum sector; 117 
U.S. firms are committed to join ventures with Egyptian 
companies worth up to 300 million in American investment. 
Jabber (1986:965), reported that, "from 1973 to 1976, Egypt 
received some $5.1 billion in bilateral aid from Saudi 
Arabia, Kuwait, The United Arab Emirates and Qatar. An 
additional $400 million was provided by multilateral Arab 
funds. The U.S. contribution was $1.6 billion, while the 
IMF, other international institutions and various industri
alized countries provided some $1. 1 billion." Egypt's total 
gross external liabilities in 1984, as reported in the 
World Development Report 1986, was $23,206 million. 
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these difficulties. According to Burrell and Kelidar 

(1977:l4),"what was not realized by some of those who put 

Sadat into office as a compromise candidate was that in a 

political system where almost all decisions emanate from 

the presidency, the man who sits in that seat has great 

powers, regardless of his personal characteristics." 

Without charismatic traits to start with, without a 

legitimate basis for his rule, and with burdens inherited 

from Nasser's era, Sadat's choice of strategies of 

development was somewhat circumscribed. An immediate 

pressure on Sadat was the lack of legitimacy. He had not 

come to power as the traditional successor to the popular 

Nasser, but instead faced the problem of a poor public 

image, seen as a ruler who could not fill Nasser's shoes. 

He constantly was under the threat of a military coup. 

Although he forestalled that threat at the beginning of his 

rule by aligning h~mself with General Sadik, deputy to the 

Minister of Defense, General Fawzi, and then by replacing 

Fawzi with Sadik, Sadat also created hostility among the 

remaining Free Officers, their followers, and many Egyp

tians by his attempt to de-Nasserize his political regime 

and Egypt, moves which led to further public dissatisfac

tion with his rule. When in 1972, Moscow, as a result of 

the detente with the United States, refused to supply Egypt 

with its military needs and reschedule the Egyptian debts, 

Sadat found himself still needing to forestall a military 
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coup, to break the stalemate in his attempt to legitimate 

his rule, and to reform a decaying economy and bureaucracy. 

Therefore, just as Nasser had rallied Egypt against Britain 

and France in 1956, Sadat chose to rally Egypt against 

Israel in 1973. 

Unable to approach the Arab countries as a popu

larly accepted leader, as Nasser had done, Sadat approached 

them as a friend on an equal basis, offering a partnership 

against the common enemy, Israel. His approach succeeded. 

The 1973 decision to go to war was an Arab decision. As 

will be seen, however, when Sadat later moved to make peace 

with Israel, his leadership was still not accepted by the 

traditional forces in Egypt and by the Arab world in 

general, which perceived the Camp David peace treaty as a 

betrayal of both the Arab and the Islamic causes. Further

more, Sadat's liberal policies toward Israel provoked most 

of the Arab world to take harsher measures and policies 

against him, which exacerbated his difficulties. 

Internally, Sadat inherited from Nasser's era a 

large and inefficient bureaucracy, mounting public debts, 

and huge government expenditures as a result of subsidizing 

basic commodities and services. These subsidies, 30 percent 

of Egypt's GNP, totalled $2.8 billion a year ( u.s. News 

and World Report (1984, Nov.12 ,42), which, when added to 

military expenditures, constituted 45.7 per cent of Egypt's 

GNP in 1984 (World Development Report,1985). In 1971 Sadat 
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also inherited from Nasser deteriorating public services 

and mounting economic burdens that resulted from the 1967 

war with Israel and from a substantial increase in popula

tion growth from 22 million Egyptians in 1952 to 38.9 

million people in 1979. 

Whereas Nasser thought that state socialism was the 

answer to Egypt's economic problems, scarce resources, and 

increasing population, Sadat thought that a radical change 

in the structure of the economy was imperative which could 

only be achieved by a new shift from East to West in the 

external alignment. The latter occurred after the 1973 

Arab-Israeli war in which Sad at managed to achieve limited 

military objectives that had positive psychological effects 

on Egypt and on the Arab world. Sadat also benefited from 

his newly developed strong relationship with u.s. Secretary 

of State Henry Kissinger during the later's 1973-75 shuttle 

diplomacy. 

Sadat's strategy to tackle and solve Egypt's 

economic retardation was to initiate his restructured 

economic policy of Infitah or, Open Door, which was based, 

partially, on the economic doctrine of laissez-faire. The 

new shift from socialist economic policy to a state

capitalist one was a result of Sadat's belief that Nasser's 

socialist policies were a failure and needed to be 

abolished. Sadat also believed that for his impoverished 

country to prosper, he desperately needed to gain the 
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support of the United States and Western Europe, to end the 

conflict with Israel, to reassure and guarantee both 

foreign as well as domestic capital investors against 

nationalization, and to give the private sector a new 

powerful free role in the economy. Sadat's strategy was to 

restructure the Egyptian deteriorating economy on a new 

basis of a triple alliance between Arab-capital, western 

technology and investment, and Egypt's raw materials and 

work force. 

Therefore, Sadat opened up to the private sector 

the privileges that were once performed only by the state. 

These were the participation of the public sector in 

foreign trade, heavy industry, banking, and transportation. 

To facilitate private involvement in the economy, Sadat 

abolished many of the old socialist policies that 

restricted and limited both profits and personal wealth. 

However, Sadat's Open Door policy did not work as it was 

hoped, and the question that needs to be addressed is why. 

As has always been the case with Egypt, there were 

external as well as internal factors that contributed to 

the failure of Sadat's Open Door policy, with the external 

factors being the most influential ones, as they had been 

with Nasser. Externally, after Sadat's trip to Israel in 

1977, which culminated in the 1979 Camp David Treaty, Egypt 

faced an Arab political and economic boycott that contrib

uted politically to the isolation of Egypt from the rest of 
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the Arab world and economically to the outflow of Arab 

capital from Egypt. This meant that Egypt could no longer 

function as the economic and political center of the Arab 

world. To counter the collective Arab boycott of Egypt, the 

Uni ted States stepped in to fill the vacuum and substan

tially increased its economic and military aid to Egypt. As 

a result, as Jabber points out, (1986: 961) II Egypt became 

heavily dependent on economic and military aid from the 

United States, with aid totalling $18 billion over the past 

decade. II 

Furthermore, most western capital investments were 

directed into two major sectors of the Egyptian economy, 

oil and finance, leaving the rest to stagnate. This 

resulted in the development of the service sector more 

rapidly than the agricultural and industrial sectors, even 

though the latter two desperately needed improvement. 

Currently, both are declining rapidly due to a shortage of 

investment and to rural migration to the urban centers, as 

well as to deteriorating industrial facilities and workers' 

poor health and low productivity. Egypt's foreign 

dependence on economic aid, stagnant industrial sector-

both oil and non-oil sectors--excessive bureaucratization, 

lack of motivational and personal achievements, and high 

population growth resulted in increasing food imports from 

abroad, according to the World Development Report (1981), 

amounting to 25.7 percent of its needs in 1971-73, and to 
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32 percent in 1973-76. Egypt has been importing almost 50 

percent of its total basic needs. S Another negative effect 

of the misdirected external investment in the Egyptian 

economy is an increasing gap between rich and poor, which 

will be discussed later in the chapter. 

Internally, Egypt's huge bureaucracy and bureau-

cratic red tape, decaying infrastructures, constraining 

social laws inherited from Nasser's era, eight separate 

exchange rates for different transactions, and inadequate 

support facilities contributed to far lower western 

investments than were projected by Sadat. Furthermore, 

Egypt's growing population is another problem that Sadat--

as well as Mubarak--had to face. In 1980, the Egyptian 

population was 38.9 million, but with an increasing 

population of 1.3 million annually (Rouleau,1984), the 

Egyptian population is currently estimated by Jabber (1986) 

to total 50 million people and to reach 70 million by the 

year 2000. 

Free education and guaranteed government jobs for 

graduate students increased the number of students and 

therefore raised the government's obligation to guarantee 

employment for all graduates. This policy led to an 

increasing share of Eg}~tian government of workers, which 

averaged to 3.2 million out of a total work force of 10 

5. Data are obtained from World Development Report 
1981, and from the IMF 1978. 
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million (Waterbury, 1983). This figure does not include 

either the armed forces, which are estimated by Salad 

al-Din Shazli (1980:40) to be just over one million men in 

1973, nor does it cover the 150,000 teachers employed by 

the Ministry of Education. The existing law that prevents 

the firing of civil servants means that government offices 

are filled with inefficient employees, a phenomenon highly 

conducive to corruption and misuse of power and public 

resources. Also a system of subsidizing basic public 

commodities furthered the financial burdens of the Egyptian 

regime. According to Jabber (1986:968), "An economic safety 

net was thereby erected under the entire population, but at 

the cost of spiraling deficit spending. With investment 

capital, both foreign and domestic, discouraged by these 

barriers to comptetion and profitability and frustrated by 

overwhelming red tape and infrastructural deficiencies, 

reliance on massive annual infusion of foreign aid has 

become endemic". 

Those who benefited from Sadat I s Open Door policy 

were few. Both Jabber (1986:971), and Rouleau (i984:26), 

have argued that the Open Door policy of Sadat has in

creased the gap between rich and poor. They both point out 

that those who benefitted the most from the special 

privileges facilitated by the Open Door policy were the 

real estate promoters, migrant workers, entrepreneurs, 

professionals, military-technocratic elite, the new high-
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salaried managerial employees of the private economy, and 

the old privileged groups of Nasser's era. 

The Open Door policy increased the number of 

workers migrating to the urban centers, which in turn 

increased unemployment rates. The latter problem was solved 

by allowing peasants, workers, skilled laborers, tech-

nicians, and university professors to seek employment in 

the neighboring Arab countries. This eased unemployment; 

however, the funds they sent home caused inflation rates to 

increase and henceforth created a false prosperity outlook 

when in fact the salaries that the migrant workers received 

abroad were almost seventeen times higher than at horne. 6 

The outward migration of workers and skilled professionals 

led to a "brain drain" of human capital from the Egyptian 

economy. 

Finally, the Open Door policy of Sadat created high 

public expectations of forthcoming economic and social 

benefits. As these expectations began to fade, a new 

criticism started to raise from the Egyptian lower class, 

university students, the left, and the Nasserists. These 

groups, in later years, found a formula of unity under the 

umbrella of a newly organized and highly determined Muslim 

Brotherhood, who took the initiative to challenge Sadat's 

6. Al Sharq Al-Awsat Newspaper, October 10, 1986 
(in Arabic). 
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internal as well as external policies, mainly his peace 

with Israel. 

The Egyptian government subsidizes food, e.g., 

bread costs a penny a loaf: gasoline which costs 47 cents a 

gallon (U.S.News & World Report, Nov.12, 1984): the 

agricultural sector, e.g., Wheat, Cotton, and Maize: public 

services such as telephones and transportations: and the 

public industry of consumption products (Al Majalla, July 

8, 1986). As Sadat attempted in 1978 to tackle the problems 

of his government1s huge subsidies by initiating cuts in 

major aubsidized food and services, such as increasing the 

price of bread, meat, and gas, he met with public outcry, 

demonstrations and riots. The populace understood only the 

loss of subsidies, not the political and economic neces

sities for the loss, and Sadat seemed to blame. If his 

policies were western, then westernization too was to 

blame. 

In summary, the Infitah economic policy of Sadat 

produced psychological and cultural stresses, economic and 

social dislocations, mounting external debts, discontent 

and alienation, religious and traditional resurgency, and 

income inequality. The Infitah set a stage for a new public 

outcry for the restoration of the old conditions of the 

Nasser era. It also contributed to the establishment in the 

mid 1970s of new Islamic groups and organizations, Al

Jamma1aat AI-Islamiyyah, that call for the implementation 
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and institutionalization of the Islamic Sharia in Egypt. 

When Sadat began the initiation of his liberal policies 

toward the West, his hospitality to the late Shah of Iran, 

and his entente cordial with Israel, many Muslim groups 

were outraged by such actions, in particular a group called 

Al Taqfir Wal Hijreh which has about 4,000 members in Egypt 

and perhaps another 10,000 sympathizers. 

Mounting internal discontent, along with external 

pressures such as the many Libyan-sponsored acts of 

sabotage directed against Sadat, forced him to take 

repressive measures. In September, 1981, he rounded up more 

than 1,500 of his opponents, cracked-down on the opposi

tion, and placed strict censorship on the news media. But 

these repressive measures failed to go far enough in 

crushing the radical and revolutionary elements in Egypt. 

Sadat apparently feared that if he undertook a real purge 

of his opponents (by killing them) it would offend many 

human-rights advocates in the U.S. Congress. In any event, 

Sadat's relatively mild repressive measures provoked a 

violent counter response by the Al Taqfir Wal Hijrah r 

members of which in the Egyptian armed forces, led by 

Lieutenant Khalid al Islambouli, organized the successful 

assassination of Sadat on October 6, 1981. 

Sadat's vice-president and former air force com

mander, Hosni Mubarak, succeeded him to power in a smooth 

transition. Mubarak promised to continue Sadat's external 
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commitments and obligations toward Israel and the United 

States and to maintain the Open Door policy. 

Mubarak inherited from Sad~t a country whose 

economic and political outlooks were bleak. Politically, 

his power was shaky and his legitimacy to rule was ques

tioned and challenged, as many Muslim and radical groups 

began to form their new organizations. Egypt had, and still 

has, heavy public obligations and expenditures, an inade

quate industrial sector, incomplete and deteriorating 

communication networks, an inefficient and uncontrollable 

huge bureaucracy, declining agricultural productivity, 

insufficient municipal services, mounting external debts, 

and increasing population. In the Middle East region, Egypt 

was isolated and was no longer a member of any of the Arab 

political and economic organizations. Internally, Mubarak 

faced, and still faces, a resurgence in Islamic power 

particularly among the peasants, the urban poor, and the 

middle-class, which posed, and still poses, a major 

dilemma, particularly when their numbers have been on the 

rise and their activities have been penetrating the army, 

the bureaucracy, and the universities. 

The revival of the Islamic faith in Egypt is a 

direct result of the socioeconomic dislocations and the 

political alienation that emanated from rapid modernization 

and external intrusion. According to Jabber (1986), the new 

strong identification of the Egyptian ruling elites with 
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what is perceived, by many Egyptians, as the alien and 

culturally intrusive west, has contributed substantially to 

the increasing number of fundamentalists who have found a 

fertile soil in which to grow. 

From the time Mubarak entered office he worked to 

rectify Egypt's internal and external problems. On the 

global level, Mubarak renewed diplomatic relations with the 

Soviet Union, established some distance from the United 

States, and sought a larger role for Western Europe in the 

Middle Eastern conflict as well as encouraging its invest

ments in the Egyptian economy and their economic aid to 

Egypt. On the regional level, Mubarak managed to regain, 

partially, Egypt's status among the Arab world. He sup

ported Iraq in its war with Iran, played down the Camp 

David accord, and reduced the normalization of relations 

with Israel, a move which was facilitated by the Israeli 

invasion of Lebanon in 1982. 

On the internal economic stage, Mubarak initiated 

moderate economic reforms to remedy Egypt's economic ills. 

Mubarak presented himself as a new Nasserist, as the 

protector of workers and peasants, and as the person who 

could revive the basic principles of the Egyptian revolu

tion. For Mubarak, changing course, which requires another 

radical shift in economic policy, is difficult since his 

country is largely dependent on the United States for, as 

Jabber 1986 points out, almost 70 percent of its economic 
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aid for food, oil drilling, refining, and military equip

ment. The latter, is one of the major source of United 

States influence in Third World countries. However, Mubarak 

has attempted some moves to rectify and if possible to 

reverse the Open Door policy of Sadat. He has restrained 

the importation of luxurious goods, and has reinforced 

control over credit to the private sector. 

On the internal political stage, Mubarak has main

tained a low-key image. He has abandoned Sadat's imperial 

presidency, and is seldom seen wearing a uniform. Mubarak 

has freed more than 1000 political prisoners held by Sadat, 

and has eased political control over the press and opposi

tion groups. Many Muslim groups can publish their own 

newspapers, and members of the Muslim Brotherhood have 

recently joined the parliament. A new multiparty system has 

developed after Mubarak relaxed his grip on the radical 

left. Finally, Mubarak has allowed more religious freedom 

to the minority groups. 

Mubarak's moderate reformist economic policies and 

his liberal political policies were not sufficient to 

alleviate Egypt's socioeconomic and political ills. There

fore a looming economic and political crisis began to 

appear in Egypt. Financially, Mubarak was on the brink of 

default on interest payments to Egypt's creditors. The 

World Bank and the International Monetary Fund officials 

have pointed out that Egypt has to tighten its internal 
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public expenditures and to remove its subsidies to basic 

food and services, which according to Almajala (1986), cost 

the Egyptian government $8 million a day. However, these 

belt-tightining policies have threatened the stability of 

Mubarak's regime. 

On the external political front, the Israeli 

invasion of Lebanon and the hijacking of two Egyptian 

airplanes--one was forced by American fighters to land in 

Malta as a result of the Achille Lauro incident and the 

other was also hijacked to Malta by a revolutionary 

Egyptian group--were severe blows to Mubarak's internal 

credibility and to his external prestige. Domestically, 

Mubarak was criticized for his mishandling of the hijacked 

airplane incidents and for his weakness in dealing with 

Israel. Both factors provoked violent demonstrations and 

riots. 

Two major scenarios seem to be developing on the 

current Egyptian political stage that may determine the 

future of Egypt's political direction. The first deals with 

Mubarak's policy of partial liberalization that has 

resulted in a regime which is neither a full democracy nor 

an extremely repressive authoritarian one. This, semi

repressive regime of Mubarak is a condition which, accord

ing to Muller (1985), is more associated with instability 

and violence than very repressive or non-repressive 

regimes. In the last two years, as hypothesized by Muller, 
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Mubarak's semi-repressive regime has provoked demonstra

tions and riots among many discontented groups, mainly 

university students and religious organizations. 

The second involves economic factors: the price 

increase of basic commodities and the increasing income 

inequality between rich and poor, which as also hypothe

sized by Muller (1985), have resulted in increasing 

discontent and a new round of aggressive political behavior 

at the mass level. A series of violent demonstrations and 

riots in the streets protesting Mubarak's internal and 

external policies threatened the system's stability. This 

was furthered by the mutiny of the Egyptian security police 

in February 1986, who broke into a jail and destroyed 

private and public properties. The mutiny was provoked by a 

rumor that the government intended to extend their public 

duties one more year. The rumor along with the mutineers' 

discontent over their low wages, which is $120 anmlally, 

over their deteriorating economic and social condi,tions, 

and over their lost opportunities to work for the private 

sector, caused their wide and violent actions, which were 

only quelled by the Egyptian military. 

In October 1986, violent demonstrations broke out 

in the city of Asyout. Student Muslim groups demanded the 

release of their imprisoned colleagues, the institutiona

lization of the Islamic Sharia Law, and the removal of the 

Interior Minister Zaki Bader for his anti-religious 
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attitudes. When the students became violent, the Egyptian 

security forces intervened and arrested 29 students. The 

latter action generated further violent protest and 

demonstrations that destroyed university and public 

facilities. Again, the security police moved in and 

arrested 91 more students and the government suspended 

classes in some colleges for two weeks. 

The pressure of these instability events might 

force Mubarak to take more harsh measures to reinstitute 

order and stability, therefore moving the Egyptian regime 

back to its past repressive history. A second probability, 

is that these turbulent events might be a stimulating 

factor induce Mubarak to move his regime deeper into the 

democratic path of political development, which seems more 

likely to occur since Mubarak has shown a remarkable 

interest in this direction. This can only be achieved if 

Mubarak manages to withstand public pressures, to hold on 

to his democratic attitudes, and if he continues to avoid a 

radical or conservative military coup. 

Members of the armed services belong to a 

privileged class that enjoys special economic and social 

privileges which is a legacy of Nasser's era. This, and the 

fact that the three presidents who governed Egypt in the 

last 34 years came from the military establishment, gives 

the military the position of a ruling class. Ideologically, 

the Egyptian military perceives its role in society as the 
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guardian of the political system and the protector of the 

Egyptians' tradition and values. This perception functions 

to legitimize frequent interference in politics. After 

1973, Sadat attempted to de-politicize the military, but 

this proved to be unsuccessful: however Mubarak's reliance 

on the military to quell the security police mutiny has 

reinforced its guardian image and deeply involved it in 

politics. Furthermore, it further enhanced the power of the 

Defense Minister, Field Marshal Abdul Halim Abu Ghazala, 

who is popular among the military men and who is widely 

known for his support of the Islamic faith. 

These instability events have provoked recent 

public outcry and pressures demanding new economic and 

political solutions to Egypt's economic crisis. It seems as 

if a new era of Nasserist nostalgia is on the rise, 

demanding a more egalitarian society, a strong and asser

tive Egyptian stand against Israel and the West, and a 

regaining of Egypt's leading position in the Arab world. 

Like Muhammad Ali, Mubarak's policies have been increas

ingly identified with foreign influence and hegemony. 

If the economic crisis and the political and social 

unrest persist, the possibility of another Free Officers' 

coup might emerge and surface to the fore of the Egyptian 

political agenda. This move would be unlikely to occur 

without external support, however. Since the Egyptian 

Military has become increasingly dependent on United States 
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military aid, the United States would presumably have to 

give a green light before the military would act. If the 

United States perceives a possibility of either socialist

communist coup or a fundamental Islamic takeover of the 

Egyptian state, which may threaten the strategic interests 
, 

of the U.S. in the region, the U.S. might well approve an 

Egyptian right wing military coup. 

Conclusion 

As we have seen throughout this chapter, the 

modernization policies of Muhammad Ali and his successors 

resulted in mounting foreign dependency and domination. At 

the domestic level, such policies contributed to rising 

discontent and the emergence of new nationalistic attitudes 

and hostility toward the monarchy and the western world. 

Furthermore, these modernization policies resulted in high 

economic, political, and social inequalities that led to 

the Urabi revolt and culminated in the 1952 Egyptian 

revolution. However, during the period of the monarchical 

rule, Egypt enjoyed partial parliamentary democracy, which, 

however, was marked by widespread corruption and abuse of 

freedom. The Wafd party·s politicians used their positions 

and statuses to pursue their own private and individualis-

tic interests rather than pursuing the interests of Egypt 

and the Egyptian people. 
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When Nasser took power in Egypt, he was faced with 

mounting domestic as well as external problems. His 

nationalistic policies only worsened matters, provoking 

external pressure as well as internal economic instability, 

which was widely felt in the early 1970s. Nasser's search 

for a new third formula for development was circumscribed 

by both internal as well as external pressures. Moreover, 

it was not successful mainly because it was not a formula 

that was representative and reflective of Egyptian tradi

tion and civilization. Basically Nasser's efforts to 

implement socialist policies, efforts taken after the 

United States' refusal to sell Egypt its military needs and 

to finance the Aswan High Dam, were doomed to failure and 

never achieved the desired goals of improving the well

being of the Egyptian masses. 

In his search for a new formula within the external 

socialist environment, Nasser provoked the United State to 

use its communist containment doctrine against him, which 

furthered his country's stagnant economic performance. 

The Egyptian revolution was a result of mounting 

internal injustice and a reaction to external Western 

penetration and domination. However, Nasser's rule was 

personal authoritarian and merely substituted dependence on 

the socialist camp for Western domination. On the positive 

side, the era of Nasser was marked by an egalitarian 

environment with a remarkably lesser income concentration 
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in the upper-quintile than many Middle Eastern and Third 

World countries. 

Nasser's search for a third formula of moderni

zation and development never surpassed the confines of 

either the Western path or the Eastern one. What Nasser 

contributed to the Arab world in general and to Egypt in 

particular was the revival of Arab nationalism that Islam, 

fourteen centuries ago, had attempted to eliminate and 

destroy. 

From 1971 until the present time, the period of 

Sadat and Mubarak, Egypt has switched its path of 

development back to the western camp. Sadat embraced an 

Open Door policy, which was state-capitalism aimed at the 

de-Nasserization of Egypt and the improvement of Egypt's 

floundering economic position. However, the Infitah 

economic policy failed again as a result of both internal 

and external factors. 

The Egypt of Sadat was highly repressive and 

unstable, whereas the Egypt of Mubarak is unst~ble but more 

democratic. Since the death of Nasser, Egypt has witnessed 

political unrest and civil disobedience that had, and still 

has, costly economic and political outcomes on the Egyptian 

polity. Sadat had to rely on more coercive measures to 

suppress rising discontent that resulted from his rapid 

modernization and westernization. The price he paid was his 

life. 
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Mubarak's regime is more open and liberal 

politically but suffers from severe economic crisis and 

foreign debts. In the face of continued public criticism 

and discontent, Mubarak has had to rely on military power, 

more than his predecessors, to suppress the increasing 

civil disorder. Reliance on the military can be costly, 

since it has been heavily politicized after the Egyptian 

revolution of 1952, and since it regards itself as the 

guardian of the political and social orders and the arena 

that produces Egypt's ruling class. The Egypt of Mubarak 

seems to resemble the Egypt of Khedewi Farouk prior to 1952 

in terms of domestic demonstrations and riots, and external 

high economic dependence on the west. The prospect for a 

new military takeover seems to be' likely at this stage if 

it finds external support and encouragement. This might 

highlight another shifting gear in Egypt's economic and 

political destiny. 



CHAPTER 3 

LEBANON: THE FAILURE OF THE 
LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC PATH 

For more than 30 years Lebanon was the closest 

approximation of a liberal democracy in the Arab Middle 

Eastern region. Lebanon was the Arab's summer resort and 

supermarket, enjoying favorable economic and political 

conditions, which facilitated its position in the Arab 

world as the center of economic transactions and gravity. 

Lebanon is one of the few Middle Eastern countries that has 

a high literacy rate over 60 per cent, and it has a 75 

percent score in the Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI). 

Lebanon, between 1960-70, had a 3.1 average annual growth 

of GNP. Many, if not all, political scientists and politi-

cal observers came to the conclusion that,Lebanon was a 

liberal democratic country that was exceptional in the 

Middle East region. Binder (1966:284) argued that "Lebanon 

is an open system, political, social, and cultural matters 

may be freely discussed. Politics is not the game of the 

few nor the flimsy facade of a morose and compulsive 

bureaucracy." To Shils (1966:1), "Contemporary Lebanon 

appears to be happy phenomenon, unique in the Third World, 

a prosperous liberal democracy ••• r strikes, violent 

demonstrations, angry class antagonisms are relatively 

92 
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infrequent for a country of growing economic differen

tiation." Issawi (1966:69) observes "Lebanon is too 

conspicuous and successful an example of ·political democ

racy and economic liberalism to be tolerated in a region 

that has turned its back on both systems." 

Apparently the Lebanese have enjoyed political 

freedom that does not exist elsewhere in the Arab Middle 

Eastern countries. As reported in Freedom In the World 

(1985-86), prior to the outbreak of civil war in 1976 

Lebanon scored 2.0 on both the civil and political rights 

scales (1973-75). This was a remarkable score, similar to 

that of advanced industrialized democracies such as France, 

Japan and Italy, slightly higher than that of Israel and 

Turkey, and much higher than that of the other Middle 

Eastern countries of this research. 

Until 1974 Lebanon had a free elected parliamentary 

body with various competing political parties. Elections 

were conducted in an ordinary manner with a minimum of 

violence, and rare incidents of electoral fraud and 

coercion. Lebanon has enjoyed freedom of expression and 

freedom of association with a free, open, and literate 

press. 

This political freedom encouraged and promoted 

economic development, and the pre-civil war period, 1946-

1975, was one of extraordinary economic prosperity. The 

Lebanese seaports were Europe's major shipping destination, 
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and most of the Lebanese industrial and agricultural 

products were shipped to the Arab and European markets 

--Beirut has long been one of the centers of the free money 

market. The weak control of the Lebanese government over 

economic activities led to a form of laissez-faire capital

ism which was a rare system in that region of the world, 

but which functioned well for the Lebanese. 

In spite of such political freedom and economic 

prosperity, in 1975-76 Lebanon slipped into a bloody civil 

war among the various religious sects that engulfed the 

whole nation. The religious and ideological contenders who 

had been the constant disruption in an otherwise remarkably 

stable country, entered a battle of crisis proportion, 

finding support from external powers. Lebanon became 

chaotic, the Hobbseanian theory now the rule and not the 

exception. The Lebanese civil war marked the failure of the 

liberal democratic experiment as a path to political 

development and modernization in that region. 

To what extent can the Lebanese 30 years experience 

of liberal democracy and the current highly unstable and 

chaotic state of affairs be a result of the effects of the 

dynamic forces of modernization and davelopment? Does the 

Lebanese case support our hypothesis, that the formula of 

modernization-secularization without giving considerable 

weight to religion and tradition, is what has apparently 
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led to the failure of Lebanon's liberal democratic expe

rience and therefore to its instability and chaos? 

Apparently, the Lebanese case is an exception to 

our hypothesis simply because Lebanon lacked a homogeneous 

~Islamic culture, and is composed of a heterogeneous popula

tion with intensive religious cleavages. The Lebanese 

ethnic and religious cleavages were exploited by various 

contending foreign powers who took advantage of the 

sectarian differences, hostilities, and distrusts of one 

another to serve their own national interests. 

The case of Lebanon, even though it is unique 

because of its religious/cultural heterogeneity, is an 

important instance of political and economic development to 

analyse because the failure of its liberal democracy was a 

result of both internal and external factors. Internally, 

Lebanon suffered from harsh religious hostilities and high 

income inequalities. Externally, Lebanon's geopolitical 

location in the middle of various contending forces--Syria, 

Israel, and PLO--led to its subjugation, penetration and 

domination by them. 

Therefore, the internal factors--socioeconomic, 

political, and religious--are considered as the precondi

tion for the failure of the Lebanese democratic experience, 

while the external factors--U.S military aid, the Israeli 

intrusion, the 'influx of large number of Palestinian 

refugees into Lebanon, and the Arabs interference--are 
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hypothesized as the accelerators that finally crystallized 

the Lebanese dilemma of instability. 

This chapter will analyze and evaluate the effects 

of the various internal and external factors that contrib

uted to the demise of the liberal democratic path of 

development in Lebanon. Instability in Lebanon is a 

function of the linkages between the country's domestic and 

international environments. The main theme is that the 

30-year life span of the liberal democratic path of 

development in Lebanon was a fragile formula that was able 

to survive only by continuous and repeated external 

interference and supports which, at the end, brought its 

demise. Lebanon's strong sectarian identification with its 

religious and traditional customs was contradictory to and 

inconsistent with the principles of liberal democracy. 

Moreover, the increasing income inequality between Muslims 

and Christians, in favor of the latter against the former, 

was a major cause of the break down of the Lebanese 

democratic experience. 

Both the internal and the external factors have 

intertwined and collaborated in producing the present state 

of civil war and to the failure of the liberal democratic 

path of political development in Lebanon. 
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The Historical Evolution of Lebanon 

Lebanon is composed of diverse cultural and 

religious minorities that are neither politically nor 

socially integrated. Throughout history, Lebanese national 

integration and political stability have never had the 

chance of materializing due to the blatant external 

penetration into Lebanese sociopolitical and economic 

affairs and to the exploitation of the intercommunal 

distrust and fear. Mount Lebanon, populated by Druze and 

Christians, was throughout, history part of what was known 

as the Syrian Territory, Bilad Al-Sham, which was part of 

the Islamic Empires that alternated in governing that 

region for centuries. History tells us that there were 

limited disputes and problems in that region from time to 

time which were precipitated by religious and ethnic 

cleavages and supported by external elements. But such 

struggles were solved peacefully with the formation of a 

new formula of survival under the rule of the Islamic 

states which guaranteed the rights of all its citizens 

regardless of their religion or ethnic backgrounds. 

Therefore, historical disputes and struggles never 

resembled or came close to the present chaotic situation of 

Lebanon. 

In the tenth and eleventh centuries, Lebanon and 

parts of Syria became vulnerable to conquest by the 

Crusaders, who occupied the eastern Mediterranean parts of 
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Lebanon and Syria until they were driven out by the Mamalik 

in the late thirteenth century. Lebanon remained part of 

the Mamalik Sultanat until the sixteenth century when the 

ottoman Empire took over and controlled almost the whole 

region of the Arab Middle Eastern world. From 1516-1831, 

Lebanon was peacefully living under the Ottoman Empire and 

was ruled by a local prince who governed according to the 

Islamic Law. 

In 1831, Egyptian troops occupied Mount Lebanon and 

Egypt began to exploit the religious differences among the 

various sects to maintain its own interests. During these 

years, France and Britain also developed their interests in 

the region, which was facilitated by the weakening of the 

Ottoman Empire. France developed its links with the 

Chr istian Maroni te while Britain developed its own accord 

with the Druze. 

In 1840, a multinational force composed of British, 

Austrian, and Turkish troops joined company and ousted the 

Egyptian forces from Mount Lebanon. Two years later, the 

great powers were joined by France and drew a new political 

map for Mount Lebanon. They established two separate 

administrative entities, one under the Maronite, the other 

under the Druze, each to be run by subgoverners. 

The 1860 massacre of thousands of Christians proved 

that the new administrative system was dysfunctional and 

the great powers had to find a new formula for the region 
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to survive. A new administrative system was proposed which 

provided for the reunification of the country under one 

ruler who was to be a Christian appointed by the Turks 

subject to European approval. This administrative system 

was assisted by a central council composed of twelve 

members representing the six major religious sects in 

Lebanon. The council was charged with matters of taxation, 

budgeting, and advising the governor. 

This system survived until 1920 when France 

received its mandate over Syria and Lebanon and expanded 

Mount Lebanon to include the former zones of Beirut, Sidon, 

Tyre, Tripoli, and the Baqa'a valley. This move introduced 

new religious groups, the Sunni and Shia'a, and therefore 

new actors to the Lebanese political stage. 

The Rise of New Nationalisms in Lebanon 

During the Ottoman era, the Lebanese Arab Muslims 

were loyal to the Turkish Empire which was the symbol of 

Islamic unity. In the mid-19th century, however, different 

forms of national consciousness developed in Lebanon, as 

elsewhere in the Middle East, as a result of rapid modern

ization and western penetration in the region. Supported 

and encouraged by the external western powers, Lebanon's 

northern region, the Christian Maronites, emphasized the 

Christian identity of Lebanon, whereas other Christians, 

such as the Greek Orthodox and the Greek Catholics, 
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developed a Syrian national identity based upon the Arab 

culture and heritage. The latter called for a secular 

nationalism and for cooperation between Christians and 

Muslims. In the early years of the twentieth century, the 

Lebanese Muslims were conscious of their Islamic identity 

and remained loyal to the Ottoman Turkish Empire. However, 

when the racial policies of the Young Turks, who in 1908 

won control from the Ottoman power in Constantinople, began 

to be noticed and felt by the Arabs, the Muslims in Lebanon 

developed an Arab nationalism that began to undermine the 

Islamic nationalism which had enabled the Ottoman Empire to 

rule the Arab world for centuries. The Lebanese Arab 

nationalism was also inspired by the earlier nationalism of 

their fellow Lebanese Maronite Christians. The rising Arab 

nationalism, which was supported by the western allied 

powers, was one of the major factors that brought about the 

disintegration of the Turkish Empire in that region as well 

as the disintegration of the Arab world as a whole. 

However, the new Arab nationalism failed to achieve its 

objective of creating a unified Arab Empire, owing to the 

British and French hegemony and intervention "and their 

abili ty to divide that region along ethnic and religious 

lines. Lebanon and Syria carne under the French colonial 

rule until their complete independence in 1943-1946 

respectively. 
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Lebanon Under the French Rule 

France, during its mandate over Lebanon, followed a 

policy of divide-and-rule by encouraging sectarian differ

ences along religious and ethnic lines. The sectarianism of 

Lebanon enabled France to control the country politically 

and to dominate its social and economic environments. 

France opposed the formation of a unified Syria and Lebanon 

on the grounds of the diversity of the population. France's 

major concern was the physical as well as the cultural 

maintenance of the Lebanese Christians and their political 

and economic domination over the other religious groups. 

Therefore, France never foresaw a secular Lebanese politi

cal entity that, according to liberal philosophy, could 

well ensure the survival of Lebanon into the future by 

adopting the idea of equality and freedom for all its 

citizens regardless of their religious or ethnic back

grounds. 

The self-interested French policy in Lebanon, 

therefore, failed to develop a liberal democratic culture 

that would be supportive of the newly adopted democratic 

institutions. France also failed to train the Lebanese for 

public office and for the democratic path of development. 

However, France was successful in developing Lebanon's 

infrast,ructures by constructing roads and new networks of 

communications and establishing new schools. These develop

ments were mainly intended to maintain the continuation and 
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domination of the French culture of Lebanon, but did enable 

Lebanon to become the educational center of the Middle 

East. 

The Status of the Religious Groups 
Within the Lebanese Power Structur~ 

Still, Lebanon is a country that has many competing 

religious and ethnic groups. Unlike the rest of the Arab 

countries, the religious and ethnic minorities do not share 

a common tradition, custom, heritage, or even a common 

political culture--the one underlying similarity is that 

all are traditional clan and sectarian systems that are 

organized along extended but overlapping systems of patron

client relationships. The diversity is great. According to 

the 1932 French census conducted in Lebanon, the Christians 

held a slight majority over the Muslims with the Maronite 

Catholics as the largest single community, constituting 

thirty percent of the total population. However, there were 

also other substantial communities: Sunni-Muslims, Shia'at-

Muslims, Druze, Greek Orthodox, Greek Catholics, Armenian 

Apostolic, Armenian Catholics, and protestants. Lebanon has 

always been a deeply divided society. 

Lebanon's fragmented political and ideological 

cultures have evolved along hostile, cross-cutting primor-

dial cleavages, and these religious cleavages are the most 

important factor that posed a major problem to the Lebanese 

legitimacy and stability formulas. 
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The Christian Maronites, who believe that Jesus 

Christ had two natures but one will, stand adamantly for 

the unconditional independence of Lebanon in any Syrian or 

Arab federation or union. They want independence from the 

Arab culture and civilization. In contrast, the Sunni

Muslims consider themselves part of the larger Arab-Islamic 

culture and civilization, and therefore they are inclined 

toward closer association and relations with the rest of 

the Arab world and do not object to the inclusion of 

Lebanon in any kind of a larger Arab federation or unity. 

Both the Druze and the Greek Orthodox are more 

inclined to maintain the independence of Lebanon from the 

Arab world but without disrupting Lebanon's Arab reg'ional 

identity, and therefore they would cooperate with the Arab 

countries. The Shia'at-Muslims had been an inactive group 

and non assertive of their political role in Lebanese 

politics throughout history, until they were radically 

transformed and mobilized by two major factors. In 1959, a 

young militant and ideologically determined religious 

cleric known as Musa al Sader moved into the Lebanese city 

of Tyre and became its religious Mufti (religious judge). 

Musa al Sader was born in C~m and studied in both Iran and 

Iraq and became a religious scholar. As soon as he assumed 

his spiritual leading position in Lebanon, he began the 

political and ideological transformation of the impover

ished Shia'at community in Lebanon. 
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The second factor was the Spread of the religious 

fanaticism in Lebanon as a result of the influx of a new 

wave of Shia'at's religious leaders, such as Musa al Sader, 

who both politicized and militarized the Lebanese Shia' at 

community. Musa Al Sader took the burden of transforming 

Lebanon's Shia'at community into a new political and 

military force with the aim of emancipating it from their 

social, economic, and political weaknesses. Since 1979, the 

political and military movement of the religious Mullahs 

was enhanced and supported by the new Iranian revolutionary 

regime as more financial aid, volunteer fighters, and 

religious groups were sent from Iran to Lebanon. The 

Iranian financial and spiritual support of Lebanon's 

Shia'at community enhanced and strengthened them over the 

other sects. 

Lebanon's Governmental Structure 

In 1926, Michel Chihe, a Christian leader and the 

founding father of modern Lebanon, designed and established 

the 1926 constitution based upon a parliamentary form of 

government. Muslim participation was not achieved until 

1943, the year of Lebanon's independence. 

To ensure the complete French withdrawal from 

Lebanon, Riyadh al-Sulh, representing the Muslims, and 

Bisharah al-Khuri, representing the Christians, with the 

help of Britain, concluded the so-called National Pact in 
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which they agreed that the president of the republic was to 

be a Maronite-Christian, the Prime Minister a Sunni Muslim, 

the Speaker of the national Assembly a Shia'at Muslim, the 

deputy speaker a Christian Greek Orthodox, and the minister 

of defense a Durzi (Druze). 

Likewise, the parliament, the military and Civil 

service were divided proportionally along re'ligious lines. 

Representation in the parliament and in the Cabinet was 

allocated along confessional lines--six Christians fo~ 

every five Muslims. This confessional basis for the 30 

years that followed was maintained with great difficulty. 

As Hudson (1977: 286-87) correctly points out, lithe most 

sensitive and influential of the high posts, in addition to 

that of the president himself, notably in the armed forces, 

were also reserved to Christian--since neither the Chris

tians nor non-Christian sides were doctrinally homogeneous, 

each major sect was also jealous of its proper representa-

tion ... 

As a result of these factors, the Muslims demanded 

greater economic and political equality. They argued that 

the presidency should be alternated between themselves and 

the Christians. 

The Lebanese political system had liberal demo

cratic features of both presidential and parliamentary 

systems. The Lebanese president was as powerful as, if not 

more than, the French president. Unlike the president of 
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the United States, the Lebanese president was almost always 

in control of the legislature. 

The Lebanese president had the power to appoint and 

dismiss the prime minister and other ministers. He can also 

dissolve the parliament but only with its consent, he can 

call parliament for a special session and adjourn its 

deliberation for a period of time not to exceed one month. 

In addition to that, the president can veto legislation: 

however, the Parliament can override his veto by securing 

an absolute majority of its total members. In addition, the 

Lebanese president cannot be held accountable to the 

legislature for his acts, unless he commits a crime that 

violates the constitution. 

In the last 30 years of Lebanese experience with 

democracy, cabinet changes were implemented more by the 

president than by the Parliament, which tended to fall into 

personal as well as religious quarrels among their members. 

According to Kerr (1966: 192), "There were forty-six 

Cabinets between 1926 (the year when Lebanon acquired its 

present Constitution) and 1964. The average life span of a 

Cabinet has been less than eight months. Nevertheless, 

Cabinet positions are limited to only a few men, many of 

whom continue from one cabinet to another. The 333 Cabinet 

positions that became vacant between 1926 and 1963 were 

filled from a pool of 134 individuals." 
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This argument illustrate that the most powerful 

post in the Lebanese government is the presidency, an 

office that has been reserved for one religious group, the 

Christians. Therefore, the power invested in the presi-

dent's strong office can be manipulated to the advantage of 

the group who has it and to the disadvantage of the other 

groups. Moreover, with a system that lacks institutional 

devices that guard against arbitrary uses of power, par-

ticularly when the Lebanese Parliament is weak vis-a-vis 

the president, the probability of using such power to the 

advantage of one group over the others becomes inevitable. 

since the creation of Lebanon in 1943, the Lebanese 

presidents have used their office power to enhance and 

perpetuate their sectarian economic and political status. 

Causes of Lebanon's Liberal 
Democratic Break Down 

Basically, there are internal as well as external 

factors that ended the Lebanese experience of liberal 

democracy. In this case, both factors seem to have equal 

weight and importance in explaining the collapse of the 

Lebanese political system. 

The Early Cause of The 
Lebanese Civil War 

In spite of the political freedom allowed under the 

Lebanese political system, in terms of violence, the system 

had been relatively unstable even prior to the 1958 civil 
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war. With the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948, 

approximately 140,000 Palestinian refugees moved to 

Lebanon, which increased the number of Sunni Muslims, and 

thus increased enormously the participants in the battle 

between religious sects. From 1948 to 1957, Lebanon 

suffered from political violence: protest and demonstra

tions averaged 2.8 per year, riots were 2.7 per year, and 

deaths from political violence averaged 9.0 per year. From 

1958 to 1974, the rate of protest and demonstrations de

creased only slightly to 2.4 per year; however, riots and 

deaths from political violence increased substantially to 

5.3 and 51 .• 6 per year, respectively. Moreover, in a period 

of three years from 1975 to 1977 indicators of political 

instability rose dramatically in Lebanon, as protests and 

demonstrations reached 6.3 per year and the deaths from 

political violence reached an extraordinary rate of 20,033 

per year (1), as Table 8 indicates. 

In 1958, civil war broke out in Lebanon as a result 

of the Muslims response to an attempt by the Christians to 

upset the National Compromise act of 1943 on which Leba

non's political system and existence is based upon. 

president Camille Chamoun (1952-58) wanted to amend 

the Lebanese constitution to allow one more six-year term 

in office. This move was met with stiff resistance from the 

Muslims who considered that move as a threat to their 

interests and existence. On the external regional level, 
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Table 8. 

Lebanon's Indicators of Political Instability 

Protest and Deaths from 
Year Demonstrations Riots Political Violence 

1948 1 0 0 
1949 3 5 0 
1950 3 0 2 
1951 3 12 25 
1952 5 0 4 
1953 1 0 1 
1954 1 10 1 
1955 1 0 0 
1956 2 5 0 
1957 8 0 66 

Avg/yr 2.8 2.7 9.0 

1958 10 30 205 
1959 0 7 6 
1960 1 1 4 
1961 1 0 4 
1962 0 0 41 
1963 0 1 0 
1964 0 1 1 
1965 0 1 1 
1966 0 0 13 
1967 2 3 1 
1968 5 9 4 
1969 2 14 157 
1970 6 2 25 
1971 4 14 7 
1972 0 3 16 
1973 6 4 363 
1974 3 0 34 

Avg/yr 2.4 5.3 51.6 

1975 11 2 5360 
1976 7 0 54240 
1977 1 2 499 

Avg/yr 6.3 1.3 20,033 

Source: World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators, 
1983, Tables 2.1, 2.4, 2.7. 
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the popularity of Nasser of Egypt was both on the rise and 

on the move in the Arab region. When Nasser made his first 

arms deal with the Soviet Union in 1955, the conservative 

American administration of Eisenhower feared Soviet 

expansion in the region and thus devised its own means of 

strengthening its Lebanese connections with the ruling 

Maronite Christians. 

In May 1958, Syria and Egypt were united and became 

the United Arab Republic which was an indicator of the new 

rising power of united Arab States which threatened the 

security of the Lebanese Christians. The Christians were 

fearful of the possibility that the newly united Arab 

Republic might swallow them both politically and economi

cally. The Christians looked to the United States to 

protect their interests and the Christian president 

accepted offers of Uni·ted States military aid. This move to 

link Lebanon openly to the west so to guarantee its sur

vival against the spread of Nasserism in Lebanon, only 

deepened the crisis and reinforced the existing distrust 

among the various religious sects. This, along with the 

efforts to change the constitution, resulted in Muslims 

revolting against Chamoun. In May 1958, violence broke out 

among the competing sects which threw the country into a 

state of civil-war. The external factors, as we have seen, 

were the accelerators that contributed to the Lebanese 
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civil-war that was contained only when the United States 

marines landed in Beirut. 

Modern Sources Of Lebanon's 
Democratic Failure 

In the early 1960s when relative stability began to 

be felt economically and to a certain extent politically, 

Lebanon's national income increased substantially with a 

3.1 per cent average annual growth rate. Most of the 

increase in wealth was in favor of the Lebanese Christians, 

whereas the other groups remained poor. According to Muller 

(1985), rapid accumulation without equity will have the 

effect of enhancing a developing country's vulnerability to 

mass revolution. During the early 1960s, Lebanon ranked 

among the most inegalitarian societies in the world. Muller 

( 1985: 5), found that II in Lebanon the rich tended to be 

Christian and the poor tended to be Muslim, thus heighten-

ing the potential for conf1ict. 1I Income inequality in 

Lebanon began to take an inegalitarian shape in 1958-60 as 

the data presented by Muller (1985:50) indicates that 

income share of upper quinti1e in 1958-62 was 61.0 percent. 

In the, late 1960s, the dominance of the Christian 

communities in both politics and economics was increasingly 

challenged by the early 1970s, it was highly questionable 

that the Christian population represented even half the 

Lebanese total population. The Muslim birth rate was 

higher, particularly among the Shia'at, than the 
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Christians. The Lebanese Shia'at became, in fact, the 

largest sect in the early 1970s and underwent a rapid 

process of mobilization under the newly Iranian religious 

establishment in the region. 

The Preconditions for Lebanon's 
Democratic Failure 

The Lebanese Liberal solution was not designed for 

the integration of the various religious sects within a 

democratic-secular formula, but based on religious hetero-

geneity to maintain and guarantee the privileges of one 

group over the others. This was further fueled and exacer-

bated by the continuing struggle among several prominent 

families and clans who commanded man power, fire power, and 

weal th that enabled them to establish and maintain a net-

work of patron-client relationships in their respective 

regions. 

The Lebanese kinship and its wide structural patri~ 

monial clients do not strongly lend support and legitimacy 

to the Lebanese state. The clan leaders often sacrifice the 

interest of the state for their own parochial interests. 

According to Hudson" (1977: 287), lithe principle actors in 

the Lebanese liberal republic, therefore, were notables, 

each with a parochial particularistic constituency. Their 

support bases were relatively secure by virtue of the 

primordial character of allegiances and socioeconomic 

leverage they could exert over their clients." 
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Furthermore, Lebanon's balancing of its group 

interests seems to have been fragmented and fragile. The 

Lebanese democracy did not rest on a comprehensive country

wide attachment to Lebanon. The Lebanese political identity 

did not develop within a more comprehensive national frame

work. Many Lebanese felt that they were Maronite Lebanese, 

Muslim Lebanese, or Orthodox Christians, not the other way 

around. In this kind of cloudy and shaky environment, when 

Lebanon was passing through the process of rapid change, 

when the balance of population between Christiane and 

Muslims was shifting to the advantage of the later, and 

when the various interested external powers were assuming 

the responsibilities of adopting and supplying the already 

fueled and warring parties, the Lebanese political system 

collapsed and disintegrated. 

Rapid modernization in developing countries tends 

to generate and expand popular expectations about govern

ment performance for more social justice, economic equal

ity, and for more political participation. A new generation 

of disadvantaged but educated nationalists had risen to the 

fore and demanded a new modern welfare state. On the far 

left, a new generation of leftist ideology had emerged 

seeking the implementation of socialist-communist policies 

in Lebanon. However, in a heterogeneous polarized religious 

society that lacked modern political parties that could 

absorb and rechannel these new popular expectations and 
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desires, and lacked the unified traditional mechanisms for 

absorbing and articulating these new demands, the political 

system ran out of steam and failed to adapt itself to the 

new situation. 

The Accelerators to Lebanon's 
Democratic Failure 

The first and major external factor that heavily 

affected the Lebanese liberal democracy was the spread of 

Nasserism in the Middle East region and the various inter-

nal and external reaction to it. As mentioned before, when 

Nasser made his first arms deal with the Soviet Union in 

1955, developed his Pan-Arabism external policies, and 

unleashed his anti-western propaganda, the effects were 

felt everywhere in the Middle East. Nasserism divided the 

Lebanese, as it did the rest of the Arab world, and it was 

perceived by many Lebanese Muslims as the new era of an 

Arab united front against the Israelis and the west. 

On the Christian side, Nasserism was a threat to 

their economic and political interests as well as to their 

social existence. Therefore, when the United States, out of 

fear of possible Soviet domination of the area, offered 

military aid, the Maronite Lebanese accepted it immediate-

lye The open alliance between the United States and one 

religious sect in Lebanon, reinforced the skepticism of the 

Muslims about the Christians' intentions to dominate them 

economically and politically and it further enhanced their 
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negative view of the United States' foreign policy in the 

region. Moreover, the United States' direct aid to the 

Lebanese Christians gave more support to Nasser's policies 

of anti-westernism and Pan-Arabism and increased Nasser's 

popularity in Lebanon. 

The Jordanian-Palestinian military clash that ended 

in the defeat of the Palestinian power in Jordan, led to 

the influx of Palestinian refugees from Jordan to Lebanon. 

This, of course, increased the balance of human resources 

in the Sunni-Muslim side, which, when combined with the 

Shia'at high birth rate, increased the number of the Muslim 

population as a whole in Lebanon. 

After the June 1967 Arab-Israeli war, the military 

power of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) grew 

and offered a direct challenge to the Lebanese state which 

was in no position, like Syria and Jordan, to control their 

activities against Israel. The 1970-71 Jordanian army's 

suppression of the Palestinian guerrilla bases in Jordan 

pushed thousands of Palestinians refugees to Lebanon, which 

on the one hand enhanced the PLOts power in that country, 

and on the other hand, tilted the balance of power heavily 

in favor of the Lebanese Sunni-Muslims. These events were 

also enhanced by the continuing humiliation of the Lebanese 

government by the Israeli air strikes that caused heavy 

material and human loses. Furthermore, the United States' 

military aid to the Christians had tilted the balance of 
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power in favor of the Christians against the other sects 

and in later stages contributed to their aggressive moves 

against the Muslims. 

Muller found, in his forthcoming book (1987:121), 

that "the presence of a relatively high level of aid 

dependence on the United States by 1963 was virtually a 

necessary and sufficient condition of the breakdown of 

democracy in Third World countries during 1963-1975." 

Conclusion 

Lebanon's political formula for a stable and 

legitimate political system was not a function of a 

charismatic leadership, blood ties, or homogeneous religion 

and culture--as was the case in other Middle Eastern 

countries--rather, it was designed to guarantee polarized 

sectarian representation of the major religions and 

factions. 

Lebanon suffers from anachronisms and anomalies of 

its social and political systems, which makes it a unique 

model in the Middle East region. The historical distrust of 

the major religious sects of one another and their continu

ous struggle has been enhanced further, in the twentieth

century, by external powers' repeated intrusion and 

interference in Lebanon's religious sectarian formula. The 

external powers often come to the aid of one group against 
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the other to maintain their political and economic domi-

nance. 

The National Pact was based on the 1932 census and 

gave the Lebanese Christians the power of the presidency 

which was the most powerful position in the Lebanese 

political formula. All the Lebanes~ presidents, with the 

exception of Fuad Shihab, were ineffective modernizing 

instruments and they were unable to play a neutral role in 

the Lebanese sectarian and clan politics. The Lebanese 

presidency did not function as a moderating and integrating 

force of the various ethnic and religious groups, rather, 

it played an important role in exacerbating the conflict 

among the various competing clans and sects. 

The Christians' affirmation of Lebanon's independ

ence from the Arab world has led, ironically, to the total 

immersion of Lebanon in Arab politics. Lebanon has became 

divided and subjugated to Syrian and Israeli hegemony and 

occupation. 

The failure of liberal democracy in Lebano~ 

indicates the difficulty of implementing a modern secular 

formula of political develop~ent in Arab Middle Eastern 

countries. Lebanon has a heterogeneous population with 

various religious affiliation, therefore, the liberal 

democratic formula was supposed to guarantee separation of 

religion from the state. However, that was not the case, 

and each religious group attempted to use power to achieve 
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their own self-interest and dominate the others. The 

failure of Liberal democracy in Lebanon also points to the 

fact that religion, Islam or Christianity, is the major 

determining factor of Middle Eastern politics. Stability, 

legitimacy, and revolution of any political system rest 

heavily on the absence or the existence of the proper 

religious formula. Had Lebanon enjoyed homogeneous popula

tion, unified political culture, and one dominating 

religion, the liberal democratic formula might have been 

successful, particularly if it had been carefully tailored 

and adapted to suit the existing non-secular needs. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE BA'ATHIST-SOCIALIST 
PATH TO MODERNIZATION 

Two modern states were born after the end of the 

colonial era in the years that followed W.W.II, Syria, and 

Iraq. The two countries are an extended example of the 

struggle with various ideological doctrines, colonialism 

and the forces of modernization and development. Prior to 

W.W.II, the two countries were dominated by the Ottoman 

Turkish Empire for almost 400 years. As each of these 

countries gained independence in the mid-20th century, a 

new form of government was established not by the people 

but by those who were occupying them. Syria became a 

republic along the French model, and Iraq became a consti-

tutional monarchy along the British model. The eventual 

independence from their colonizers marked a new era, one of 

new nationalist sentiments and rising demands and high 

expectations for development and modernization. However, 

the departure of the colonia·l powers from Syria and Iraq, 

and the assumption of nationalist regimes, and later 

Ba'athists, never brought the desired goals of stability, 

prosperity, and equality. The countries have experienced 

periodic instability, violence and authoritarian regimes as 

well as external interference in their internal affairs. 

119 
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The regimes that took power in the two countries 

have usually been representative of outside powers, or of 

internal minority groups, not representative of the 

majority of the people. Rarely have the elite looked to the 

traditional system of belief that does underlie all the 

factions--Islam--for their path to development and modern

ization. For example, with the departure of the French and 

British, respectively from Syria and Iraq, the new elite 

did away with the government established by their colo

nizers, but substituted a one-party government controlled 

by a junta or executive committee, one that had full 

control of the state and ruled by a decree, and again 

representing only a minority of the people. 

Currently, both countries have embraced "Ba'athist 

socialism," an ideology advocating the revival of Arab 

nationalism and Arab unity, an ideology developed by 

secular-Christian radical, Michael Aflaq. The Ba'athist, 

too, represent only a minority of the populace in the 

country, and are themselves divided in belief, further 

diminishing their representation. 

While neither of the two countries have openly 

challenged Islam and Islamic practices, neither has 

apparently turned to Islam as a possible solution for their 

socioeconomic and political problems. Instead, they have 

sought answers from the external environment and have 

adopted new imported formulas of various ideologies. They 
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have thus alienated themselves from what the majority of 

their people believe in and have had to impose their 

imported ideologies upon the people by the force of arms. 

The ruling regimes have, therefore, never been perceived by 

the majority of the people as legitimate. This is clearly 

reflected in the two countries' mounting internal problems 

and increasing public discontent. 

How good are such choices to the future development 

of these countries and to the welfare of their people? And 

to what extent are the new political regimes legitimate and 

representative of the whole population? The purpose of this 

chapter is to analyze each of the country's developmental 

strategies and to assess, if possible, whether a third path 

has been successfully pursued by either of the two coun-

tries, and the role of the Islamic religion in their 

political formula. 

Overview of Current Development, 
syria and Iraq 

According to the data in Table 9, neither Syria nor 

Iraq have achieved, after almost two decades of develop-

ment, a high level of modernization. Syria's gross national 

product is quite low: little industrialization has 

occurred; and the literacy rate, too, is low--less than 

half the population. Iraq, which has a larger population, 

is far more prosperous than Syria because of oil resources. 

But Iraq is surprisingly less modernized than its poorer 



country 

Syria 

Iraq 
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Table 9. 

Developmental Indicators of Syria and Iraq 

GNP 
1978 
(l) 

960 

1850 

Average 
Annual Growth 

1960-75 1970-78 
(2) (3) 

2.2 6.0 

7.7 

Literacy 
Urban 

1970-1980 
(4) 

40 

24 

58 

NA 

%GNP in 
Industry 

1980 1980 
(5) 

49 

72 

20-30 

10-20 

Source: 1,2,3. World Handbook of Political and Social 
Indicators, p.25 
4,5. Atlas of The Arab World P.9-2l. 
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neighbor, with the amount of gross national product 

invested in industry less than Syria's, and its literacy 

rate almost half that of Syria's. 

Politics During the Colonial Era 

Syria 

The Sykes-Picot Agreement between Britain and 

France drew the line between the British and the French 

interests in the Middle East and divided the territories of 

Syria (Bi1ad A1-Sham). On March 8, 1920, France was given 

the mandate of Syria, and through the divide-and-ru1e 

method, divided Syria into four separate regions on the 

bases of their ethnic and religious differences: the Druse 

Mountain, Damascus, Aleppo, and Latakia. (In 1925, Aleppo 

and Damascus formed the state of Syria, and were later to 

be joined by the Druse and Latakia provinces in 1936.) 

Syria reacted to the mandate and the division, and the 

Syrian Congress met in Damascus where they declared their 

rejection of the mandate and declared Faisa1 I, the son of 

sharif Hussain of Mecca--who was driven out of the Hijaz 

territory by King Abdul Aziz Al-Saud a few years earlier 

--as King of Syria. The French reaction was to use force; 

they entered Damascus and established political control 

over the country, an action ensuring hostility against the 

French. 
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Unlike the Lebanese, who never resisted the French 

rule due to the Maronite support, the Syrians never forgot 

the French's military attack on their capital and its role 

in partioning their country. Their hostilities toward the 

French rule was exemplified in their 1925 revolt, led by 

the Druze. The revolution spread allover the country and 

only after two years, when France bombarded Damascus, did 

the revolt come to a halt. 

During their rule the French engendered more 

hostility. Until 1930, ten years after the mandate, Syria 

remained without a constitution, a direct violation of the 

mandate agreement that required the French to create a 

constitution within three years of the mandate. In May, 

1930, the French governor finally instituted a constitu

tion, but without consulting the Syrian authority. which was 

also required by the mandate. Syria remained under French 

rule until 1943, when the French agreed to transfer 

governmental authority to the Syrians but with the condi

tion that the Syrians sign a treaty with France that would 

enable the latter to maintain a privileged position in the 

country. The Syrians rejected such a demand and the French 

answer was more troops: once again Damascus was heavily 

bombarded by French air craft and artillery. It took the 

international pressure and criticism of France, and 

particularly British pressure, three years to end the 

French harsh policies and occupation of Syria. Syria's only 
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poli tical experience throughout the French occupation was 

to oppose and resist foreign domination. 

A conservative parliamentary-type government, under 

the leadership of president Kuwatli, took over power in 

Syria after the French departure but proved incapable and 

ineffective in maintaining in the country. The Arab

Israeli war of 1948 further weakened the government and 

exacerbated the problems, and in March. 1949, the army 

initiated Syria's first military coup, deposing president 

Kuwatli. 

Thus, preceding the era of Syria under military 

leadership, which will be discussed later, Syria underwent 

few changes, few turnovers of power. The French, for all 

purpose, ruled Syria from 1920 to 1946: during the last 

three years of that period, Syria experienced democratic 

government, but still under French influence. For three 

years, 1946 to 1949, Syria experienced independence and 

democratic government. Yet the entire period was marked 

with hostility toward the French, and toward their 

influence. When an external event, the Arab-Israeli war, 

prompted more division in the country, the hostility of the 

people manifested itself in action against the government 

established on an outside model. 
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Iraq 

The colonial period of Iraq also led to increased 

hostility against the occupying force, and was marked with 

more transitions of power than occurred in Syria. During 

W.W.I, Britain took over southern and central Iraq from the 

Ottoman, and waged intensive efforts to control and prevent 

Arab nationalism from spreading, After the end of W.W.I, 

the British Indian officials were governing I·raq much like 

a British colony. Therefore, from 1918 to 1920, Iraq's 

political affair resembled that of British India. To 

legitimize its rule in Iraq, Britain appointed a native 

ruler to occupy a position similar to that of the Sheikhs 

of the Persian Gulf. Like Cromer of Egypt, Sir Arnold 

Wilson of Iraq thought that only strong British control and 

repressive policies could bring peace, stability, and 

prosperity to the area. He decided to prevent what he 

believed to be the distorted and naive idealism of those 

British officials like T.E Lawrance who fought the Turks 

with the help of the Arabs and supported Arab nationalism 

and independence. Wilson, of course, faced resistance and 

hostilities from the Arabs, and he was replaced by Sir 

Percy Cox who also had a plan for the political future of 

Iraq. He attempted to manipulate the Iraqi political and 

economic destinies by installing a puppet regime that 

provoked intense Iraqi nationalism and hostilities. Sir 

Arnold's colonialist policies united both Sunni and Shia'at 
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sects against Britain and both sects developed a common 

interest of fighting the British and creating a homogeneous 

nationalist movement. In 1920, British troops had to quell 

a rebellious movement initiated by a tribal group in the 

West of Iraq. 

When the French drove Faisal out of Syria in 1920, 

the British offered him the throne of Iraq, and they 

separated Transjordan from Palestine and offered it to his 

brother Abdallah. Faisal was perceived by the British to be 

their only remaining asset in the country and accordingly 

they preferred to give him the throne of Iraq so as to 

maintain their power in Iraq. According to Peretz 

(1983:436) "Great Britain decided that it must appear that 

Iraq had chosen her own ruler. By means of threats and 

political pressures, Sir Percy obtained a unanimous vote 

for Faisal from the Iraqi Provincial Council and a 96 

percent in a controlled Plebiscite." 

The harsh and repressive policies of Sir Arnold 

Wilson in Iraq generated a counter reaction by the Iraqis 

that his successor Sir Percy Cox could not prevent, and as 

a result, a new national sentiment emerged among the people 

that threatened the British interest in the area. To 

consolidate its grip on the country and to placate the 

rising resistance to its rule in Iraq, Britain concluded a 

new Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of Alliance in 1922 which granted 

the Iraqis limited control of its internal policies: 
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however, the real power remained in the British high 

commissioner and council which was similar to the role 

played by Lord Cormer in Egypt after the British 1882 

occupation of Egypt. 

When Faisa1 was proclaimed the King of Iraq, he 

faced many internal and external pressures and his freedom 

to guide and rule the country was limited and circumscribed 

by Britain. Faisal was torn between the British pressure to 

ratify the treaty and the new Iraqi constitution drawn by 

them along the Austrian model, and the pressure by the new 

nationalist movement that resisted both the treaty and the 

constitution. Faisa1 had in mind a new political regime and 

a constitution similar to that of the Ottoman constitution 

of 1876 which was based on an Islamic constitution. This 

focus on Islam was short lived, however, and to prevent an 

Islamic state in Iraq--which was perceived as a threat to 

the British interests in the region--, the British used 

their power, which was centered in the high commissioner, 

to influence and force the Iraqi Parliament to approve the 

treaty and the final version of the constitution, which was 

refined by both the British and the T,urkish, and based on 

the 1831 Belgian model. The new constitution established a 

limited constitutional monarchy with extensive power 

visited in the king. The king was to appoint all senators 

while the deputies were to be popularly elected. While 

Islam was declared the official state re1igion--and Arabic 
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the official language--Islam was not the base of the system 

of government. 

Therefore, the 1922 Iraqi political system was 

divided among three major power contenders, the British 

civil servants, the king, and the nationalist leaders. The 

British, however, retained the final say in most matters. 

Faisal played a role of mediator of conflict between 

Shia'at and Sunni, liberals and conservatives, and the 

British and the nation~lists. However, his policies of 

gradually attaining national goals without offending the 

British made him unpopular in Iraq. When Faisal suddenly 

died in 1933, his death created a political vacuum which 

his son Ghazi could not fill, even though he was popular. l 

The weakness of the new king encouraged many groups 

to compete for power and influence in Iraq which led to 

misuse of power and corruption. The deterioration of Iraq's 

internal politics, particularly when King Ghazi died 

suddenly in an automobile accident, paved the way for 

Iraq's first military coup in 1936. 2 According to the Iraqi 

constitution, Ghazi's sun, Faisal II, was appointed king, 

but he was a minor and therefore, the Iraqi parliament 

appointed his uncle Abdul-Ilah as regent. According to 

1. For more details see Abboushi, W.F. 

2. The death of King Ghazi was blamed on the 
British and as a result, a violent mob murdered the British 
CCounsel: however, the riot was quelled by force. 
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Abboushi (1970:194), liThe prince was pro-western and, of 

course, a believer in gradualism in economic and social 

change. He lacked, however, the wisdom of Faisal I and the 

popular appeal of Ghazi. II Between 1936 and 1941, Iraq 

witnessed seven military coups and countercoups which 

clearly indicates the instability of the existing monar

chical system. 

World War II divided the Iraqi elites on the 

questions o~ Iraqi s neutrality in the war and the use of 

Iraqi territories by British forces: however, the pro

western bloc, headed by Nuri al-said, won the dispute and 

sided with the British. The Iraqi army, led by Rashid 

al-Gilani, a nationalist civilian politician who was 

against siding with the British and their use of Iraqi 

lands, surrounded the royal palace which forced Nuri 

al-Said and the ruling prince to flee the country to 

Jordan. The British, fearing possible German control of 

Iraq, landed their troops in Basra in April 1941, and 

crushed the Iraqi army in the so-called Thirty-day War and 

reestablished the monarchy. Thus Iraq, like Egypt, failed 

to assert its independence from the -superpowers and choose 

its own path of development. 

After· World War II, the reinstalled monarchy, with 

Nuri al-Said as its strong prime minister, became repres

sive and authoritarian and suppressed many political 

parties and movements, such as the 1947 suppression of the 
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People's Party, that had a strong socialist doctrine, and 

the National Union Party, which was anti-British and Pro

Soviet. The country was severely divided. 

The repressive policies of Nuri Al-Said during the 

1950s, and his outlawing of all political parties were 

major factors leading to rising discontent and hostility 

and proved disastrous to the monarchy. Al-Said underesti

mated the new nationalist sentiments and charted a politi

cal course for his country toward the western World at the 

expense of the Arab World. Discontent and nationalist 

sentiment invaded the army's barracks and many army 

officers blamed their defeat, in the 1948 war against 

Israel, on their government. They believed that they were 

betrayed by the monarchy when they were fighting in 

Palestine, a belief that played a significant role in the 

1958 coup. 

Pre-Ba'athist Military Era 

Syria 

As stated earlier, Syria's experience with democ

racy was short lived, 1946-49, and was followed by an era 

of military dictatorship. This era, too, is marked by 

leaders who are not pro-Islam, but pro-outside forces, such 

as France, Egypt, and Iraq, and thus each leader finds his 

regime threatened by his opponents. Between 1949-58, five 

military coups d'etat took place in Syria within the army, 
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reflecting the army's division, ideological struggle, lack 

of legitimacy, search for a new identity, external influ

ence and lack of organization and discipline. 

The first military coup was led by Colonel Housni 

al-Zaim, a pro-French and pro-Egyptian officer, whose 

regime lasted only five months. al Zaim expelled president 

al Kuwatli, who was the first president in the parliamen

tary system, closed the parliament and abolished all 

political parties, a move that ended Syria's limited 

experience with liberal democracy and put an end to the 

free political institutions established upon independence. 

Therefore, the whole republican parliamentary structure 

collapsed within three years of Syria's independence. When 

al-Zaim's true identification was revealed to the masses, 

and his repressive policies antagonized his own followers 

and those of neighboring countries, another military plot, 

sponsored by Iraq, was organized to overthrow him. The 

second military coup took place headed by Colonel Sami 

Hinnawi, a conservative and pro-Iraqi, whose efforts to 

unite Syria with Iraq failed, and his regime lasted only 

four months. In December, 1949, a coalition of army 

officers led by Colonel Adib Shishakli, and politicians led 

by the socialist leader Akram Hourani, deposed the previous 

regime and took power. 

Colonel Shishakli became Syria's strong man and to 

clean up the regime from his competitors and opponents, he 
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staged in December 1951 a coup from within. In the fourth 

coup, Shishak1i eliminated his civilian allies and estab

lished a military dictatorship that lasted for almost two 

years. In July 1953, a new constitution went into effect 

and Colonel Shishakli was elected president of the new 

Syrian Republic. 

During Shishak1i's short rule, Syria enjoyed 

political stability and agricultural prosperity. Shishakli 

centralized authority and both united the army and modern

ized it. He created a new political organization aimed at 

establishing contacts with the masses by organizing the 

Party of the Arab Liberation Movement which became the 

strongest and most popular party in the Syrian Parliament. 

He initiated new reform programs on land policy, industrial 

development, agricultural credit, and rural rehabilitation. 

None of these measures, however, came to fruition, as a 

result of rising hostilities and resistance to such 

policies from the wealthy and the privileged strata of the 

Syrian social structure. 

Gradual change, and relative stability were not 

radical enough to satisfy the Syrians' hunger for a new 

political formula for legitimacy and development. The 

Syrians' goals and aspirations were greater than their 

existing economic, political, and military capabilities 

which led to a gap between the reality of their social, 

economic, and political existence and their desire and 
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expectations for rapid development, power, and,prosperity. 

The gap between their expectations and their social exist

ence widened and resulted in frustration and disappointment 

that in turn fostered instability. Moreover, Shishakli's 

regime was secular and he attempted to discard Islam and 

the Islamic practices from the country. These factors, 

along with Shishakli's harsh policies against the Druze, 

led to a revolt by army units in the Northern cities that 

was aroused by former deposed politicians such as Hashim 

al-atasi and Akram Hourani which threatened Shishakli with 

the disastrous threat of a civil war. Shishakli gave up 

power and the fifth Syrian military coup was in order. 

The fifth coup was also encouraged and assisted by 

the conservative Iraqi regime which was angered by 

Shishakli's pro-Egyptian policies. In February 1954, the 

fifth coup brought Shishakli's regime to an end and brought 

back to power Shukri al-Kuwatli in August 1955. However, 

newly developed regional events that were precipitated by 

external powers in Iraq--in the form of the Baghdad Pact of 

1955 and the Suez crisis of 1956--and a new internal 

alliance between the communists and the Arab nationalists 

in Syria, marked the new era of Syria's drift toward an 

anti-western stand in foreign policy. 

To fend off western and conservative Arab threats, 

and to prevent a communist take over as well as to achieve 

the idealistic goal of Arab unity, al-Kuwatli decided to 
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merge Syria with Egypt. The outcome was the establishment 

of the new United Arab Republic in February 1958. Nasser 

was suspicious of the Ba'ath party's true intention, its 

leaders I Arab nationalism, and its political ideology and, 

therefore, banned it from politics in 1959-60 while Syria 

was part of the UAR, an action that marked the beginning of 

a rift between Syria and Egypt. Problems between the two 

countries arose because they had many differences in 

economic, political, and ideological preferences. To put it 

simply, Egypt attempted to control Syria by dominating all 

phases of Syrian life. The unity with Egypt lasted only 

three years, from 1958-61, and in September 1961, the 

Syrian military revolted against Egypt, and Syria was 

separated from Egypt. 

Iraq 

The pre-Ba'athist military era in Iraq really 

divides into three periods: supporting the monarchy: 

opposing the British: and opposing the monarchy. In Iraq, 

the Iraqi monarchy exacerbated social and economic inequal

ities. The monarchical institution was imposed upon an 

Iraqi political culture that has a strong anti-monarchical 

·sentiment. The monarchy was unwilling to share power with 

the growing new groups such as the republicans, the 

nationalists, and the pan-Arab socialists. Nuri al-Said 

governed with an iron hand, ignored the new rising demands 
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for participation, and underest.imat.ed t.he st.rengt.h of t.he 

new rising revolut.ionary ideas and at.t.it.udes. 

The first. effort.s by t.he Iraqi milit.ary t.o take 

over power bet.ween 1936-1941 were not. revolut.ionary enough 

t.o make a radical change in t.he polit.ical regime: rather, 

t.he mili t.ary was used as a t.ool t.o serve t.he int.erest of 

t.he various compet.ing polit.icians t.o achieve power within 

t.he boundaries of t.he exist.ing monarchical establishment.. 

In 1940, an anti-Brit.ish milit.ary coup at.t.empt., as men

t.ioned before, was crushed by t.he Brit.ish forces. This coup 

was support.ing t.he nat.ionalist. government. of Rashid 

al-Gilani. However, t.he July 14, 1958 revo1ut.ion, headed by 

Brigadier General Abdul Karim Kassem and Colonel Abdul 

Salam Arif, was radical and finally put. an end t.o the Iraqi 

monarchy violent.1y. Almost all members of the Iraqi royal 

family were killed including Prime Minist.er Nuri aI-Said. 

The Kassem milit.ary coup, 1958-1963, transformed 

Iraq from a monarchical syst.em int.o a revolutionary st.at.e 

aimed at. nat.iona1ism and social reform. As Hudson 

(1977: 273) notes, "But t.he Qassim coup dest.royed the old 

regime. It also brought. Iraq into the ranks of the revolu

tionary po1it.ies by shifting t.he bases of system 1egit.imacy 

from kinship and religion, buttressed by affinity with t.he 

West in t.he int.ernational system, to modern nationalism, 

social reform, and neutralism in Great Power rivalries. II 

All the opposition, individuals and groups, were violent.ly 
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repressed. The Iraqi new revolutionary government estab

lished a Council of sovereignty, consisting of three 

members, a Sunni, a Shia'at, and a Kurd, to better repre

sent the major ethnic groups in Iraq, and a Cabinet was 

formed to exercise both executive and legislative powers so 

as to give the revolution a legitimate base. 

Kassem initiated his 1958 land reform aimed at 

reducing the power of the dominant landlords who inherited 

their huge estates from the monarchical era. The land 

reform was also intended to narrow the gap between rich and 

poor and to give the majority of the Iraqi peasants the 

chance to have a secure economic base. However, the land 

reform was a hasty and ill-conceived policy and resulted in 

failure, and instead of continuing to be an exporting 

country of cereals and other agricultural products, Iraq 

became an importing country of its major agricultural 

needs. Many causes might be cited for the failure of Iraqis 

land reform, but they were primarily due to the switch from 

large agricultural, more economical, estates to thousands 

of small less productive farm lands. Also the nationaliza

tion policy of the lands was not effectively executed due 

to the state's lack of administrative and technical exper

tise. 

Similarly, Kassem's nationalization of major 

industries of the Iraqi economy was not successfully 

planned nor implemented and resulted in poor performance 
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of the Iraqi economy. In 1961, Kassem expropriated, without 

compensation, over 99.5 percent of Iraqis petroleum 

industry, an act which boosted his popularity internally 

but provoked intense international pressures on Iraq, which 

again resulted in further external plots against the regime 

and to a remarkable reduction of the Iraqi oil production. 

Internal struggle for power and dominance seriously 

threatened the regimels existence and made clear the fact 

that Iraq, like Syria, was a difficult country to govern. 

Internally, along with the weak economic perform

ance of the new regime, a struggle for power took place 

among the four competing political parties represented in 

the Kassem regime: the 'communists, the Balathists, the 

national democrats, and the Istiq1a1ists (the Indepen

dents). Abdul Salam Arif, Kassemls junior partner in the 

coup, was a Balathist and an admirer of Nasser, and wanted 

an immediate union with Syria and Egypt. 

Another factor was the 1961 Kurdish rebellion that 

was backed by the Shah of Iran and which seriously under

mined the Kassem regime. The Kurds are fanatic Sunni non

Arab Muslims who are suspicious of Iraqi Arab nationalism. 

Therefore, their distrust of the new radical Arab intel1ec

tua1s 1 slogans of socialism and nationalism was reinforced 

by their Islamic beliefs in a universal identity of all 

Muslims. This was a major cause of Iraqis internal insta

bility. According to Hudson (1977:27l), "Frustrated by the 
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nonimplementation of international commitments for a 

Kurdish state after World War I, the Kurds were understand

ably diffident if not hostile toward the new Arab Iraqi 

state's being constructed by Great Britain. The Arab 

orientation of Iraqi nationalism was viewed with apprehen

sion by Kurdish nationalists, particularly when schemes for 

Arab unity began to reemerge in the 1940s as European 

control faded. 1I 

Externally, another serious pressure was the threat 

of possible invasion of Iraq by the King of Jordan who is 

related to the Iraqi's royal family. Another factor was the 

role of Nasser's propaganda that was directed against 

Kassem and had a strong effects on the destablization of 

Kassem's regime. Nasser denounced Kassem as the man who 

betrayed the Arab cause and urged the Iraqis to revolt 

against him. Moreover, the Ba' athist regime of Syria was 

effective and successful in plotting against Kassem's 

regime. 

Kassem was overthrown and killed in 1963, in a 

military coup led by Abdal Salam Arif who declared no 

fundamental change in the Iraqi regime and proclaimed that 

the coup was intended to achieve the basic objective of the 

1958 revolution which was ignored by Kassem. According to 

Abboushi (1970: 205) , II The nature of the challenges to the 

regime and its lack of popular support were the important 

factors in its political failure--The Baathists, who were 
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with Kassem in the 1958 revolution, were the engineers of 

the 1963 coup that resulted in his death." 

As usual, internal struggle for power weakened 

Iraqi stability and this time the disputes were concen

trated on the question of Arab unity with Syria and Egypt. 

Both extremists of the Ba'ath party, the far left and the 

far right, thought to implement their own policies. The 

right headed by Arif sought to achieve unity with Egypt and 

Syria whereas the left sought to implement radical social 

reforms before achieving unity with the United Arab 

Republic. The latter attempted a coup in late 1963, which 

failed, and Arif assumed full powers on November 1963 and 

established Iraq's Revolutionary Command Council (RCC). 

Arif introduced new socialist policies and programs, and 

many private establishments, insurance companies, banks, 

and industries were nationalized. He attempted to liberal

ize his regime and to consolidate differences with neigh

boring countries: however, these policies aroused the 

radical elements of his regime and provoked them to take 

counteractions. 

The result was another unsuccessful military coup 

staged against Arif while he was attending an Arab confer

ence. The coup was led by his prime minister Brigadier 

General Abdul Razzaq, a pro-Nasser officer. Arif's brother 

Abdul Rahman, who was chief of staff of the Iraqi army, 

managed to abort the coup and therefore, the question of 
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unity with Egypt was postponed indefinitely. Upon the death 

of Arif in a helicopter crash in April, 1966, his brother 

Abdul Rahman became the president and attempted no drastic 

change in the Iraqi political system. In July 1968, General 

Ahmad al-Bakr staged the final Ba I athist military coup in 

Iraqis chain of military coups and assumed power with the 

assistance of Sadam Housain al-Takrity. 

The Ba'athist Military Era 

Syria 

In March 1962 a combination of military officers 

and civilians launched their military coup deposing the 

right-of-center government, headed by Mamoun al-Kuzbari, 

that had taken power after the 1961 separation from Egypt. 

The new group reinstated many of the socialist reforms that 

had been proposed during the UAR period but were never 

instituted during the previous government. Large industries 

were again nationalized and the land reform was reinstated. 

However, in 1963, another militarY.Ba'athist coup was 

successful in seizing power and established the National 

Cquncil of the Revolutionary Command (NCRC). The new group, 

like the preceding ones, had sharp differences of opinion 

among its leaders in regard to the question of unity with 

Egypt and other Arab countries. The left wing of the Ba'ath 

party, who favored less close ties to Egypt, triumphed and 
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purged all members, both civilians and military, that were 

considered pro-Nasser and executed many of them. 

Until 1966, Syria's early Ba'athist government was 

torn between two contradicting and competing factions, the 

radicals, who represented the youngest members of the 

Ba'ath party and mostly came from minority groups, and the 

moderates, who represented the older members of the party. 

The radical faction was more militant in their doctrine 

whereas the moderates were less indoctrinated and more 

liberal. The Radicals favored a one-party democracy guided 

by an imported neo-Marxist ideology, with heavy emphasis on 

radical transformation of Syrian society. 

They strove for closer ties with the Soviet Union 

and placed less emphasis on the concept of Arab unity than 

did their principle antagonists within the party. The 

moderates, on the other hand, favored social reform but 

were less keen to implement radical policies that would 

alienate large sections of the population. They preferred 

closer ties with the Syrian's Arab neighbors and advocated 

the military to strengthen Syria's position againo·t Israel. 

When the Ba'athist attempted to implement the 

socialist policies--nationalization of lands and industry, 

distributing the first to peasants and the latter to 

workers--widespread resistance and disturbances resulted: 

people took to the streets to protest the new measures. 

However, the regime used brutal force to crush the riots, 
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and that, in turn, triggered more strikes and additional 

demonstrations by students, Muslim brotherhood members, and 

businessmen. Only additional resort to repressive acts and 

threats of confiscation of all private businesses put down 

the uprising in mid-1966. 

The Syrian army in modern times--like that of Iraq, 

Egypt, South Yemen, Algeria, and Libya--provided the young 

the path for upward social, economic, and political mobil

ity. Many young minority groups, particularly the Alawits, 

chose to take the military path to power and influence 

which resulted in their high representation in the Syrian 

officer corps. Ideologically, they ~re identified with the 

progressive factions and in early 1966, they initiated 

their bloody military coup that brought them to power, and 

brought the moderates' era to an end. 

The new government headed by Nuri Atasi took more 

radical measures in the Syrian external and internal 

domains. Internally, the Atasi administration nationalized 

the import-export industry, the oil industry, and many 

private lands. Externally, Syria's ties with the Soviet 

'Union were increased, which resulted in a substantial 

increase of Soviet military and economic aid to Syria, and 

to a radical and tougher stand in relation to the Arab 

countries. 

The 1967 Six-Day war with Israel, and Syria's loss 

of territories and men, forced the radical Ba'athist regime 
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to make closer ties with the Arab countries and with the 

Soviet Union and to take a more militant stance toward 

Israel. The defeat in war also revived and intensified the 

internal struggle between the moderates and the radicals. 

In 1970, General Hafiz a1-Assad, an A1awit, seized 

power in a military coup and put an end to the struggle for 

power between the two competing ideologies. His policies 

resembled neither of the two factions: he pursued a path of 

his own. Assad's ideological identification has been an 

enigma and a dilemma for Syrians as well as for non

Syrians. Some scholars like Hudson (1977) have character

ized him as a neo-Ba'athist: others, such as Ajami have 

viewed him as a realist. Ajami (1981:69) notes, "Asad was a 

shrewd man with a remarkable instinct for survival', but he 

had not read the books that the earlier Ba'thists had read. 

His instinct was for the center of Arab politiqs as he 

thought to govern what has traditionally been an ungovern

able society." 

Assad ,followed a cautious radical path of internal 

and external politics. Internally, he eliminated most of 

his political opponents and in particular the militant 

radicals. He controlled the Palestinian's military 

activities against Israel so as to prevent further Israeli 

aggression against Syria. 

To legitimize his power and to expand the public 

base of his regime, Assad adopted measures to emphasize the 
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.people I s participation in his regime by introducing a new 

constitution in 1971 that was approved in 1973 by a 

national referendum and allowed the Muslims to occupy the 

position of the Chief of State. In 1973 and 1977 the 

Syrians elected their first National Council (parliament) 

which used to be an appointed body. 

Moreover, Assad allowed a multi-party system to 

evolve in his regime. To appease and neutralize the 

conservative Muslims, Assad adopted various measures to 

underscore his public image as a faithful Muslim and a good 

believer. He participated in public prayers, gave economic 

and social rewards to the Muslim leaders, and allowed more 

religious freedom for other minority groups in the country. 

As Ma'oz (1986:30) observes, "Assad has shown his awareness 

of the importance of Islam as the majority religion and as 

a value shared by the entire Syrian population." 

In regard to the economy, he advocated a middle-of

the road socialist policy, which is similar to the Open

Door policy of Sadat, by encouraging both internal and 

external investments in the Syrian economy. To conciliate 

the traditional upper middle classes, who had been hit hard 

during the socialist policies of his predecessor Salah 

Jedid, he modified these socialist policies by encouraging 

private economic activities, lifted restrictions on the 

imports of consumer goods, and eased governmental control 

on the movement of private capital. He also allowed private 
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small businesses to function and allowed individual freedom 

in capital ownership. Furthermore, he implemented a policy 

of import substitution to protect the Syrian industry and 

to accumulate capital and hard currencies to be used for 

further developmental programs. 

Externally, Assad plays a dynamic-eclectic role in 

the Middle East region by shifting alliances whenever it is 

required to balance the region's power formula. On the 

regional Arab stage, he plays the old Ba'athist slogans of 

Arab unity and Arab socialism but with a pragmatic and 

realistic tone, so not to antagonize those Arab countries 

that provide Syria with large amounts of financial aid. 

However, Assad siding with Iran against Iraq in their six 

and a half year old war and his attempt to place the 

Palestinian movement under his direct control, by using 

military force against them, contributed to Syria's 

isolation from many Arab countries. 

In regard to Israel, Assad attempts to counter the 

increasing Israeli military power by building his own. He 

also attempts to make it clear that any settlement of the 

Middle Eastern problem can not be acpieved without Syria's 

agreement and actual participation. Therefore, he was one 

of the few Middle Eastern leaders to stand firm and wage a 

campaign of hostility against the Camp-David Peace Treaty 

with Israel. Moreover, Assad extended Syria's influence in 
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Lebanon by occupying the Northern and Eastern parts of 

Lebanon, and lately West Beirut, under the Pan Arab League. 

Within larger international politics, Syria became 

one of the few Arab countries to have close relationship 

with the Soviet Union, which as a result provided Syria 

with a huge amount of economic and military aid, to the 

point that the Syrian economy has become heavily dependent 

on the Soviet Union. The dependence of Syria on the Soviet 

Union has not prevented it from having a somewhat construc

tive relationship with the United States and Western Europe 

which has manifested itself in many cooperating events, 

until recently, when Syria was identified with supporting 

international terrorist acts particularly in Western 

Europe. 

The linking of Syria to the attempted hijacking of 

an Israeli airliner from Heathrow Airport in Britain and 

the relating other attempted terrorist activities in 

Western Europe to Syrian agents provoked intense Western 

pressures on Syria which will further slip it into the 

socialist camp, and will further radicalize Syrian 

international behavior. 

Both the internal and external factors intertwined 

and affected the Syrian economic performance. High rates of 

inflation, as a result of excessive military expenditures, 

the war with Israel, and socialist policies which led to 

increased black markets activities, have not yet found a 
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stop sign in Syria. Syria's industrial productivity has 

been the lowest of most Arab states. As Peretz (1983:426) 

notes: "By 1978 the growth rate declined to zero from 14 

percent in 1975, and 60 percent of industrial capacity was 

unused because of poor planning." 

Even though the current regime in Syria has lasted 

for quite a long period compared to the previous ones, high 

tension still exists between the Sunni majority and the 

A1awit minority. As Table 10 shows, the deaths from politi

cal violence during Assad's rule (since 1971) has been 

extraordinaily high (4,173.9 deaths per year). Apparently, 

Assad's efforts to create a public image of his religiosity 

and his good gestures toward the Muslim religious leaders 

have failed to satisfy the majority of the Muslim Syrian 

population. The majority of the Syrian Muslims have opposed 

and expressed their hostilities to the Ba'athist's secular 

ideology and their domination and exploitation by the 

Alawit military and economic ruling class. Assad's regime 

has been semi-repressive (a score of 5.2 on the regime 

repressiveness scale for 1973 to 1979), which, according to 

Muller's (1985) hypothesis, is a ·condition conducive to 

high rates of political violence. Indeed, Syria's Ba'athist 

regime under Assad has been one of the most violent in the 

entire Middle East (excepting the Lebanese anarchy since 

1976). 
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1948-53 

1954-70 

1971-82 
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Table 10. 

Indicators of Syria's Political Instability 

Protest Deaths from 
Damonstrations Riots Political Violence 

per year per year per year 

1.5 5.6 15.8 

2.7 3.0 102.0 

0.5 0.3 4,173.9 

Source: World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators, 
Vol.2, 1983. 
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Iraq 

The Iraqi Ba'athist s initiated a military coup and 

returned to power in July 1968, and a new government was 

formed headed by Hassan A1 Bakr and his close associate 

Sadam Housain al-Takrity. Both began intensive efforts to 

strengthen the Ba'ath party which was weak and divided. The 

task was to e1eminate their political Nasserists and com

munist opponents from the Iraqi political stage, a task 

that was assigned 'to a special security forces. The Iraqi 

National Pact was formed with the Ba'ath party as the 

leading party. The Revolutionary Command Council and the 

Ba'ath party infiltrated and therefore dominated all 

aspects of the Iraqi social, economic, and ~01itica1 life. 

In 1972, Hassan a1-Bakr nationalized the Iraqi 

Petroleum Company which boosted his popular image and after 

the 1973 Arab oil embargo, which Iraq did not participate 

in, benefited Iraq economically from the fivefold increase 

in oil prices. The massive oil revenues generated from the 

oil sector and the availability of natural resources 

allowed Iraq to wage one of the most ambitious develop

mental programs in the Middle East region. 

Most of the developmental projects were aimed at 

industrialization and at agricultural development. The 

Iraqi regime implemented comprehensive social welfare 

programs and central planning, as well as expropriating 

large amounts of land holdings and redistributing them to 
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the peasants. The government also attempted to find support 

and therefore, legitimacy, from various sectors of the 

Iraqi society by extending agricultural reform, social 

security, and a variety of welfare services to the govern

ment's employees. In 1978, Iraq's per capita GNP was $1850 

with an Average Annual Growth rate of 7.7. 

In 1973, another military coup led by the security 

chief was aborted which resulted in giving more power to 

the president and to a constitutional amendment that led to 

the formation of a new party alliance that included the 

Ba'ath, the Kurdish Democratic Party, and the Communist 

Party under the name of the National Progressive Front. The 

NPF was mostly dominated by the Ba'ath party members which 

was viewed with suspicion by the other parties. However, by 

1979, Sadam Housain eliminated the opposition .and cracked 

down on communists and extended his personal power to 

include dominating the RCC, the Ba'ath party, and the army. 

later in the same year, the aging president Bakr resigned 

and Sadam took full control of the Iraqi regime. Between 

1973-1979, Iraq's score on the Regime Repressive scale was 

7.0, which is a consistently very repressive regime that 

should be highly correlated, as Muller (1985) argues, with 

a stable political regime. However, as Table 11 indicates, 

although Iraq has experienced low public resistance as 

measured by riots and demonstrations, nevertheless Iraq, 

from 1948 to 1977, has had a very high death rate from 
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political violence of 53.3 per year, which is an exception 

to Muller's (1985) argument. When comparing Iraq's score 

per year on deaths from political violence from 1973 to 

1977 with core socialist countries such as the Soviet Union 

and Cuba, we find that the latter have a far lower rate of 

deaths from political violence per year than Iraq (1.6 per 

year for the Soviet Union and O. 2 per year for Cuba as 

compared with 124.8 per year for Iraq). It is likely that 

the Iraqi case is an exception to Muller's (1985) hypothe

sis because Iraq has not strongly developed its Arab 

socialist regime along the totalitarian model of the Soviet 

Union and Cuba. The major factor that best explains the 

Iraqi case as an exception to Muller's (1985) hypothesis, 

peobably is the existence of a strong Islamic belief among 

the majority of the Iraqi population--a belief which is the 

antithesis of socialism as it exists in the eastern 

socialist countries because of the latter's emphasis on 

secularization. The Islamic belief provides a hostile 

environment for socialism to be adopted and implemented as 

it exists in the eastern socialist countries. As we will 

see later in chapter five, Algeria was able to successfully 

implement socialism only by carefully adopting it to its 

own Islamic culture. 

Modernization in Iraq unleashed new social forces 

and a need to construct a' strong state to meet the new 

challenges of internal developments, Kurdish insurrections, 



Country 

Iraq 

Soviet 
union 

Cuba 

Table 11. 

Comparing Iraq's Political Stability 
with the Soviet Union and Cuba, 

from 1973 to 1977 

Protest and Deaths 

153 

from 
Demonstration Riots Political Violence 

per year per year per year 

0.6 0.4 124.8 

39.0 4.0 1.6 

0 0 0.2 

Source: World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators, 
3.ed, 1983. 
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and the costly war with Iran. The new challenges precipi

tated further growth of the state's services and control 

over the Iraqi society. The Iraqi social crisis was height

ened by the decomposition of the old order in the country

side, as mentioned before, which resulted in the massive 

migration of impoverished peasants to the newly developed 

urban centers, which in turn created more economic and 

social problems for the Iraqi regime. 

The major achievement of the Iraqi revolution was 

the break up of the old social relations in the countryside 

by expropriating the largest private landholdings and 

redistributing them to the landless peasants. Although 

considerable concentration in landownership remained, the 

political and economic power of the tr~ditiona1 landlords 

was decreased substantially. However, the destruction of 

the old traditional order and class relations in the 

countryside was not followed, by a new systematic construc

tion of new patterns and behavior to replace the old ones, 

in terms of responsibilities and laws to govern the new 

order between peasants, state, and land. 

The Iraqi revolution accomplished few changes in 

the economic organization, outside agrarian reform, until 

late 1963. However, after 1964, the role of the Iraqi 

regime was enlarged and enhanced by discouraging and 

restricting private capital, both domestic and foreign, 

from taking its role in the development of the Iraqi 
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economy, which resembles the same developmental stage that 

both Egypt and Syria have passed through. 

After the July 1968 second Ba'athist military 

take-over and their consolidation of power, which comprises 

an important event in the evolution of the Iraqi modern 

state, the military rulers only broke with the outlook and 

social representation of the preceding regimes, they also 

represented the emergence of the first relatively 

homogeneous and disciplined leadership group in Iraqi 

modern history. 

The new Ba'athist regime moved with serious effort 

to implement the major nationalist and socialist programs 

that were promulgated during the 1958 revolution but were 

never dispatched; notably the revision and implementation 

of the Agrarian Reform Law, the nationalization of the 

Iraqi Petroleum Company in June 1972 and of other foreign 

oil interests by 1975. Unlike Syria and many Third World 

countries, oil wealth allowed Iraq to initiate ambitious 

developmental programs aimed at transforming and moderniz

ing the country. Also, before the outbreak of the war with 

Iran, Iraq used its oil wealth to increase its influence 

within the Arab countries and the nonaligned states. In 

1980, the Iraqi regime allocated about $19 billion, almost 

half the total budget, to developmental programs. Almost 

$249 million of foreign aid was given to Syria and Jordan 

by Iraq (Helms:1984). However, the six and a half year war 
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with Iran has significantly reduced or entirely diminished 

both foreign aid and domestic developments. 

The Role of the Ba'athist Ideology 
as a Path to Development 

Authoritarian rulers in many Third World countries 

have always been vulnerable to the pressures of both 

internal and external forces. They heavily rely on personal 

relations and repressive behavior to suppress their 

opponents and implement their policies. 

The Ba'ath socialist party of Syria and Iraq 

declare that II socialism will guarantee the continuous 

growth of the nation in its spiritual and material develop-

ment: and it will guarantee close brotherliness among its 

individual members." (Ajami, 1981). The Ba'ath party is a 

revolutionary party: it believes that its main goals of 

reawakening Arab nationalism and building socialism can not 

be achieved except by revolution and struggle. The party 

believes that to rely on gradual evolution and partial 

reform threatens these goals with failure. 

Since the consol·idation of the Ba I athist rule in 

Syria and Iraq in the late 1960s, they both have developed 

a new path of development and modernization domestically 

but have contributed to the fragmentation of the Arab 

World. The Ba' athist ideology attempted its third path of 

development and modernization by concentrating on a set 

of borrowed ideas of modernity and socialism with 
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revolutionary tendency and dynamics. Michel Af1aq, the 

founding father of the Ba'ath party, called for unity 

(Wehdah), freedom (Horriah), and socialism (Ishterakiah). 

He called for the renaissance of the Arab cultural heritage 

(Ba'ath) and traditional glory. He attacked the divisions 

in the Arab world, as well as its moral and political 

weaknesses, and proclaimed that Arab nationalism is open to 

all minorities in the Arab World. 

The Ba'ath embrace socialism because, as they 

argue, it erases the hostility between classes, achieves 

economic equality, promotes equal opportunities for the 

masses, which facilitates cultural assimilation. According 

to Hudson (1977: 264), "But the most striking accommodation 

with traditional culture is Af1aq's positive treatement of 

Islam, and his insistence not simply on its compatibi1ty 

with nationalism but also the symbiosis between the two." 

Therefore, the Ba'ath reject, in theory, the idea that 

Islam is a serious obstacle to development and attempt, at 

the same time, not to identify their ideology with either 

the western, eastern, or Islamic paths of development. 

In theory, the Ba'ath party, even though it 

advocates socialism, rejects the theory of universal class 

conflict and struggle in that it is concerned with the Arab 

World only. The aim of the Ba'ath party is the establish

ment of a single Arab state to include all the Arab 

countries. In practice, however, The Ba'ath has been one of 
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the major factors in Arab disunity and fragmentation. Its 

harsh doctrine and its emphasis upon secularism and 

socialism along with repressive policies domestically, led 

to an Islamic Arab counter reaction to their doctrine which 

furthered destabilized their regimes and highly polarized 

the Arab World. Thus like Nasser of Egypt, the Ba'ath of 

Syria and Iraq made Arab unity conditional upon the power 

structure prevalent in the Arab countries without its 

Islamic traditions and values. 

For the Ba'ath, socialism is distinctly not 

Communism in doctrine or practices or even Marxist in 

perspective: however, it could be categorized as populist 

and nationalist with some socialistic flavor. Most of the 

measures taken, so far, by Syrian and Iraqi Ba'athist 

elites resemble state capitalism rather than socialism. The 

Syrian and Iraqi political elites have concentrated on 

balanced development, ending exploitation, and government 

control. Therefore, the Ba'athist ideology advocates rapid 

development of the economy in a short period of time. 

In this respect, the Ba'athist ideology of develop

mentalism places it within the larger ideology of most of 

the Third World regimes. Although, in Theory, the Ba'athist 

stress the need for a classless society and the development 

of productive forces, in practice they do not adopt 

socialist policies that ensure its implementation: rather, 

they apply a heterogeneous combination of both western and 
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eastern policies. In reality, the Ba'athist path of 

development is that of state capitalism with a nationalist 

and socialist cover and secular tone. 

Even though the Ba'ath favored merger with Egypt in 

1958, the group developed an anti-Nasser stand and was 

among the major causes of the break-up of the United Arab 

Republic in 1961. However, it continued to advocate Arab 

unity, and toppled ,in February 1963, the Kassem regime in 

Iraq; and a month later it overthrough the Syrian govern

ment in a military coup led by Major General al-Atasi. The 

Ba'ath party, therefore, came in control of both syria and 

Iraq; however, contradictions, divisions, and struggle for 

power among the major party members on the question of Arab 

unity eliminated the possibility of unity between the two 

countries and a new era of hostilities marked their rela

tionships ever after. As Halpern (1963: 241) notes, II Except 

for a great deal of talk about I revolution and struggle ' 

little attention is given to the means of transforming 

society into something better. The talk instead is about 

the need for unity. II 

When analyzing the politics of Syria, which might 

be also the same argument for Iraq and its search for 

legitimacy, Hudson (1977:262) argues in regard to Syria 

that, lithe Ba'thist formula rested mainly upon ideology but 

increasingly upon structure as well. For all their alleged 

emotionalism, the Syrians have never submitted for long to 
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a charismatic leader.1I In regard to Iraq, Hudson (1977:274) 

concludes, lithe revolutionaries have been unable to guide 

Iraq toward either a reconciliation type of polity or to 

mold it into a mobilization system by turning Arabism into 

a political religion and developing a pervasive single

party control apparatus. 1I As Halpern (1963:227) has 

observed prophetically in regard to Syria and Iraq, 

twenty-three years ago: liThe new authoritarians will not 

necessarily accomplish more than the regimes they dis

placed. 1I 

It might be true that the lack of regime legitimacy 

in Syria and Iraq and hence instability is a result of an 

absence of charismatic leadership. However, it is important 

to realize from recent Arab history that the solution to 

the Arab predicament lies not in the availability of 

charismatic leadership but rather in their reliance on 

their Islamic tradition and heritage. In fact the role of a 

charismatic leadership is limited in both time and place 

and to become effective and legitimate, it has to be within. 

the confines of tradition and religion. Moreover it is 

important to understand and be aware of the negative 

effects of secularization on these regimes' legitimacy,' 

when adopted by a charismatic leader, and its negative 

consequences upon the stability of the political regime. 

Any charismatic leader who ignores Islam and attempts to 

build his personal legitimacy upon imported doctrines and 
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unaccepted norms and behavior, even if he manages to 

sustain power throughout his life, will find upon his death 

that his regime quickly will become past and disliked 

history. 

Conclusion 

Neither Syria nor Iraq have found their desired 

formula for development, modernization, and stability. The 

Ba'ath's search for a third way of development rested 

heavily on borrowed concepts such as nationalism, freedom, 

socialism, and secularization which are inconsistent with 

the Islamic belief of the majority of the Syrian and Iraqi 

people. Nationalism promoted separatism and provoked 

suspicion among the minority groups, and therefore demanded 

security and assurances. Freedom was only a slogan to cover 

up repressive and coercive measures. Socialism was imple

mented at the expense of the masses and protected the 

privileged, and secularization has polarized and divided 

the Syrian and Iraqi society and resulted in instability 

and violence. 

The weakness of the Ba'athist path to development 

is that, to the Ba'athists, modernization is conceived as 

the adoption of secularism and socialism but not adapting 

these new values to the existing norms and structures of 

their Islamic tradition. Both Syria and Iraq have ignored 

their Islamic tradition, and if they did acknowledge it for 
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a while, it was only to placate and postpone public 

pressures and demands, while they sought the solution for 

their social, economic, and political problems within the 

Socialist-Ba'athist doctrine. 

Regionally, the Ba'athist ideology is, as this 

chapter has demonstrated, not popular and is held by only a 

minority of Arab states. The radical nationalist .policies 

of Syria and Iraq led to their isolation from the majority 

of the Middle Eastern countries. Internally, the Ba'athist 

secular and socialist ideology has alienated the majority 

of the masses from the political system. In both Syria and 

Iraq, the Ba'athist regimes' lack of legitimacy and their 

fragile authority have resulted in extraordinarily high 

levels of domestic political conflict as indicated by the 

death from political violence. Thus, the Ba'athist formula 

for modernization and development proved to be disfunc

tional in countries with strong Islamic tradition. Largely 

because of the Ba'athist emphasis on secularization, which 

is inconsis·tent with the Islamic tradition, and partly 

because of their reliance on a mixture of contradicting 

imported ideologies. 



CHAPTER 5 

VARIATIONS OF THE SOCIALIST PATH: 
SOUTH YEMEN, LIBYA, AND ALGERIA 

When the remaining powers of colonialism faded in 

the rest of the Middle East in the mid-20th century, new 

nationalists and revolutionary regimes emerged in South 

Yemen, Libya, and Algeria, searching for new formulas of 

development and modernization. The forces of modernization 

and westernization unleashed various demands, expectations, 

and ideological struggles in these newly developing 

countries. In South Yemen, the traditional forces were 

ignored if not destroyed and a new Marxist-Leninist 

ideology is replacing the traditional one. Libya has 

developed, under the leadership of Colonel Mouamar 

al-Qadhafi, the Third International Theory, a mixture of 

Islamic, Marxist, and Qadhafist ideologies. Algeria has 

adopted a pragmatic socialistic path to its developmental 

needs. 

With the exception of Algeria, and to some extent 

Libya, sporadic violence has threatened the legitimacy of 

these regimes. Too, external interferences and pressure 

have distorted the developmental efforts of South Yemen and 

Libya, and have furthered their i~stability and shaky 

legitimacy. The minority radical regimes have had to bypass 
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the rising demand for reinstitutionalization of traditional 

institutions. While neither Libya nor South Yemen has 

attempted to challenge or destroy the Islamic practices 

openly, neither has attempted integration of modernization 

and development into the already existing Islamic belief. 

Only Algeria has approached development through the Islamic 

system, modifying external methods to blend with the 

traditio~al religious beliefs of the Algerian people. 

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the 

various historical and modern forces that have shaped and 

influenced the development of these regimes, with special 

attention to both the internal and external forces, and to 

analyze the validity of the third path pursued by each of 

the three cases. For the sake of clarity and systematic 

analyses, the chapter will deal with the case of the 

Marxist-Leninist model of South Yemen first, the Third 

International Theory of Libya second, and Algeria's 

pragmatic Socialist third and last. 

The chapter will examine the political and develop

mental achievements of these regimes, the degree of 

legitimacy they have established in their respected 

countries, and to what extent the three cases of political 

development are re~lective of their Islamic tradition. The 

chapter will thus further answer the question underlying 

this research: to what extent new ideological arrangements 

are legitimate and effective in substitution of traditional 
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mechanisms, and in forging a new third path of development 

to the two already established ones, the Western and 

Eastern Paths. 

General Overview 

As Table 12 indicates, Libya ranks first in terms 

of GNP per capita and in literacy rates, Algeria is second 

while South Yemen ranks the third. Algeria's average annual 

growth rate has increased from 1.8, in 1960-75, to 2.6 in 

1970-78. In contrast, Libya's average annual grow~h rate 

declined from 10.5 in 1960-75 to -2.6 in 1970-78. South 

Yemen's average annual growth rate was -6.2 in 1960-7?: 

data are not available for the second period. 

As Table 13 shows, the scores of the three coun

tries on the regime repressiveness scale for 1973-79 

(Muller, 1985), where high scores are defined as the range 

of 5.6 to 7.0, are 7.0 for South Yemen, 6.6 for Libya, and 

6.0 for Algeria--all very repressive. In terms of deaths 

from political violence, Libya has had a low rate through

out the entire period. Algeria had the highest score during 

the war of independence, but the lowest" score from 1968-77. 

In contrast, South Yemen registerd a consistent increase in 

deaths from political violence from the 1948-52 period to 

the 1968-72 period but a very low rate during the initial 

years of the Marxist-Leninist regime. Moreover, if we take 

into consideration the human casulties in the violence that 
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Table 12. 

Indicators of Development and Modernization 

Average Annual 
country GNP P.C Growth Rate Literacy 

1978 1960-75 1970-78 1970 1980 

Libya 7,210 10.5 -2.6 45(75) NA 

Algeria 1,450 1.8 2.6 35(75) 35 

S.Yemen 450 -6.2 NA 27(75) 40 

Source: WDR, 1983, 25 
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Table 13. 

Regime Repressiveness and Deaths from Political 
Violence 

Regime Time Deaths from 
Country Repressiveness Period Political Violence 

1973-79 per year 

S. Yemen 1948-52 2.3 
1953-57 6.0 
1958-62 6.0 
1963-67 124.5 
1968-72 230.3 

7.0 1973-77 0 

Libya 1948-52 1.8 
1953-57 0 
1958-62 0 
1963-67 3.8 
1968-72 0.8 

6.6 1973-77 2.5 

Algeria 1948-52 0.5 
1953-57 5,279.0 
1958-62 9,515.5 
1963-67 45.5 
1968-72 0 

6.0 1973-77 0.5 

Source: WHB III, Tables 2.4 and 2.7, 1983. 
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broke out in 1986, when the regime was repudiated by 

Islamic nationalists, that rate would be incredibly high. 

Like Iraq,_ South Yemen is an exception to Muller's 

(1985) hypothesis of an inverted U-curve relationship 

between regime repressiveness and political violence. This 

is presumably as a result of the fact that South Yemen has 

been unable to either establish its new socialist-communist 

political ideology or its authority over the country. 

Moreover, like Iraq, South Yemen, has faced wide spread 

public resistance and hostility to its socialist-communist 

policies and ideology, resulting in a high deaths rate from 

political violence, which in turn caused South Yemen's 

fragile authority and unstabl'e political regime. Therefore, 

unlike the Soviet Union and Cuba, as mentioned earlier in 

chapter 4, South Yemen is not an established case of a 

totalitarian socialist regime that enjoys a stable politi

cal regime. The main reason for the unstable communist 

regimes in the Middle East is that their ideology conflict 

with Islamic tradition. The eastern path without Islam is 

unstable and fragile. Furthermore, unlike Libya and 

Algeria, South Yemen did not attempt to develop a synthesis 

between Islam and the newly adopted values of socialism, as 

this chapter will demonstrate. 
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South Yemen: A Marxist Leninist Model 

Impact of Colonization on Development 

In 1839, Britain occupied the Capital city of Aden 

and its surrounding areas known as Hadramoat to establish 

its presence in the area and to secure its interests in the 

far east trade, particularly in India. The Aden territory, 

like that of Iraq, was placed ,under the administration of 

the British India government. In 1937 Aden became a crown 

colony, ruled by a governor directly responsible to the 

Colonial Office in London. Until 1960, the British governor 

would be the final authority in the area. 

The first step Britain took to enhance its rule 

over the area was to divide the area among twenty-three 

Arab Sultanates, Amirates, and Sheikdoms, and subject them 

to the British governor in Aden who in turn appointed 

British local administrators. The British ruled Aden 

through a treaty which enabled them to control the coun

try's foreign affairs while the local government was 

granted limited domestic autonomy. 

The awakening of Arab revolutionary nationalistic 

impulses in the Middle East during the 1950s had a great 

impact on the Southern parts of the Arabian Peninsula. New 

groups emerged demanding the removal of the colonial powers 

from the region. By 1958, mounting discontent and protest 

against the British colonial policies by the South Yemenese 
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began to manifest itself in many cities and took the form 

of organized resistance against the British rule. In the 

same year, one third of the Lahej army, which is the 

largest Sultanate, deserted to the neighboring country of 

North Yemen. In 1962, the British encouraged ten of the 

local rulers to form a new political entity called the 

Federation of South Arabia. Composed of reactionary South 

Arabian tribal Sheikhs, the Federation was a device created 

by the British to counteract g+owing Arab nationalist 

sentiments and the new resistance to British rule. 

In the same year, 1962, the British removed the 

Sultan of Lahej, who in turn requested help from President 

Nasser of Egypt. Nasser responded by giving economic and 

military assistance through North Yemen and, therefore, a 

new federation emerged, the Southern Arabian League, which 

contained several prominent Lahej officials. The newly 

established political entity was intended to oppose the 

Federation of Southern Arabia created by the British 

previously in the area. 

With the help of Nasser, two nationalist groups 

were established on the South Yemen political stage, the. 

Front for the Liberation of South Yemen (FLOSY), and the 

National Liberation Front (NLF). The two groups undertook 

guerrilla warfare against the British and their local 

rulers and demanded independence from the two. Mounting 

internal pressures and the war of national liberation by 
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the FLOSY and NLF from Britain began to be fruitful when it 

became too costly for the British to remain in the area 
. 

and, therefore, Britain withdrew in 1967. 

Post-Independence Political 
Approaches: FLOSY and NLF 

After its independence, South Yemen suffered from 

political instability and civil violence which was largely 

due to the lack of political and social interaction among 

the various groups contending for power, lack of unity, 

absence of either traditional or modern legitimate institu-

tions, and continued external penetration and domination 

which manifested itself in ideological struggles. The 

twenty-three various Sheikdoms that existed during the 

British rule were never allowed the opportunity to evolve 

naturally by achieving unity, and were kept divided by the 

British so as to rule them easily. The British encouraged 

these Sheikdoms to keep their political and sectarian 

differences and the British never attempted to establish 

common linkages and interests to unite them together. 

Therefore, when the British left Aden, the country was· left 

with no political experience but that of resorting to force. 

to settle political differences. 

After the British withdrawal from the area, the 

political vacuum had to be filled by the two groups, the 

FLOSY and the NLF. Instead of applying the diplomatic 

tactics of bargaining and compromise, the two groups 
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confronted each other as enemies. Intense fighting broke 

out between the two for control of the region and the 

matter was settled when the South Arabian Army1s high 

officials sided with the NLF against the FLOSY. The latter 

withdrew from the competition and took refuge in North 

Yemen. In November 1967, the people1s Republic of South 

Yemen was proclaimed by the NLF. 

As soon as the new country came into being, new 

struggle for power broke out among the fifteen-member high 

command of the NLF. The NLF was divided, like that of the 

Ba1ath of Syria and Iraq, among two major competing groups, 

the leftist and the moderates. The two competing groups 

struggled for power and control of the country1s major 

institutions. However, external assistance from Nasser 

allowed the former to achieve power by controlling the army 

and the police. The leftist radicals established a new 

revolutionary militia called the Popular Guards, with the 

intention to safeguard the new regime from any internal 

opposition. 

In 1968, the leftist faction headed by Qahtan 

al-Shaabi seized power and control· of the country and 

established popular councils. Qahatan1s policies were 

influenced by Nasserist socialist doctrines and relied on a 

combination of state and private capital under the 

direction and control of the state. Qahatan implemented 
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Egyptian-style agrarian reform: however, lack of capital 

and technical assistance led to its failure. 

During the colonial era, Britain did not initiate 

any land reform or improve the social, educational, and 

economic conditions of the country. As mentioned before, 

Britain relied on local power holders to rule- the country. 

Hudson (1977:253) argues that failure of the first liberal 

administration organized under British supervision "was 

partly a result of striking socioeconomic and communal 

discontinuities in the political culture". Hudson, however, 

does not consider the possibility that the failure of the 

first liberal administration was largely because of its 

identification with the British rule. Moreover, the 

development of a new network of communications, particu

larly the radio, enabled the South Yemenese to develop an 

Islamic-Arab consciousness; and they were heavily influ

enced by the Nasserist ideology, which revolutionized their 

behavior and radicalized their attitudes. 

South Yemen is a country that is endowed with poor 

natural resources and had to rely heavily on economic 

assistance and income from the British base in Aden, which 

according to Mansfield (1982:389) was "almost 11 Million a 

year." When the British departed the country, South Yemen 

was left with a depleted treasury. Britain never attempted 

to develop the country's infrastructure or to erect 

developmental projects to help the country in becoming 
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modern. Their major concern was to protect their economic 

and strategic interests in the region. 

Externally, many factors contributed to the 

collapse of Oahtan's regime and its replacement by a more 

radical faction. The 1967 closure of the Suez Canal heavily 

reduced the trade traffic in the area and, therefore, 

inflicted more economic damages on South Yemen. Aid which 

Britain promised to increase to South Yemen for the first 

three years after independence--60 million in British 

currencies--was not forth coming. The promise had been made 

when Britain expected to be dealing with a Federation of 

South Arabian Sultans under its patronage. To the national

ist of South Yemen, Britain would offer no more than 1.8 

million, which amounted to 1.25 million after the deduction 

of South Yemen's financial obligation to Britain 

(Mansfield:1982). 

Constant attacks by FLOSY, by the deposed sheikhs 

and Sultans, and by sheikhs of neighboring Oman enabled the 

pro-Chinese elements in the NLF, who established their 

power in the eastern region, to challenge Oahtan's regime 

and to oust him, in 1969. A radical five-men presidential 

council headed by a former guerilla leader, Abdel Fattah 

Ismail, took further socialist measures by nationalizing 

banks, industries, and private businesses. However, these 

measures failed to improve the rapidly deteriorating 

economic situation of South Yemen. 
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Marxist-Leninist Ideology 

The 1972 war with North Yemen, and periodic attacks 

from neighboring countries--such as Oman over the Dhofar 

area--have also undermined South Yemen's political and 

economic stabi1ity.1 Moreover, the development of sharp 

ideological cleavages within the NLF divided it into two 

competing groups, the Nasserists and the radical Marxists. 

The first demanded a traditional government in contrast to 

second group, the Marxist radicals, who proposed the 

creation of a one-party system, supreme people's organiza-

tions, and trade unions that control the whole country. The 

radicals became zealous Marxists with the aim of appointing 

commissars in all army units, creating popular guards, and 

strengthening the people's militia. 

The power of the Marxist radicals grew as the 

country's economic situation worsened, and with the help 

and assistance of external powers, the Soviet Union and its 

proxy allies, they managed to impose their radical pol i-

cies. In 1970 the Marxists adopted a new constitution in 

that changed the country's official name to the People's 

Democratic Republic of South Yemen. They further imple

mented socialist policies by nationalizing the remaining 

private capital and industry, and they appropriated all 

1. South Yemen supported the Dhofar rebellion 
movement in its neighboring country Oman, which revolted 
against the regime of Sultan Qabous. 
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lands by encouraging the peasants to seize the lands from 

the landlords and establish their own popular committees to 

administer them. 

South Yemen followed statist revolutionary tech

niques to develop its socioeconomic and political struc

tures. Many radical social and political changes occurred 

in the country: however, stagnant economic performance 

hindered many- of its socialist developmental programs. In 

1978, South Yemen replaced the NLF with the Yemen Socialist 

Party which proclaimed itself to be the vanguard Marxist

Leninist party, headed and directed by a central committee, 

secretariat, and politburo. This development, which does 

not exist anywhere else in the Arab World, marked the 

party's clear ideological identification with communism. 

The new party was extremely radical, to the point that it 

criticized both the Russians and the Chinese for appeasing 

imperialism and not achieving complete communism. 

As Hudson (1977:350) argues, lithe People's Republic 

in Aden represents the most radical embodiment of revolu

tionary transformationist ideology and practice in the Arab 

World. Leadership has been collective rather than personal

ist, civilian rather than military." This observation was 

true before 1974: however, the South Yemenese political 

stage has been characterizes in recent years by a more 

personal leadership. Conflict and personal struggle have 

become permanent features of South Yemen's top political 
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ranks. Abdul Fattah Ismail, secretary general of the front, 

opposed any economic assistance from Saudi Arabia, whereas, 

Salim Rbaya Ali, the chairman of the presidential council, 

had no objection to receiving aid from Saudi Arabia or even 

to establishing good and friendly relationship with the 

United States (Findley:1985). The friendly reception that 

president Ali gave to a U.S congressman Findley, his 

release of an American prisoner convicted of espionage, and 

his efforts to establish a relationship with the. United 

States, undermined his position in the country and gave his 

opponent Abdel Fatah Ismail the opportunity to take control 

of the government. Ismail arrested Ali and executed him. 

In January 13, 1986, civil war erupted in South 

Yemen when the radical president Ali Nasser Muhammad 

organized a plot to assassinate his political opponents 

Abdul Fatah Ismail, Ali Anter, and Saleh Musleh. The plot 

succeeded in removing the three opponents from the politi

cal scene: however, the army was divided ·over the incident, 

and tribal as well as army units clashed for several days 

until the matter was settled by the interference of the 

several thousand Soviet advisors and troops stationed in 

Aden. Ali Nasser Muhammad then fled to North Yemen and a 

new moderate president, Haider Abo-Baker al-Attas, was 

appointed--supposedly by the ruling party--as a compromise 

candidate between radicals and moderates. 
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The PDRY's constitution declares Islam as the 

state's religion and has never attempted to challenge Islam 

directly, but this does not mean the PDRY reflects or 

embraces the Islamic tradition. As Hudson (1977:350) 

observes, "while Islam is preserved and observed in South 

Yemen, the regime lays greatest stress on non-religious 

developmental and egalitarian goals." Similar observations 

have also been made by Mansfield (1982) and by Peretz 

(1983). These observations suggest that without the use of 

Islam as a legitimizing factor for the South Yemenese top 

political elites, the country might suffer more from 

political violence and civil disobedience than it has thus 

far. According to many Muslims, as long as the state does 

not prohibit the practice of the Islamic faith, does not 

allow what has been forbidden by God to be publicly 

practiced, and rules under the name of Islam, they are 

obliged to obey the rulers and follow their instructions. 

However, some of the secular policies adopted by the South 

Yemenese, such as the communist slogans and the pictures of 

Lenin, Marx, and Stalin hanging on their walls, have 

created a gap between the masses of the population and the 

top ruling elites which is manifested in periodical tribal 

uprising that usually is crushed with force. 
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Conclusion 

The long colonial experience of South Yemen led to 

the fragmentation of its politics and the development of 

internal struggles between the ruling elites installed by 

the British and the-rising nationalism inspired by the 

newly developed ideologies of Nasserism, Ba1athism, and 

socialism, as well as the major events that had been taking 

place in the Arab World. Moreover, South Yemen has been 

subject to and suffered from external influences and 

penetration of its internal politics. 

These newly borrowed ideologies have influenced the 

development and prosperity of South Yemen. Internally, the 

country has suffered from ideological struggle and personal 

conflicts that have always had violent outcomes. The 

country has been torn between the Marxist-radicals and the 

moderates. Again, as in other Middle Eastern countries 

discussed herein, the traditional forces have been ignored 

or eliminated completely from their political, social, and 

economic formula of development. Even though the regime 

declares Islam as the state1s religion and never challenges 

it openly and publicly, many of the regi~els policies 

resemble that of secularism and communism. It might be that 

the Arab and Islamic cultures would not be hostile to such 

socialist measures as have been employed, if the measures 

were taken in an Islamic manner, which would tend to 

preserve the right of the individual to acquire unlimited 
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private property but with an obligation toward the group. 

However, the Arab and Islamic culture is the antithesis of 

communism because of the latter's heavy emphasis on 

nationalism, secularism, classeless society, and minimum 

individual ownership. Islam, in contrast to communism and 

westernism, is a universal religion that does not advocate 

nationalism. The latter is a form of glorified tribalism 

and Islam abolished tribalism. Nationalism has given rise 

to the structure of a modern nation-state that requires the 

promotion of its own national interests at the cost and 

expense of other nation-states which is the primary cause 

of almost all modern conflicts and wars. Nationalism is 

highly identified with diverse factors such as language, 

territory, and cultural and racial superiority. Islam, in 

contrast, recognizes no linguistic, geographical, racial, 

or cultural barriers (Sardar,1979). 

Marxism, which is founded upon dialectical materi

alism and atheistic humanism, is in basic conflict with 

religion, the essence of wich rests upon worship of the 

unseen and the divine world-view (Shari'ati,1980). There

fore, Marxism assumes a militant hostility stand toward 

religion and, consequently, one of the official programs of 

the Soviet state and the Communist Party is the protracted 

and relentless combat against religious faith in order to 

establish communism among the Soviet people. 
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To Marxism, the triumph of the proletarian revolu

tion, accompanied by central planning, socialization of the 

means of production, and the abolishment of private proper

ty, would lead to a classeless society. Islam, however, has 

a different approach and a different aspiration. The 

concept of Adel (equitableness, or social justice) is far 

more comprehensive and covers all those objectives which 

have been claimed by socialism and communism. Islam's major 

objective is the achievement of social justi~e which is 

possible only when a society is free from class conflict 

and every member of the Islamic community has the oppor

tunity to develop his potential capabilities and personal 

merits by taking advantage of the facilities offered by the 

material and cultural environment. This, of course, is 

similar to western capitalism: however, the poor have a 

claim on the wealth of the rich-- the latter are to give 

two and a half per cent of their total possession annually 

to the former. Moreover, an Islamic state must provide 

adequate food, clothing, and shelter to every citizen. 

The political instability, economic decay, partial 

legitimacy, civil violen,ce, and incompetent new ideologies 

that have characterized South Yemen since its independence 

suggest that the radical political transformation that has 

been in process in the country is not a successful formula 

in Muslim-Arab countries. Thus far neither prosperity, nor 

legitimacy, nor political stability has been achieved in 
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South Yemen using the most radical formula of all, the 

Marxist-Leninist path of development. Without Soviet 

economic and military aid, and without a highly repressive 

regime, South Yemen1s radical-secular elites would face a 

conservative revolution from below, organized and carried 

out by the various discontented tribes. Therefore, it might 

be argued that the current South Yemen1s shaky unity is a 

function of external threats and pressures, and that South 

Yemen has become the Cuba of the Middle East. 

In short, South Yemen1s political regime has 

attempted to blend and synthesize Marxism with Arab 

nationalism without reference to Islam and tradition. 

Despite the reputation that the regime has gained by 

characterizing itself as true Marxist, the regime indeed' is 

not a purely communist regime in that it still consider 

religion to have a role in the country. However, the regime 

has, no doubt, made a significant contribution to the 

political development of the Arab World by becoming an 

example that would not want to imitate by others in the 

region. 

Libya: The Third International Theory 

Impact of Colonization on Development 

Libya was under the control of outside forces for 

approximately 300 years. In the mid-sixteenth century, 

Libya became a province of the Ottoman Empire ruled by a 
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Turkish Bey. In the mid-nineteenth century, the spread of 

the Sanusi religious movement by its founder, Muha~nad ibn 

Ali al-Sanusi, undermined the Turkish rule in the area, and 

Sanusi established his power in the northern part of Libya. 

Al-Sanusi's resistance to external domination was first 

directed against the French advancement in the area from 

their stronghold in Algeria. In 1911, Italy invaded and 

occupied Libya, which brought an alliance between the 

Sanusi and the Ottoman Empire in fighting the Italians. 

Therefore, it was the Muslim tie between the Libyans and 

the Turkish that promoted the Libyans to fight with the 

Turkish forces. As Khadduri (1963:10-11) argues, "religion 

was indeed one of the most potential factors in the rise 

and development of nation~lism in North Africa; and the 

Libyans, choose to remain the loyal subjects of a Muslim 

ruler than to become Europeanized citizens under Christian 

rule." 

In any event, the Sanusi family could only claim 

leadership over the area of Cyrenaica: however, the tribes 

of Tripolitanica opposed their leadership, which weakened 

Libya's resistance to the Italian occupying forces. 

Moreover, the end of the state of war between Turkey and 

Italy in 1912, furthered contributed to the weakness of the 

Libyan resistance movement. 

The war of the Sanusi resistance movement against 

the Italians continued for eight years until the agreement 
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of al-Rajma in 1920 between Sayyid Id.ris al-Sanusi and 

Italy recognized Sayyid Idris as the amir and placed him on 

the Italian pay-roll. The Italian recognition of Sayyid 

Idris as the amir (prince) marked a new development in 

Libyan politics. The Tripolitanians were also willing to 

set aside their opposition to Sayyid Idris and recognize 

him as their amir, hoping that he would continue to resist 

the Italian occupation. 

Obliged by the treaty with Italy, Sayyid Idris was 

unwilling to continue the war with Italy and the latter 

changed their conciliatory policies toward Libya upon 

Mussolini's assumption of power. Sayyid Idris elected self

exile and departed to Egypt in December 1922, a decision 

that undermined his legitimacy among his own people. Umar 

al-Mukhtar took the burden of resisting the Italians and 

fought them in the name of the Sanusi family for many years 

until he was caught and hung in 1931. 

Upon Italy's entrance in World War II in June 1940, 

on the side of the Axis, the Libyan leaders failed to agree 

on a policy of cooperating with the British against the 

Italians. sayyid Idris, in his exile in Egypt, had contact 

with Britain and approved the organization of,an Arab force 

to serve under the British command. The decision sparked 

harsh Tripolitanian criticism whose leaders charged him of 

misleading the country. 
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For a few years, Libya was a theater of military 

operations and battlefields among the warring major powers 

until it was finally liberated from the Italian occupation 

in 1943; however, it took the Allies eight years to grant 

Libya its independence and thus, it remained under the 

French and British occupation. 

Sayyid Idris returned from his twenty-two years 

exile in Egypt in 1944 and began ~xtensive efforts to rally 

and mobilize the Libyan around him and change his previous 

image of quitting the fight against the Italians. His 

policies and attitudes remained, however, sympathetic to 

the British. 

Libya's post-war era witnessed a development of new 

national consciousness that was partly aroused by the 

declarations of the Allies and partly influenced by the 

general wave of Arab nationalism. Libya's independence in 

December 1951 and the development of its nation-state was 

created from without, unlike the European states which were 

developed from within. 

Post-Independence Political Approaches 

Sanusi Monarchy. Britain and France made it clear 

that the independence of Libya was contingent upon the 

Libyans' acceptance of the Sanusi leadership. This condi

tion ignored demands of the nationalists for a represen

tative government, and the traditionalist demands for an 
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Islamic state, one more concerned with the well being of 

the Libyan people. Britain and France took considerable 

initiative, as they did in Egypt, Syria, Iraq and Lebanon, 

in shaping the political character of the Libyan state and 

ensured the hegemony of the Sanusi patriarchal and tribal 

structures over the urban nationalists. The result, was a 

regime heavily committed to the West, which was one of the 

major causes of the 1969 military coup d'etat that ended 

the monarchical regime eighteen years later. 

Under the monarchy, Libya enjoyed partial political 

independence: however, foreign military bases and mu1ti-

national oil corporations undermined Libya's sovereignty 

and overshadowed the role of many new as well as tradi-

tiona1 elites. Libya's agricultural self-sufficiency gave 

way to the exchange of oil for imported luxurious consumer 

goods and services. Moreover, Libya's political, economic 

and ideological attachment to the west grew at the expense 

of its relation with the Arab-Islamic World. 

In the late 1960s, loyalties and identities of most 

of the Libyan traditional and new nationalist elites became 

polarized and profoundly ambiguous. A new Libyan middle. 

class emerged, a direct result of rapid modernization. The 

impact of oil wealth let loose new social and economic 

forces, with the almost non-existence of either traditional 
-

or modern mechanisms to absorb these forces. Large segments 

of the Libyan lower classes were politicized: massive 
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migration of peasants and tribal men from the rural areas 

to the urban cities occurred: and such changes deprived the 

monarchy from its major source of support. 

Rapid social mobilization in the form of growth of 

employment in the industrial and oil sector, and the expan

sion of communication, mass media, and education generated 

new social forces demanding a more assertive role in the 

political system. The old monarchical system had neither 

the institutions nor the will to absorb the new groups' 

expectations and demands, which resulted .in political 

discontent and alienation from the existing regime. 

Qadhafi. On September 1, 1969, a military coup 

d'etat led by Colonel Mu'ammar a1-Qadhafi successfully 

deposed the monarchy and established a new radical nation

alist regime. Inspired by Nasser, Qadhafi sought to embrace 

Nasserism as his model of revolutionary nationalism. The 

Libya of Qadhafi is characterized as authoritarian 

nationalist-populist and is based on an alliance between 

lower and middle class political forces. This alliance is a 

direct expression of a national and social revolution in 

Libya, generated by political discontent and alienation and 

high dependency on the west. 

Once in power, Qadhafi, like Nasser, purged all 

senior officers from the army and promoted his junior Free 

Officers into their commanding positions. According to 

Hinnebusch (1982: 179), "Dependent on and accountable to no 
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other political force, the new leaders had no need--or 

intention--of sharing power and diluting their revolution. 

Indeed they set out to centralize power in a stronger, 

bigger state and to drive competing forces from the polit

ical arena". Qadhafi and his comrades, the Free Officers, 

removed foreign bases, nationalized the oil industry, and 

rejoined the Arab-Islamic World. 

Later, Qadhafi carefully established the Revolu

tionary Command Council as the executive committee of the 

Free Officers with legislative and judicial powers. He 

carefully selected and recruited the majority of the 

movement's cells and personally supervised them. Hinnebusch 

(1982:193) picture him as "a leader who interacts with his 

followers in an egalitarian fashion, listens to their 

opinions, and treats all fairly. But he is definitely 

rather more than the first among equals." 

In the first five years, Qadhafi's regime seems to 

have succeeded in generating wide popular support and 

legitimacy (Hudson:1977:3l3). Moreover, the new regime's 

embrace of Islam, Qadhafi's religiosity, his Arab national

ist mentality and his pro-Nasser attitudes have also lent 

the regime legitimacy. The popular support of the Qadhafi 

regime is also derived from his nationalist achievements, 

the Arabization of cities, the expulsion of Italian 

settlers, Libya's support of the Palestinian cause, and his 

anti-west stance. 
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Colonel Qadhafi has committed himself to a compre-

hensive political, economic, and social transformation of 

the Libyan society. He used populist policies to redistrib-

ute weal th to the lower and middle sectors of the Libyan 

society, encouraged the Libyan masses to participate 

actively in politics on his own terms. He sought to 

mObilize a mass constituency into his political arena by 

mixing mass organization of popular democracies with that 

."" of the traditional desert democracy which gave Libya a 

unique political structure in the Arab World. 

Qadhafi's major focus of national identity was not 

Libyan, but Arab-Islamic. He envisioned a Pan-Arab unity, 

which is similar to that of the Ba'ath party of Syria and 

Iraq, but which is based essentially on Islam, and thus a 

departure from the vision of the Ba'ath party. As Hudson 

(1977:312) observes, "Fundamentally pan-Arabist, the Libyan 

revol ution is aisci unabashedly Islamic. II Qadhafi I s brand of 

Arab nationalism is also based on the rejection of all 

foreign influence and domination, whether western or 

eastern, and the creation of an Islamic third path of 

development. 

Frustrated by the failure of his efforts to unite 

Libya with Egypt, repeated set-backs for his calls for Arab 

unity, and the unwillingness of many Arab leaders to accept 

his Arab solidarity plea, Qadhafi came to see Libya's role 

as that of the catalyst for the radicalization of the 
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politics of the Arab World. To achieve this role, Qadhafi 

devoted Libya's new financial power to destabilize many 

Arab regimes and began a new drift toward the Soviet Union 

to secure military power to back up his radical objectives. 

Internally, Qadhafi's efforts were largely con

centrated on modernizing and developing his country and 

restructuring its social, economic, and political outlooks 

so as to set it as an example for the rest of the Arab 

World. In the begining, however, Qadhafi's new economic 

policies faced resistance from the upper class and the land 

owners and therefore generated entra-elite conflict. 

Qadhafi reformed and reshaped his state capitalist economy 

and extended national control over all economic activities 

through state planning, state regulation and investment, 

nationalization of large businesses, minimum wages, state 

employment, progressive taxation, and redistribution of 

national wealth. 

In the beginning, there is no doubt that Qadhafi's 

Islamic attitudes elicited a considerable welcoming 

response from the majority of the Libyan masses and gave 

him a legitimate power to rule the country. However, by the 

late 1910s Qadhafi moved toward a Marxist conceptualization 

of society. When he developed his Green Book, a combination 

of Islamic, socialist, and communist laws, and attempted to 

enforce it upon the people, his legitimacy became shaky and 

he had to rely on repressive force to maintain what was 
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left of it. Moreover, his socialist policies and his 

extreme religiosity separated him from the secular nation

alist intellectuals, which furthered his resort to repres

sive measures. 

The impact of Nasser's style of economic and 

political methods on Libya's Qadhafi is indeed profound. 

Like Nasser, Qadhafi has a profound distrust of partisan 

politics and, in the name of national unity, he repressed 

and curtailed the parties' activities. Like Nasser of Egypt 

and the Ba'ath of Syria, Qadhafi perceived the military as 

the vanguard of the Libyan revolution and therefore, con

centrated power in the military officers. 

Unlike Nasser, Qadhafi was unable to develop 

charismatic leadership and influence on the masses, and to 

fill this gap, he resorted to legislation of social and 

attitudinal changes from above by decree law, and by 

developing a face-to-face relationship with the masses as a 

method to achieve direct democracy, a method that is called 

Shura in Islam. The Shura in Islam emphasizes the direct 

consultation between the leader and his people in order to 

reach a decision by consensus. However, in most cases, 

Qadhafi preserved the right to take the final decision and 

expected no opposition. 

Oadhafi's emphasis on direct democracy, which 

marked his departure from the Nasserist model, was intended 

to by-pass both rigid bureaucratic structure and the 
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western model of representative parliament, which he 

perceived as the major obstacle to political development 

and as inevitably a misrepresentation and abuse of the 

political rights of the people. From time to time, Qadhafi 

used his direct democracy to stimulate mass activism and 

action against opponents and officials, whenever it was 

needed to implement social and economic changes. 

Qadhafi's 1967-77 marxist and socialist efforts to 

restructure Libya's social, economic, and political 

outlooks, in the form of new rounds of popular revolutions 

based on new people's committees and his radical measures 

against Egypt, generated both internal and external harsh 

responses. Internally, the Libyan students, both within and 

outside, carried out violent resistances to Qadhafi's 

radical-modernization efforts--some Libyan students in 

various foreign countries occupied their embassies. 

Qadhafi's response was repressive, and he executed students 

as well as officers who took part in the rebellious actions 

against him. 

Externally, his efforts to destabilize Sadat's 

regime in Egypt resulted in the 1977 border clash and 

mini-war with Egypt. These internal and external incidents 

shocked various sectors of the Libyan society and provoked 

a middle-class resistance to Qadhafi's policies. However, 

new developments in the Middle East region such as Sadat's 

trip in the same year to Jerusalem, and the new influx of 
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American influence in the region, gave Oadhafi a new chance 

to rectify his legitimacy problem. He opposed Sadat's 

peaceful initiative with Israel and condemned America for 

its new imperialist penetration and domination of the Arab 

World. His opposition and hostilities toward Sadat, 

Amer ica , and Israel, seem to have saved Oadhafi from the 

new wave of criticism and mounting discontent, and at the 

same time to have bolstered his internal credibility and 

external image as the new champion of the Arab cause. 

In the late 1970s, Oadhafi's foreign policy 

behavior became increasingly radical, costly, and erratic, 

and his constant and indiscriminate attacks on friend and 

foe alike isolated Libya from most of the Arab World. To 

counter Libya's isolation from the Arab World, Qadhafi 

resorted to more radical foreign policy adventures by 

supporting financially the Arab Rejection Front, composed 

of Algeria, Syria, Iraq, and South Yemen, and by supporting 

almost every radical and leftist movement in the Middle 

East region and in the World--action which resulted in a 

major division among the Libyan elites and increased the 

external pressures on Libya. 

The influence of Marxist ideology on Qadhafi is 

evident in his acceptance of Marx's theory of labor and the 

rejection of the private ownership of the means of produc

tion. He moved against the private sector and encouraged 

worker self-management, and allowed those who rented 
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private properties to occupy and own them permanently. In 

1978, Qadhafi launched his Green Book II in which his views 

on socialism resembled that of Marxism. To translate his 

new Marxist perspectives into concrete policies, he took 

harsher socialist measures against the remaining private 

properties and industries by unleashing a new wave of 

popular revolution in which workers took over the factories 

from their owners and established new cooperatives; later 

he nationalized the import business. 

These radical socialist measures were enhanced by 

Qadhafi's declaration of the death penalty for those who 

commit economic crimes; however, the measures generated 

negative costs and responses against Qadhafi's regime. On 

the economic stage, the new harsh socialist measures led to 

the emergence of a black market; bureaucratic inefficiency 

due to the lack of experiences and skilled human resources 

to manage the new burdens; outward flow of private capital; 

and to a decline in the Libyan agricultural sector. 

On the religious stage, many religious leaders 

criticized Qadhafi publicly for his socialist and Marxist 

policies. Qadhafi's response to launch open attacks on the 

Islamic Sharia law and the Hadith (prophet Muhammad's 

sayings) in which he claimed that the Holy Quran was the 

only source of legislation and that he was the only person 

qualified to interpret its contents--a charge and role that 

have never been attempted by any Muslim or secular leader 
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in the Muslim's history. Even Attaturk of Turkey has never 

come close to such an allegation, which represented a 

direct threat to the Muslim World. 

Qadhafi's ~ew radical allegation sparked harsh 

Islamic reaction, not only in Libya, but also in the 

Islamic World. Many religious leaders and scholars charged 

him with atheism and hypocrisy and therefore, he risked a 

religious revolt at the very time when his level of support 

was diminishing within the army and the ruling circle. 

However, his internal socialist redistributive and populist 

policies and the massive oil revenues that increased 

Libya's per capita income from $2,000 in 1970 to $10,000 in 

1980, seem to have brought him forgiveness and to have kept 

him in power and control for the time being. Moreover, 

externally, the American military attack on Libya and West 

European current pressures on Libya ironically enhanced 

Qadhafi's legitimacy and his anti-imperialist stand. They 

also have given him the moral support'of the majority of 

the Libyan masses which he almost lost. 

Conclusion 

The collapse of the monarchical regime ,in Libya was 

a direct result of Libya's close identification with the 

west, its isolation from the Arab-Islamic World, and its 

reluctance to share power with the newly emerging national

ist and intellectual middle class. The 1969 military coup 
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that brought to power new elites of lower-middle-class 

backgrounds, headed by Mu'ammar al-Qadhafi, embraced 

populist, religious, and nationalist policies which sought 

to modernize the country along a new path of development 

that rejected both western liberalism and Marxism-Leninism 

in the beginning, and seems to have found a third path of 

development. With some difficulties at the beggining, 

Qadhafi has successfully established himself as the only 

charismatic leader of the Libyan people, and has generated 

wide mass support that appears to be unchallengeable by any 

other elite. 

Qadhafios nationalist policies, his successful 

modernization, and his redistribution of wealth to the 

majority of the Libyans have been met with general approval 

and have generated a wide base of legitimacy, at the mass 

level, for his regime. While his foreign policy adventures, 

which were costly and isolated Libya internationally, were 

resented by many Libyans, at the elite level: however, the 

u.s. military attack and economic boycott of Libya accom

panied by West European economic and political pressures 

seems to have rectified his public image and justified his 

radical foreign policy behavior. Still, the Libya of today 

is more vulnerable to external interferences and domestic 

violence than the Libya of yesterday. Qadhafi's radical 

foreign policy behavior, particularly his latest heavy 

involvement in Chad which led to the defeat of his superior 
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forces by the traditional forces of Husein Hebre, and his 

frequent acts of sabotage in the Sudan, has promoted both 

Arab and international enmity to Libya which poses a direct 

threat to the stability of Qadhafi's regime. 

Internally, Qadhafi's continuous ideological inno

vation, his illusion of becoming a pan-Arab charismatic 

leader, his attempts to give a public image of himself as 

the new awaited Messiah (Mahdi), his latest Marxist 

orientation, and social and political instability, his 

costly external military adventures in both human lives and 

material wealth, have raised resistance from the religious 

sector, the middle-class, and from some elements within the 

army. Qadhafi's response has been hard repressive measures 

which suppressed the first two groups and insured their 

silence and by eleminating members of the armed forces whom 

he thought to pose a threat to his rule. To help contain 

the rising middle class and religious opposition to his 

regime, Qadhafi has mobilized a mass base of support by 

'striking an alliance with the lower-class, the workers, the 

tribal men, and the peasants. 

The Libyan new regime is an authoritarian regime 

that enjoys wide popular support as a result of Qadhafi's 

sensitiveness and responsiveness to the popular demands for 

participation and their economic expectations. His contin

uous experimentation with various new forms of mass organi

zations can not be judged at this point since it is in its 
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infancy stage. Moreover, participatory institutions can not 

be erected overnight and new innovations have to be subject 

to the response of the general will. 

However, th€: Libyan regime is still a personalistic 

regime and as long as the newly developed political struc

tures remain ineffective and not traditionally legitimized, 

there is a possibility that either a new capitalist western 

educated group or a traditional right wing group might take 

over power if they manage to get support from the army. In 

each case, the Radical populist Third International Path of 

a1-Qadhafi would prove to be merely a wave in the ocean of 

the politics of modernization. 

Algeria: pragmatic Socialism 

Impact of Colonization on Development 

Like South Yemen and Libya, Algeria I s experience 

with colonization led to hostility and internal disruption. 

In June 1830, the French forces landed at Sidi Ferruch and 

a month later the Capital city of Algiers fell to the 

invading forces. In 1834, the occupied areas were annexed 

by France as a colony and were placed under a governor 

general. Soon after the conquest, French army officers and 

merchants began acquiring agricultural lands for the 

purpose of the introduction of large-scale cotton produc

tion which encouraged settlement by European farmers. This 
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policy created a new French vested interest, and therefore, 

greater involvement in the area. 

The first Algerian nationalist to take up arms 

against the French was Abdel Kader Muhyi al-Din, 1832-83, 

who proclaimed a holy war against the French and became the 

leader of the Muslim brotherhood resistance movement. His 

resistance movement came to an end in 1847 when the French 

government sent to Algeria almost one third of its army to 

fight Abdel Kader. Until the end of World War I, the 

Algerians suffered deprivation, humiliation, and various 

social ,religious , political, and economic restrictions. The 

bulk of Algeria's national wealth, along with most farming 

lands, were controlled by the European settlers and par

ticularly the French. 

The French colonizers respected Islam and the 

Muslims' practices and values; however, the spirit of 

enlightened liberalism was in sharp conflict with Islamic 

beliefs, which ,in turn, rationalized the racism of the 

colonists by depersonalizing the Algerian Muslims. There

fore, both the colons and the colonized rejected each 

others' belief and reinforced their groups' identity. The 

French attempt to assimilate and integrate the majority of 

the Algerians in the French culture and bureaucracy--

200,000 Algerians served in the French army during World 

War I, and several hundred thousand worked in French 

factories--and the new gap that developed between rich 
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colons and poor colonized led to rising nationalism and 

demands for equality with Europeans and independence from 

France. Many Algerians also became aware of their Arab

Muslim identity and therefore, they rejected the French 

culture of Algeria. 

These nationalist movements reflected the demand 

for Algerian identity. In the late 1920s the Algerian Ulama 

(religious scholars) took the burden of reforming the 

Algerian society by purifying their Muslim society from 

superstition and by reconciling Islam with modern technol

ogy and politics. They called for political and economic 

equality between the Muslims and their colonizers and 

established free modern Islamic educational institutions to 

revive the long neglected Arab-Islamic tradition and 

culture. In 1931, under the leadership of Ben Badis, the 

new reformist Ulama movement established the Association of 

Algerian Muslim Ulama which emphasizes both the Arab and 

the Islamic identity of the Algerian people. Another 

political reform movement, organized by Ferhat Abbas, an 

educated middle-class liberal elite, demanded an opportu

nity to prove that Algerians were French as well as 

Muslims. A third political movement was organized by a 

revolutionary nationalist Algerian secular leader, Messali 

Hadj, called the Party of the Algerian People. Having a 

strong Marxist background, Hadj's aim was to fuse socialist 

and Islamic values to gain independence from France, and to 
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urge Muslim workers to adopt a working-class virtues and 

militant class consciousness. However, all three movements 

were ignored by the French government, which rejected any 

movement that sought to reform the status-quo. 

The years that followed the end of World War II 

witnessed violent uprising by the Algerian general masses 

against both the French army and the European colons. As a 

result, bloody confrontations, and harsh terrorist acts 

were undertaken by, on the one hand, the National Libera-

tion Front (FLN) against the French army and the European 

colons, and on the other hand, by the latter two groups 

against the A1gerians.2 As we will see later in the 

chapter, De Gaulle's 1962 proposed national referendum 

provoked the Eurppean colons to take terrorist acts against 

both the French army and the Algerians. 

The Algerian revolution, 1954-62, lasted for almost 

eight years and took a high toll in human 1ives--one 

million and a half from the three contesting sides of which 

a million were A1gerians--and disrupted the A1geriCiH social 

and economic infrastructure. According to Nelson (1979:64), 

"More than two million Algerians were driven from their 

homes by the war, were forcibly relocated in French 

2. The FLN was established in 1954 by three 
Algerian leaders known as the internals, Ahmed Ben Bella, 
Ait Ahmed Hocine, and Mohamed Khider. The FLN was en
couraged and supported by Gama1 Abdul Nasser and took a 
major role in fighting the French for almost eight years. 
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concentration camps, or fled as refugees to Morocco and 

Tunisia or into the Algerian hinterland, many thousands to 

die there of starvation, disease, and exposure. II 

Of all the countries of the Arab World, Algeria has 

suffered most from the impact of colonization. The French 

culture was the dominant one and the French controlled 

education, business, agriculture, industry, and government 

for 132 years. The French perceived their mission to civi

lize Algeria, as they did in other colonies, by imposing 

their language, culture, and education on the occupied 

people. Upward mobility, better jobs, and prestigious 

social status required French education and in most cases, 

even French citizenship. These factors contributed to the 

declining interest in the Arabic language and in religious 

education. Arabic and religious education remained, how

ever, in the sphere of the Ulama (traditional Islamic 

religious leaders). 

The modern industrial and economic sectors were 

dominated by the European colons and the Algerians had to 

participate, if they wanted to earn a living, in that 

sector which required them to learn French. This created 

two distinct Algerian cultures, one that is predominantly 

traditional and the other Europeanized. Economic changes 

caused social disruption, particularly among the peasants 

and the nomadic population of Algeria. Many tradi tion

al farmers were displaced from their lands by French 
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authorities and were used as sharecroppers in many of the 

newly developed large commercial activities. 

The French had taken possession of most of the 

fertile lands by either conquest or confiscation and during 

the eight-year war of independence the French followed a 

policy of resettlement of rural populations in French-built 

fortified settlements that contained more than 2 million 

farmers and villagers. 

Almost all of the economic and industrial activ

ities were controlled and dominated by the European 

colonizers. According to Nelson (1979: 38), liThe bulk of 

Algeria's wealth in manufacturing, mining, agriculture, and 

trade was controlled by the grand colons. The modern 

European-owned and managed sector of the economy was built 

around small industry and a highly developed export trade, 

designed to provide food and raw materials to France in 

return for capital and consumer goods." 

Therefore, during the French rule, Algeria had 

minimum social change and almost all of the Algerian 

tradition and values remained untouched despite intense 

French efforts to transform the Algerian people to become 

French by imposing the French culture, civilization, and 

educational norms on the country. Also, Algeria's agricul

tural, economic and industrial sectors were dominated by 

the colons and were ori.ented toward serving the needs and 

interests of France. 
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In order to analyze the current remarkable politi

cal stability and smooth economic performance in Algeria, 

an effort is needed to look into the various internal and 

external factors that are operating simultaneously in 

producing Algeria's economic and political stability, with 

the internal factor, unlike the other previous developmen

tal cases of Iraq, Egypt, Syria, and South Yemen, as the 

major explanatory factor. 

Post-Independence Political Approaches 

Ben Bella. De Gaulle's proposed national referen

dum of July 1, 1962, for Algerian independence was approved 

by almost 6 million Algerians out of an electorate 6.5 

million. The Algerian vote for independence was virtually 

unanimous. De Gaulle declared Algeria an independent 

country on July 3, 1962. Within a year of Algeria's 

independence from France, almost 1.4 million Europeans 

including Algerian pro-French and Jewish communities, 

departed Algeria and took refuge in France. 

As soon as the declaration of independence was in 

effect, various factions of the FLN struggled for power and 

control of the country. Ben Bella and his two colleagues 

were set free from their imprisonment in France, resumed 

their leadership of the FLN, and had to compete with Ben 

Khedda who became the dominant figure in the FLN and 

installed himself, with his cabinet, as the provisional 
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executive. 3 Ben Bella, in alliance with Boumedien, chief of 

staff of the National Liberation Army (ALN), opposed the 

Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic (GPRA) and 

formed the Political Bureau. 

Ben Bella and Boumedien's forces renamed the People 

National Army (ANP), moved to various parts of Algeria and 

occupied Constantine and Algiers on September 9, 1962. On 

September 26, 1962, Ben Bella was elected premier and 

formed a cabinet with Boumedien as his defense minister. 

On September 15, 1963, Ben Bella was elected 

president for a five-year term with no other competing 

candidates and he immediately launched a second revolution, 

aimed at destroying the social and economic order of the 

colonial era and at transforming Algeria into a socialist 

country. 

Under Ben Bella, a series of nationalization 

policies began by which small factories and businesses were 

nationalized and thousands of rich French farms were 

appropriated. He set out to rally and mobilize progressive 

forces in Algeria and throughout Africa against the imperi-

alist western nations and save Africa and the Third World 

from neocolonialism. Therefore, he turned Algeria into a 

3. On Oct. 11, 1956 as the leaders of the FLN, Ben 
Bella, Ait Ahmed, Khider, and Boudiaf, were on a Morroccon 
airline going to a meeting with King Muhammed V of Morocco 
and Habib Bourguiba of Tunisia, the aircraft's French crew 
diverted course and landed in Algiers where the leaders 
were captured and imprisoned by the French authority. 
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training camp for Algerian revolutionaries and made it a 

new home for political exiles from allover the World. 

Ben Bellals socialist-nationalist policies sparked 

various reactions in North Africa, the Western camp, and 

the Eastern camp. On the one hand, his policies antagonized 

France, and DeGaulle vowed not to allow Algeria to become 

another new Cuba 6f North Africa. similarly, in Washington, 

the Johnson administration identified Algerials socialist 

policies with that of the Eastern Camp and therefore took 

some measures to prevent Algeria from drifting further into 

the Eastern-Communist Camp. On the other hand, these 

policies were welcomed by both Russia and China who 

attempted to befriend the new leader. As a result, Algeria 

received extensive economic, military, and technical 

assistance from the Soviet Union. 

In regional politics, Nasser welcomed Ben Bellals 

socialist policies and joined forces with him to stand up 

against colonialism and the reactionary Arab regime, and to 

export the socialist revolution to the rest of the African 

continent. Both leaders worked to create a new Afro-Asian 

conference to take place in Algiers on June 19, 1965 with 

the aim to acquire Third World countries I support and at 

the same time to give Ben Bella wider popular support at 

home. However, a military coup led by Houari Boumedien 

ousted Ben Bella without giving him a chance to achieve his 

pinnacle of success. The same phenomenon has also taken 
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place else where on the African political stage in which 

other African leaders, such as Patrice Lumumba and Kwame 

Nkrumah, have never accomplished their national goals. 

Ben Bella was a popular leader who fought for many 

years for the Algerian cause: he was not a hated dictator 

and the majority of the Algerian people, particularly the 

peasants, the youth, the workers, and the intellectuals, 

supported him. Unlike Nasser, Ben Bella's popularity did 

not bring him political strength since it did not have a 

chance to become institutionalized. His major fault was to 

make his nationalistic and socialist policies too soon and 

too open which made him vulnerable to both internal and 

external pressures. He was more occupied in winning 

external support and legitimacy rather than creating a 

powerful popular base and institutions, like the RCC in 

Egyp~, from which to transform public support into a 

political force: his haste made him a victim of the forces 

he was seeking to win. 

A second weakness in Ben Bella's regime was the 

fragile basis of his socialist revolution in which the 

unemployment rate was high and the country's productivity 

low. Moreover, the old colonial order was not completely 

destroyed by his new socialist policies. Furthermore, Ben 

Bella's socialist and nationalist policies were not clearly 

identified with their Islamic framework which did not 
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appeal to the majority of the Algerian people. Therefore, 

his regime was neither Western, Eastern, nor Islamic. 

Lastly, Ben Bella attempted to remove his liberal 

foreign minister Abdelaziz Bouteflika who was a close ally 

of Colonel Boumedien, which threatened the latter's 

position and, therefore, caused him to strike first and 

depose Ben Bella. 

Boumedien. The cooperative relationship that 

existed between Ben Bella and Houari Bournedien carne to a 

dead end when the former attempted to increase his personal 

power by installing his own loyal followers in the most 

important military and civilian positions. Boumedien staged 

a bloodless military coup on June 19, 1965, and deposed Ben 

Bella. The June 1965 coup suspended the National assembly 

and constitution which was put in place during Ben Bella's 

era in 1962 and 1963 respectively. Bournedien also abolished 

the Political Bureau and weakened the FLN which he per

cei'ved as a threat to his regime. For over a decade, 

Algerian politics were strongly centralized under the 

Council of the Revolution and the Council of Ministers, 

both headed and dominated by Boumedien. Bournedien's reign 

in the'early years (1965-67) was maintained by the use of 

coercive measures or the threat of force: however, his 

personal legitimacy became an established fact among the 

majority of the Algerian masses ten years later. 
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Following his assumption of power, Boumedien 

embarked on a series of ambitious and comprehensive 

development programs based on a mixture of socialism and 

state capitalism. He followed a pragmatic approach to 

foreign as well as domestic policies, and proclaimed 

Algeria to be a nonaligned country on the issues of East

West conflict. In term of Third World politics, Boumedien 

espoused the ideology of revolutionary socialism and 

strongly supported insurgency movements that he regarded as 

similar to his country's own experience. Boumedien's 

approach to political and economic development was prag

matic and flexible rather than dogmatic and static. The 

principal pillar of the regime's support and legitimacy was 

a combination of technocratic and military power. Power and 

overall policy making were vested in the newly created 

Council of the Revolution. For ten years, Boumedien planned 

for the construction of an Algerian political system that 

balanced mass participation and centralized control by the 

state. 

Boumedien attempted successfully to blend pragma

tism with ideology. He underscored the compatibili~y 

between Islam, socialism, and modernization. Socialism was 

not seen as a rival religion to Islam, but rather as an 

adaptable economic strategy to achieve economic and social 

development. Algerian socialism was based upon an Islamic 

perception which made it more adaptable and pragmatic 
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rather than rigid and dogmatic. The 1976 Algerian National 

Charter stated that "ideology should not become dogma but 

should change as a result of experience and practice II 

(Quoted in Nelson:1979:220). 

The application of Algeria's pragmatic socialism 

was first introduced to the development of the national 

economy which is based on rapid modernization financed by 

oil and natural gas income. Since the assumption of power 

in 1965, the Boumedien regime placed heavy emphasis on 

industrialization. In 1978, Bournedien began rapid develop

ment of a heavy industrial sector which decreased the 

production of consumer goods. A second manifestation of 

Algerian socialism was the introduction of the worker's 

self-management in the Algerian industry. The socialist 

management program was not intended to enable the worker to 

extend his ownership or control the work place: rather it 

was intended to eliminate adversary relationships between 

the worker and the manager and improve the dual function 

undertaken by occupants of the labor industries. 

The third application of the Algerian pragmatic 

socialism was in the realm of the agrarian reform which was 

based on three phases: the redistribution of excessive 

private lands, the building of 1,000 socialist villages to 

improve the living standards of the poor peasants, and the 

settlement of the nomadic segment of the Algerian society. 
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Boumedien's next step was to concentrate on insti-

tutiona1 development. Therefore, he prepared and drafted a 

new constitution which was approved in a 'national referen-

dum on November 20, 1976 by 99.2 percent of the registered 

electorate. Two days later, the constitution was promul

gated and came into effect. 

During the Boumedien era, 1965-78, the Algerian 

regime went through significant reforms and changes that 

have both legitimized and institutionalized the new 

Algerian political system. The Algerian national charter 

was finally adopted in 1976 followed by a new constitution 

in the same year that paved the way for presidential and 

legislative elections in 1976 and 1977 respectively. 

The Boumedien era was characterized by a relatively 

high degree of economic and political stability and upon 

his death in 1978, the Algerian party congress of the 

National Liberation Front (FLN) selected a single presiden-

tial candidate, Chadli Benjedid, who was confirmed by the 

general masses a month later. According to Entelis (1982: 
\ 

110-11), "Personal power tied to some exceptional or 

charismatic qualities of a leader with only incidental or 

marginal institutional ties has most likely diminished with 

the death of Boumediene, whose regime was characterized at 

its apex by strong, single-man rule." The smooth selection 

of Boumedien's successor and his confirmation suggests that 
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the Algerian third path formula was becoming institutiona

lized and legitimized. 

Benjedid. Chadli Benjedid w~s one of the major 

supporters of Boumedien in the military coup that deposed 

Ben Bella's regime. Benjedid is regarded by many scholars 

as politically moderate, not belonging to any extremist 

factions. Since his assumption of power, Benjedid has 

commanded wide support from the military establishment 

(Nelson 1978). Both internally and externally, Benjedid is 

supported by the party government and his popularity with 

the masses has been on the rise. His approach is to follow 

a cautious and pragmatic policy intended to make the 

Algerian system work more effective for the people them

selves. In this effort he has the apparent support of 

system's key men and institutions in their pre-and post

realignment positions (Entelis,1982). 

Hudson (1977:364) argues that Algeria's new polit

ical system is fragile and has not yet achieved legitimacy. 

He notes, "Despite serious obstacles, Algeria has e.merged 

as one of the most stable and seemingly successful of the 

Arab revolutionary republics. But the question remains as 

to how deep-rooted the stability is and how complete the 

success. Algeria's political legitimacy may be more fragile 

than it seems." 

Hudson's argument is based on the cleavages that 

exist between Arabs and Berbers, between the Arab-Islamic 
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and the Francophone-secular elements, the assumed tension 

between orthodox and maraboutic religious tendencies, and 

the cleavage between ideology and technocracy. Hudson's 

apparent answer to the question as to why Algeria has been 

the most stable Arab revolutionary regime is the role of 

ideology in Algerian politics. He argues (1977:367) that 

"The values that make up the Algerian ideology--nationa1 

liberation, Arabism, Islam, the Third World, anti-imperial

ism, and socialism--each with their appeal to particular 

segments of the society, helped bring together an adequate 

elite coalition with at least minimal harmony: the mili

tary, the ex-guerrillas, the National Liberation Front, and 

the technocrats." 

Conclusion 

Hudson's argument seems correct. Algeria seems to 

have found the appropriate formula of modernization and 

development that is reflective of its tradition and 

culture. Unlike Iraq, Egypt, Syria I and South Yemen I and 

surpassing even Libya I Algeria has found a third a1 terna

tive path to modernization and development. Algeria has 

embraced a pragmatic Islamic path of political development 

with a socialist tone in both its internal and external 

domains. The country's legal system is based on the Islamic 

Sharia law with French legal forms. Also Algeria has 

adopted a one-party system (FLN) as the official party from 
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which a broad base of support has been established. The 

Algerian revolution has become a symbol of national unity 

and a major cause in rallying support for the governing 

regime. Contrary to wha-i:;, some scholars have argued of the 

division within the various sects of Islam, which is 

professed by virtually all the Algerians, Islam is the 

single factor that has been uniting the Algerians through

out history. The Islamic tradition continues to provide the 

Algerians with their central social and cultural identity. 

The current ideological base of the Algerian regime 

is a distinct brand of Algerian socialism that combines 

nationalism and Islamic values with some of the principles 

and rhetoric of socialism. However, such a case is not 

unique in terms of the history of the previous Islamic 

states that existed before the era of weakness and hence 

colonization by external powers. In its foreign affairs, 

Algeria has adhered to a policy of nonalignment that rests 

on rejecting both capitalism and imperialism as well as, 

for religious reasons, the communism of the east. 

A major elements in Algeria's elite political 

culture ana ideology are the belief in a continuing revo

lution, Arab unity, and the resurrection of an Algerian 

Arab-Islamic culture through the means of Algerianization 

and Arabization with the guidance of a mass mobilizational 

political party. The Islamic component of socialism is a 

salient feature of Algerian contemporary ideology. For 
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them, socialism can have no meaning outside the framework 

of Islamic belief. In the Algerian experience, socialism 

refers to a belief system in which a centralized structure 

allocates national resources so as to prevent the dominance 

of one class over the means of production and therefore, 

over the other classes. Yet this policy has to take place 

within the Islamic framework which prevails over heart, 

mind, and soul of the Algerian masses. 

President Chadli Benjedid is determined not to 

transform his country into the Egypt of Sadat. This is 

evident in his efforts to keep the force of liberalism, 

headed by Bouteflika, in constant check and under control. 

Benjedid's domestic and external policies are a continua

tion of his predecessor Boumedien. What the latter started, 

the former is cautiously pursuing to its logical end. Its 

pillars are centered on institution building, mixed 

socialist-state capitalism, and adherence to the Islamic 

religion, which lead to political stability and political 

development. This is the'core of a successful Third Path of 

political development and modernization. 



CHAPTER 6 

TRADITIONAL MONARCHIES AND THE ISLAMIC PATH 

Halpern (1963) and Huntington (1968) argue that 

traditional monarchies are a fading phenomenon in the 

modern world. To many social and political scientists, the 

revolution of modernization and the politics of development 

are the major problems that confront many, if not all, 

traditional societies in the Middle East and Third World 

countries. Modernization is a source of tension and 

conflict (Bill:1979). The process of rapid modernization 

when unleashed in traditional countries is often associated 

with imbalances, instability, and revolution (Huntington: 

1968). The traditional systems are not fully equipped with 

the adequate institutions that can absorb and channel 

public demands for participation. 

Therefore, most political observers, with the 

exception of Hudson, have held pessimistic views about the 

utility and effectiveness of the traditional monarchies. In 

their political prediction of the future of these monar

chies, they are, without exception, in agreement that the 

existing traditional monarchies are going to be transformed 

either to a western democratic form or to an eastern 

socialist one. 

216 
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Yet In the Middle East and North Africa, four 

traditional monarchies are still stable, enjoying popular 

support and a wide base legitimacy. These traditional 

monarchies have boldly chosen to pursue rapid modernization 

and development as a course to achieve modernity and 

prosperity for their people despite the alleged negative 

outcomes associated with such a path. Their economic 

performance has been above average and their level of 

industrialization and urbanization is on the rise. Literacy 

rate in the four monarchies has been rapidly increasing and 

a new generation of middle-class groups has emerged with an 

outlook that seems thus far supportive of their traditional 

monarchies. 

The Politics of Modernization 
and the Monarchical Dilemma 

In analyzing the power relationship in traditional 

countries and its impact on development and modernization, 

many scholars have argued that in traditional countries 

power is neither highly concentrated in the hands of the 

few, the eastern path, nor is it widely dispersed, the 

western path; therefore the distribution of power is not 

conducive to the development of modern political systems. 

To James Wilson (1966) and Huntington (1968), only power 

that is highly concentrated, the eastern path, or widely 

dispersed, the western path, are conducive to successful 

development and modernization. 
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Traditional interests and institutions are thought 

to be incompatible with modernity and developmental 

strategies: as Huntington (1968: l42) observes: liThe over

throw of entrenched traditional interests often requires 

the mobilization of new social forces into politics, and 

the second key requirement of a modernizing system is the 

capacity to assimilate into the system the social forces 

which result from modernization." The development of group 

consciousness leads the groups to make claims on the polit

ical system. The test of the system is, in some measure, 

its capacity to respond to these demands. 

The traditional systems are thought to be inher

ently incapable of either absorbing the new demands or 

rechanneling these demands into the political system. Thus 

a gap develops between the ability of the traditional 

institutions to respond effectively to the demands of the 

people for participation and their actual participation. 

The natural result, as hypothesized by Huntington, is 

instability and revolution. 

To Huntington, more people participate politically 

in modern political systems than in the traditional 

political systems. The standard by which he judges the 

level of participation in the traditional system, is the 

institutionalization o~ the party system as a vehicle for 

articulating group demands and participation in politics. 

Institutionalized party systems are, of course, a 
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characteristic of liberal democracies and socialist ones: 

therefore, by definition, the traditional monarchies lack 

institutionalized party systems. 

Huntington's classification of the various monar

chical systems can be summarized as follows. 

(1) Ruling/bureaucratic monarchies are defined by a 

concentration of power and a separation of functions. 

(2) Oligarchical/feudal monarchies are defined by a 

division of power and a fusion of function. 

(3) Modern parliamentary monarchies are defined a 

dispersion of power and separated and institutionalized 

functions. The king reigns but does not rule. 

The king's dilemma, according to Huntington, is 

that the principal threat to the stability of a traditional 

society comes not from invasion by foreign armies but from 

invasion by foreign ideas. The monarch is forced to 

modernize and to attempt to change his society by the fear 

that if he does not, someone else will. Nineteenth-century 

monarchs modernized to thwart imperialism: twentieth

century monarchs modernize to thwart revolution (p.l55). 

The monarch's efforts to modernize his regime will 

unleash new social, economic, and political forces that 

demand participation in politics, therefore sharing power 

with the monarch, whose institution is not inherently 

capable of dealing with these groups and assimilating them 

into the existing institutions. Therefore, to Huntington, 
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the royal reformer is obviously in a minority. Consequently 

to act too quickly and too sweepingly is to mobilize latent 

opposition into active opposition (p.158). 

Huntington argues that the problem of the monarch 

in attempting to reform a traditional society is to create 

and maintain a favorable balance among the new social 

forces that emerge from the forces of modernization 

(p.159). The success of the monarch depends in large part 

on the extent to which he can win the support of the 

military and bureaucracy against the religious authority 

and the landowners (p.159). 

Yet the equation of modernity with centralization 

and the ability to innovate policy is incomplete at best. 

In fact, the more modern a traditional polity becomes in 

this sense, the more difficulty it has in adapting to the 

expansion of participation, the inevitable consequence of 

modernization, which tends to de1egitimize the monarchy. As 

Huntington (1968: 167) argues, liThe problem is at root one 

of legitimacy. The legitimacy of the reforms depends on the· 

authority of the monarch. But the legitimacy of the 

political system in the long run depends upon the partici

pation within it of a broader range of social groups. 

Elections, parliaments, political parties are the methods 

of organizing that participation in modern societies. Yet 

the modernizing reforms of the traditional monarch require 

the absence of elections, parliaments, and political 
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parties. The success of the reforms, on the other hand, 

undermines the legitimacy of the monarchy. II Consequently, 

according to Huntington, the monarchical institution is 

inherently fragile and unstable because the success of the 

monarch's efforts to modernize are the major cause of his 

decay and removal. In this respect, Huntington summarizes 

the consequences of the monarch's efforts to modernize. He 

(1968:190) notes, "Thus, in some measure the success of the 

monarch in modernizing his country may be gauged by the 

size and the efficiency of the police forces he feels it 

necessary to maintain. Both reform and repression are 

aspects of the centralization of power and the failure to 

expand political participation. Their logical result is 

revolt or revolution." Accordingly, Huntington's (1968:190) 

pessimistic conclusion is that, lithe future of the existing 

traditional monarchies is bleak." 

In relation to this phenomenon, Huntington asks: "To 

what extent are kings simply the doomed relics of a fading 

historical era? Can monarchical systems cope with modern

ization problems? To what extent are the political evolu

tions of such regimes likely to be in the direction of 

democracy, dictatorship, or revolution? 

This chapter will argue that the survival, stabil

ity, and legitimacy of the traditional monarchies are a 

function of their adherence to their Islamic tradition 

which is a long existing third path of development. 
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Moreover, the chapter will demonstrate that the monarch's 

strongest and most viable allies are the religious groups 

and traditional institutions which generate mass legit

imacy. To Huntington, the opposition to the Shah came from 

the nationalist middle class and from the traditional 

clergy. His principal sources of support were the army, the 

bureaucracy, and the United States. But the course and the 

events of the Iranian revolution suggest the fragility of 

these power bases: 110ne of these sources of support pro-

vided the Shah with the appropriate legitimacy to keep him 

in power. 

Huntington seems to have ignored the missing link 

between religion and mass support and legitimacy in the 

Middle East. His prespective stems from a western back-. 
ground that is substantially different from that of the 

Middle East. Political systems differ in their sources of 

power, distribution of power, and in their accumulation of 

power. Moreover, the art of participation is a function of 

historical and cultural forces tha't might shape it into 

various forms and methods, which do not necessarily follow 

either the western form or its eastern counterpart. 

The Politics of Traditional Modernization: 
Third Path 

Currently, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and 

Morocco are the twentieth-century's most politically stable 

traditional monarchies. They have demonstrated remarkable 
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determination to survive internal and external pressures. 

They have withstood the alleged negative consequences of 

modernization and development, and have relied on both 

traditional and modern tactics and mechanisms to innovate 

policies and respond to various demands and expectations. 

Even though their political systems differ in terms of the 

structures and functions, they nevertheless all share a 

common legitimizing factor which is their reliance on their 

Islamic tradition and practice. 

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait enjoy sufficient financial 

resources that ensure their economic and political indepen

dence at the international level from external exploitation 

as well as enable them to pursue their rapid internal 

modernization and developmental projects. Even though 

Jordan and Morocco are not as wealthy as Saudi Arabia and 

Kuwai t, t,hey too have managed to rapidly develop their 

countries using their limited natural resources as well as 

taking advantage of external assistance that comes either 

from the two rich monarchies or from the Western World. 

What are the major internal and external factors 

that led to the remarkable political 'and economic stability 

of the traditional monarchies? What is the role of Islam in 

the legitimacy and stability formula of the traditional 

monarchies? To what extent is rapid modernization, contrary 

to Huntington's argument, responsible for such stability? 

And, finally, to what extent have the developmental formula 
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of the traditional monarchies become a third developmental 

path to modernity? 

The ideal Islamic polity is a community of believ

ers in the world. Members of this community, or ummah, are 

self conscious of their membership and of their believer 

brothers within a reciprocity relationship that is based on 

each member understanding his responsibilities to the 

community and to God. To Muslims, God commands justice, the 

doing of good deeds, virtue, and liberality to kith ·and 

kin, and He forbids all shameful deeds, vice, and injustice 

to others. This ideal community is described by Hudson 

(1980:3) as follows: liThe politically developed Islamic 

society is a lawful society. Rulers and ruled alike are 

governed by the Sharia, as interpreted and applied by the 

learned scholars of Islam, the Ulama, and the legists, the 

fuqaha. As a religion of worldly as well as divine con

cerns, Islam is preoccupied with the regulation of man's 

conduct in accordance with the principles of justice and 

equality transmitted by the Prophet. Ideally, the political 

leader of the community is also the spiritual leader, the 

Khalifa (caliph) or imam: and his legitimacy is conferred 

by the baya (confirmation oath) of the leading members of 

the community. II 

To make community policies the Muslims are to 

join and to consult with each other an,d decisions are 

to be reached through consensus. Those engaged in the 
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consultation processes are understood to be the spiritual 

leaders who represent the community. This body, known as 

the ahl a-aqed wal-hal, consists of the ulama who represent 

the community and perform a limited legislative function 

within the Sunni sect of Isl&n but who have a more asser

tive and powerful function within the Shia'at sect of 

Islam. Throughout the process of the consultation, al

shura, a rational communal consensus, ijma, is to emerge 

over the application of divine injunctions to particular 

practical issues (Rosenthal:l965:69). 

In regard to the flexibility of the Islamic law to 

various matters and to new issues, Hudson (1980:4) argues: 

lito consider Islam static and rigid as a political phe

nomenon (and hence incapable of adapting to modern socio

economic and political conditions) is to assign too much 

weight to the closing of the gate of ijtihad (individual 

interpretation of Islamic law) by the religious scholars of 

the third Islamic century and to neglect the substantial 

additions and innovations in law and sociopolitical thought 

from the end of the eighteenth century to the present." 

According to Hourani (1962:372), "Islam exalts 

reason and freedom, encourages progress, and rejects all 

intermediaries between man and God. It should be the basis 

of a truly national education, and of a modern legal 

system ••• Islam could also be the basis of economic life: 

for there is a specifically Islamic teaching about the use 
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of property, and if accepted it will ensure social justice 

and liberate men from economic servitude ••• one of the most 

prominent Muslim scholars was Muhamm~d Abduh who trans

formed maslaha, or public good, into utility, shura into 

parliamentary democracy, and ijma into public opinion. 1I 

The Islamic framework, the third path of moderniz

ing traditional societies, is based on the search for an 

appropriate formula of modernization that rejects the 

secular component of modernity in either the western or 

eastern packages. The Islamic formula of modernity seeks to 

achieve ,social and economic justice for all citizens by 

prescribing individual as well as group laws for ownership 

and social mobility. It is based on the following princi

ples and pillars: social and economic legislation that 

guarantee individual as well as group rights; accommodation 

between social requirements--education and social security 

--and economic and political needs--employment and politi

cal participation; the principle of adjustment of civil 

regulations to changing political, social and economic 

conditions; individual as well as group obligation toward 

the government and society; a moral code that gives human 

personality freedom of choice' and creative action within 

the Islamic norms and behavior; conSUltation between the 

rulers and their citizens based on consensus; a free and 

open economy for individuals and groups; individual freedom 

of ownership with a yearly required religious tax (zakat) 
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that is to be given to the poor: and a universal Islamic 

identity for all, rather than limited-local and parochial 

Arab nationalism. 

Unification and Nation Building 

The unification and nation-building that took place 

in the traditional monarchies differ as a result of dif

ferent historical, economic, and political circumstances: 

Kuwait and Jordan were under the rule of Britain: Morocco 

under the French: and Saudi Arabia never has been subjected 

to the domination of foreign powers. In all cases, however, 

these countries had to either placate or resist western 

domination in order to achieve national unity and form 

their new states. 

Kuwait 

In 1750 the Al-Sabah family became the rulers of 

Kuwait and by the end of the eighteenth century, they 

managed to e'stablish an Arab Shaikhdom that enjoyed polit

ical and economic independence from all foreign control, 

including the Ottoman Empire. 

Shaikh Sabah ibn Jabir was the first ruler to 

establish his control over the settled tribes in the area. 

He was chosen as a ruler by the townspeople and major 

influential merchants for his qualities of courage and 

wisdom. His son Abdalla was also given the right to rule by 
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his people wh~n he was chosen from among other brothers in 

1762; he ruled Kuwait until his death in 1815. 

Since its creation, Kuwait's internal policies have 

been a function of external changing circumstances and 

situations. The major task of the Kuwaiti rulers was to 

placate foreign influence, both regional and international, 

and to adjust their foreign policies whenever the require

ment of survival forced them to do so. 

To prevent German expansion in the Gulf area, 

Britain intervened and established a protectorate over most 

of the Gulf area. From 1899 to 1961 Kuwait became a British 

protectorate when the Kuwaiti ruler, Shaikh Mubarak 

A1-Sabah (1896-1915), in order to assert his rule against 

the Ottoman, turned to Britain and signed a comprehensive 

treaty whereby Kuwait was not to have direct relation with 

any other foreign power, and was not to sell, lease or cede 

land to any such powers. Therefore, in exchange for pro

tection by Britain against foreign aggression, Kuwait's 

foreign policy was to be conducted by Britain. Moreover, by 

the end of W.W.I, Britain asserted and established Kuwait's 

borders with both Saudi Arabia and Iraq. 

From 1899 to 1945, no major radical changes took 

place in Kuwait; then in 1946, Shaikh Ahmad al-Jabir 

A1-Sabah turned on the new age of oil exploitation and 

development which left its modern marks on Kuwait's 

internal as well as external political developments. During 
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his rule, huge improvements took place in human communica

tions through the media of air transport and radio which in 

turn accelerated social, political, and economic changes. 

With the growth of the oil industry came a great human 

influx into Kuwait and this began the process of transform

ing the traditional Kuwaiti society. 

In 1950, Shaikh Abdalla Salim A1-Sabah succeeded to 

power and, even though he was conservative, he introduced a 

new policy of educating the Kuwaiti citizens, both males 

and females, and a policy that favored rapid economic 

development which concentrated on building the country's 

infrastructures. Under his rule, Kuwait became prosperous 

--as a result of oil income and increasing its trade 

activities in the region--and therefore increased and 

diversified its rapid modernization programs to achieve 

modernity. As a result, Kuwait became one of the few 

welfare states in the Middle East region. The Kuwaiti 

citizens were guaranteed social security allowance and 

jobs, free medical treatment, housing, and free education. 

While in the 1950s political power remained in the hands of 

the ruling Sabah family, it was divided both traditionally 

between the Jabir and Salim branches of the family and on a 

basis of personality. 

In June 1961 the Sabah family insisted on indepen

dence from Britain and the 1899 Anglo-Kuwaiti agreement was 

terminated by mutual consent without resort to force or 
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violence. However, the external threat posed by the Kassem 

reg ime in Iraq led to both British and later Arab troops 

being stationed for some time on Kuwaiti soil. 

The Kuwaiti state is considered one of the tradi

tional monarchies whose legitimacy rests on tribal and 

family structures and which embraces Islam as its guidance 

and its way of life. The constitution stipulates that Islam 

is the official religion and that Islamic law is the 

principal source of legislation. Article Two of the Kuwaiti 

Constitution stipulates: The religion of the state is 

Islam, and Islamic Law shall be a main source of legisla

tion. 

Saudi Arabia 

Roots of the Saudi state can be traced to the 

meeting of Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wahab, a religious reformer, 

and Muhammad Ibn Saud, whose family dominated the town of 

Diriyah in Najed during the mid-eighteenth century. Abd 

al-Wahab taught a return to the original message of the 

Koran and the exemplary life of Prophet Muhammad. Within 15 

years, the first Saudi state was established throughout the 

Najed area, part of Hijaz, and occupied parts of Iraq. 

However, external forces led by Muhammad Ali of Egypt on 

behalf of the Ottoman Empire put an end to such movement by 

defeating them and many took refugee in neighboring Kuwait. 
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In 1902, with a group of forty followers, Abdul 

Aziz Al-.sa~d moved from Kuwait and attacked Riyadh, the 

traditional capital of the Najed and the former center of 

the Al-Saud family. He was at the time an insignificant 

princeling of a once-great family. Like Bismark of Germany 

--who managed to unify the country's various regions-

Abdul Aziz unified the most anarchical and warring tribes 

of the major five regions 9f the Arabian Peninsula. Within 

thirty years he had extended his personal rule over most of 

the Peninsula, largely through a process of military 

conquest, but also through other means such as his effec

tive use of religious institutions, blood ties, and 

personal loyalties. 

Thus, political development in the early phase 

consisted in the unification of the Peninsula's major 

tribes and territories through military means which 

acquired its impetus from essentially traditional religious 

forces, a result of the alliance between the Saud family 

and the religious family of Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhab. 

Until the 1920s, Abdul Aziz's unification efforts 

were directed at the peoples and tribes of the Najed area, 

the central part of Saudi Arabia. Najed was largely 

unaffected by the turmoil of World War. I and the "Arab 

Revolt" led, in name, by Sharif Hussain of the Hijaz but in 

fact, by the British in their effort to neutralize the 

Turks. 
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The difficulties facing Abdul Aziz were well 

described by a developmental model which has been formu

lated by Ibn Khaldon, a fourteenth century Arab scholar. 

This model analyzes four stages in the relations between 

the bedouins and the settled population. In the first 

stage, the bedouins are enthused by some new religious 

movement or idea and conquer all before them: in the second 

stage, the gains of conquest are consolidated and new 

institutions arise: in the third stage, there is a rise in 

the importance of "civilization" and a corresponding 

decline in "religion": in the last stage, the bedouins, 

disillusioned by the backsliding of the settled people, 

return to the desert and to their old ways of life (Nyrup: 

1977). For Abdul Aziz, the primary responsibility lay in 

carrying through the first two stages, while forestalling 

the latter two. 

In 1925, Abdul Aziz conquered the Hijaz area and 

drove out the Hashimites under Sharif Hussain. This act 

created a sensation on the international scene. The 

British, who had an interest in Hijaz and in the area to 

the north of the Peninsula, were alarmed by the total 

defeat of the man whom they had subsidized and supported, 

and therefore, Abdul Aziz posed a threat to the British 

interests in Transjordan and Iraq. Abdul Aziz was aware of 

this fear and of the possibility of western military 

intervention in the area: accordingly, to placate them, he 
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assured the British that he had no territorial claims to 

their area of interests. 

In 1932, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was proclaimed 

as a hereditary monarchy. From 1932-45, Abdul Aziz carried 

forward a policy of modernization at least in some parts of 

Saudi society by developing the country's oil potential: by 

laying the foundations for the future construction of a 

modern infrastructure through the introduction of modern 

communication systems: by establishing new legal codes for 

trade: and by building new schools and encouraging educa

tion. In addition, Abdul Aziz consolidated his rule by 

permitting a relatively autonomous development in the Hijaz 

area under the guidance of his son Faisal. During this 

period, Abdul Aziz became aware of the country's poten

tially vast oil reserves, whose development required 

further modernization and contact with western techniques 

and ideas. 

The importance of the development of the Saudi oil 

reserves during this period lies in its impact on Saudi 

institutions. The complexity of the technical and financial 

aspects of that development required a greater amount of 

administrative expertise than possessed by the local 

population. Therefore, for many years, the country had to 

rely on foreign personnel and at the same time, an effort 

was made to train and educate Saudis to assume such 

responsibilities. 
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From 1945-53 modernization and development in Saudi 

Arabia was slow and limited to the oil sector and foreign 

trade. The complexity of the technological and financial 

aspects of oil development required a greater amount of 

administrative and technical expertise. Moreover, the 

development of the country's oil sector required the 

development of other sectors of the economy as well. 

Therefore, it became apparent to Abdul Aziz that the 

consequences of modernization could not be confined to a 

certain sector of the economy and of society: thus he had 

to accept the inevitability of increased modernization as a 

result of oil development. Consequently, he began to 

concentrate his effort to search for religious laws and 

modern means to the newly emerging issues and situations 

and by innovating policies appropriate for the emerging new 

circumstances. He established a council of advisors, 

composed of religious scholars and politicians, to advise 

him on various issues and matters. After Abdul Aziz's death 

in 1953, the consequences of modernization began to flow 

even more rapidly into and around the structure of the 

Saudi society. 

Jordan 

Before 1921, Jordan did not exist as a political 

entity. It was created under British auspices in 1921 on 

the East Bank of the Jordanian River. The establishment of 
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the Jordanian state was not an outcome of a national 

unification or demand for an independent political entity. 

It was a product of bargaining and compromise between the 

Hashimite prince Abdulla, the second son of Sharief Hussain 

of Hij~z, and the British, and it was a consolation prize 

for the Hashimites' revolt against the Ottoman Empire. 

From the start, the Jordanian polity and economy 

were highly dependent on foreign aid, assistance and 

protection. Jordan's current survival, is a function of 

external support and assistance enhanced by religious, 

tribal and military loyalties. The majority of the popula

tion, mainly Palestinians from the West Bank, are in 

constant hostility and resistance to the rule of the 

Hashimite monarchy. 

During World War I Arabs of the Hijaz territory, 

led by Sharief Hussain, agreed to assist the Allied Powers 

in destroying the Ottoman Empire. In return, the British 

promised them independence, freedom, and an Arab Empire led 

by the Hashimite. At the end of the war, and in spite of 

the British promises, France and Britain divided most of 

the Middle East among themselves; Jordan and Palestine were 

included in the British zone, while Syria and Lebanon were 

placed under the French mandate. 

As mentioned earlier, Faisal, the third son of 

Sharief Hussain, established his temporary rule over Syria 

and was forced out by the French. In response to the French 
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action, Abdulla, whose forces were stationed in Amman, 

prepared a military campaign against the French to restore 

his brother's rule in Syria. The British were alarmed by 

such an intention and were not, ready to risk hostilities in 

the area between its two allies. Winston Churchill, the 

British Secretary of State for the colonies at that time, 

interferred and persuaded Abdulla to abandon such plan. 

Along with T.E. Lawrence, Churchill came to a compromise 

solution for the problem by offering Transjordan to Abdulla 

with British subsidies and protection if he renounced his 

claim to the Iraqi throne and halted his military campaign 

against the French in Syria. Abdulla agreed and the new 

compromised state was officially declared on May 26, 1923. 

About the time of its establishment, Transjordan 

had a homogeneous semi-nomadic bedouin population who 

accepted Abdulla's rule, whose family are a direct descen

dents of Prophet Muhammad, from an Islamic loyalty and 

enthusiasm. Transjordan was to become independent, the 

British announced, if it agreed to establish a constitu

tional monarchy and would recognize, in a formal agreement, 

Britain's interests in the area. Again, Abdulla agreed and 

in February 1928 the two parties signed the treaty and 

Transjordan became independent--in theory but not in 

practice since Transjordan remained politically, economi

cally, and militarily dependent on Britain. 
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Until 1956, Jordanian politics were a function of 

British politics. Abdulla accepted British domination and 

supremacy believing that it was in the Arabs' best inter

ests to pursue pro-British policies. His internal policies 

were heavily influenced and directed by British officers 

and personnel. The Trans-jordanian army was organized, 

trained, and led by British officers, even the famous Arab 

Legion was led by Major Glubb. During W.W.II, Abdulla stood 

by the British and offered to send his Arab Legion anywhere 

to fight alongside the British forces. His pro-British 

policies went as far as sending his Arab Legion troops to 

fight, alongside the British forces, against the national

ist government of Rashid al-Gilani in Iraq. 

Abdulla's pro-British policies, even though earning 

him respect in the Western World, made him unpopular in the 

Arab World, and as a result generated nationalistic 

feelings and anti-British sentiments. Moreover, the 1948 

Arab-Israeli war, which led to Abdulla's annexation of the 

West Bank, and the secret negotiation that took place 

between Abdulla and the Jewish state, further exacerbated 

the nationalistic feelings and enhanced the new popular 

view that he had betrayed the Arab cause. The result was 

his death in 1951 at the hands of a Palestinian assassin. 

After signing treaties with Britain, Transjordan 

finally gained its political independence in March 1948: 

however, it remained economically dependent in British 
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annual subsidies. Moreover, Britain was allowed by the 

treaty to station troops on the country's main military 

bases. 

The addition in April 1950 of the West Bank 

territory to Transjordan led to fundamental changes in the 

population composition. The new Palestinian population was 

more than twice as numerous as original Transjordanians, 

and they were more politically sophisticated. Many of them 

were refugees from the 1948 war. Few of the newly added 

Palestanian population felt any loyalty to the Hashimite 

monarchy, largely because they were not politically 

integrated and partially because their social status was 

second to that of the original Jordanian bedouins. As a 

result many of them opposed the Hashimite rule and con

stantly pushed for reform and more representation in 

government. Their efforts and pressure were partially 

recognized in the 1952 constitution that changed the 

country's official name from the Hashimite Kingdom of 

Transjordan to the Hashimite Kingdom of Jordan, whiCh 

recognizes the newly added territory of the West Bank. 

These events necessitated a need for the revision 

of the constitution and King Talal, who succeeded his 

father on the throne, was also interested in revising the 

constitution. In January 1952, the new constitution was 

promulgated with a new political system that, in theory, 

was based upon the principle of executive responsibility. 
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The Cabinet was to become responsible to the legislature 

instead of to the monarch as was the case in the previous 

cQnstitution. Moreover, the 1952 constitution gave addi

tional power to parliament: however, in Jordan, as in other 

Middle Eastern countries, constitutions have little meaning 

beyond the declaration of the establishment of a new formal 

structure of government. 

Talal was known for his nationalistic feelings. He 

had been in constant disagreement with his father's 

policies, which earned him popularity among the majority of 

the Arab and Jordanian nationalists. However, he was 

portrayed as mentally ill and he was obliged to abdicate in 

favor of his eighteen-year-old British educated young son, 

Hussain II. The minor King relied on his mother--Queen 

Zain--, the elder tribal Jordanian statesmen, and some 

British officials, in the early period of his rule. 

Morocco 

Morocco was isolated for several centuries from the 

rest of the Arab-Islamic World. This was partly as a result 

of its geographic distance and largely because--unlike the 

rest of the Arab World--it had never been part of the 

Ottoman Empire. This isolation insured the preservation of 

its Arab-Islamic culture. 

The present Moroccon monarchy has been ruling 

Morocco for about three hundred years and is a descendent 
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of the Alawite dynasty of the prophet1s son-in-law and 

cousin Ali ibn Abi Talib. In modern times, this heritage 

has given the Moroccon royal family an unmatched legitimacy 

over other Arab monarchies, such as Farouk of Egypt, the 

Shah of Irani Al-Sanusi of Libya, and the Hashimite of 

Iraq. 

In 1912, the French established a protectorate over 

Morocco which precipitated national resistance and struggle 

against French rule. Unlike Abdulla of Jordan, Faisal of 

Iraq, and Farouk of Egypt, Muhammad V identified himself 

with the Islamic faith and with the nationalist resistance 

to the French rule, and consequently was exiled by the 

French authority. 

Therefore, Muhammad had both the religious legiti

macy and the modern nationalist legitimacy that ensured him 

stability. According to Barbour (1962:100): IIIn Morocco the 

religious legitimacy was especially pronounced, inasmuch as 

the country remained beyond the jurisdiction of the Ottoman 

Empire, in whose sultan the historical universal caliphate 

nominally resided from the sixteenth century to the 

twentieth. As the imam and commander of the faithful, the 

Alawite sultans laid the strongest possible claims to 

Islamic legitimacy. II 

Muhammad was a national leader who was revered on 

religious grounds, possessed Barakah-blessing, and kept 

direct contacts with his people. Therefore, the Moroccon 
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monarch's close identification with the Moroccon people and 

their nationalistic drive gave the monarchy deep legitimacy 

and the person of the king became the institutional and 

political center of the country. 

After the Moroccon independence from' France in 

1956, Muhammad V used his prestige, popularity, and 

political shrewdness to institutionalize his monarchy and 

establish a deep rooted modernized-traditional legitimacy. 

Muhammad V, to assure the Moroccon people that he had no 

intention of instituting a dictatorial regime, promised to 

promulgate a written constitution by the end of 1962. 

Consequently, he attempted to transform his country into a 

constitutional monarchy, along the British model in which 

the king reigns but does not rule, by giving power to the 

legislature and the people. However, these efforts failed, 

largely because the appointed consultative assembly was 

given no real authority to legislate, and partly because 

the new political parties had little experience in parlia

mentary politics. In regard to the Moroccon radical 1eft

wing groups, Muhammad V managed to maintain toward them a 

strong relationship as a result of their respect for his 

personality and their perception of him as a national hero. 

Externally King Muhammad V pursued an activist and 

nationalist foreign policy to establish Morocco's inde

pendent position. His nationalist foreign policy coincided 

with the general anti-imperialist feelings of the 
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Moroccons. In 1958, Muhammad V admitted Morocco into the 

Arab league, and insisted on renegotiating the 1950 treaty 

under which France had given the United States 'the right to 

maintain air bases in Morocco for the defense of Europe 

(Nelson,1978). Therefore, Muhammad's nationalist policies 

coincided with the policies of Nasser of Egypt, which 

shielded him from the internal nationalist attacks and the 

media criticism of the radical Arab republics. But 

Muhammad's effort toward liberalization of his monarchy 

came to a halt when he died in early 1961, one year before 

his promised date to install constitutional monarchy. 

The Political Systems of the Traditional Monarchies 

Radicals and modernizers have attempted to discard 

Islam or to accommodate its teachings to a secular state. 

The traditional monarchies have rejected both courses in 

favor of an approach that allows for no separation of 

secular and religious authority. The maintenance of the 

Islamic faith has had considerable implications for the 

monarchies. They are not governed by a constitution along 

the Western model, despite attempts in Kuwait and Morocco 

to initiate a constitution that combines some aspects of 

the liberal democracy but with a traditional flavor. 

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Morocco are 

governed by monarchs who rule according to a traditional 

legitimacy formula that finds its basis in Islamic culture 
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and practices. The Islamic culture of the traditional 

monarchies shows in the strong influence of three sources 

of legitimacy. These are religious law, custom, and tra

di tional organization of society into tribal groups. The 

three sources are very strong in Saudi Arabia, moderately 

strong in Kuwait and Jordan, and weak in Morocco. Charis

matic leadership and personal power are also an important 

feature of the Arab-Islamic culture. 

The traditional monarchs have shown remarkable 

ability to stay closely tied to their people and territory 

and to continuously activate their traditional sources of 

legitimacy. They have shown a great interest in economic 

and social development and have maintained an atmosphere of 

relative personal and economic freedom that guarantees 

personal advancement. They all have an open and free market 

economy supported by government obligation to take care of 

the poor and the needy through an elaborate network of 

social security agencies. 

Certain liberal democratic practices have been 

introduced in Kuwait, Jordan, and Morocco but have been 

unsuccessful, have generated internal instability, and have 

had to be abandoned for various internal and external 

reasons. 
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Kuwait 

Kuwaitis political power has remained in the hands 

of the Sabah ruling family, but it has been divided both 

traditionally between the Jabir and Salim branches of the 

family and on a basis of merits and personal qualities. 

Besides the traditional governing mechanisms Kuwait 

has attempted to introduce some democratic measures that 

were supposed to function alongside the monarchical 

institutions. The effect of the British rule on Kuwait is 

evident in the Kuwaiti adoption, six months after its 

independence from Britain, of a form of parliamentary 

democracy by forming a Constituent Assembly to draft a 

constitution. Two years later, a fifty-member National 

Assembly was elected by almost all adult-male Kuwaiti 

citizens. As Hudson (1977:185-86) points out, liThe Kuwaiti 

National Assembly, like many parliaments in the world 

today, had little autonomy and rarely initiated policy. But 

it did function as a constant and vociferous forum for 

criticizing the government, as a visitor to one of its 

sessions would quickly ascertain." However, the constitu

tional changes were not as real as they seemed to be, since 

most of the power and major cabinet posts remained in the 

hands of the royal family. 
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Saudi Arabia 

The Saudi monarchy remained closely attached to the 

traditional Islamic rule of government. The country is not 

governed by a constitution along the Western model. The 

legislative and juridical basis of the state is derived 

from the Sharia, or religious law. This, in turn, 'is com

posed of teachings from the Koran and the Sunnah (custom, 

exemplary life, law) of Prophet Muhammad. 

The major restraint on the actions of the central 

government are the principles of religion and the Sharia. 

The government is free to act as long as those actions do 

not bring it into conflict with the religious law. As a 

consequence of this, the Ulama or religious judges and 

scholars serve as a check, at times, on the government. 

According to Nakhleh (1975: 31), II the government should be 

aware of the Ijma or consensus of the Ulama when making a 

major decision. 1I In practice, the king is advised and 

assisted by the Council of Consultation (Majlis al-Shura), 

the Legal and Scientific Advice Council, and the Council of 

Ministers. The first two Councils provide the king with 

legal and scientific advice for religious and worldly 

matters; the third Council functions as a legislative and 

administrative body responsible to the king. Although 

actions of the king are circumscribed by religious author

ity, he, and the Council of Ministers are the final 
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authority on secular matters, which allows him to innovate 

and adapt policies to changing circumstances. 

The Council of Ministers was established in 1953 

with the office of prime minister but without executive 

authority. Their primary function was advisory and consul-

tative, with the king retaining final authority to approve 

decisions. By 1958 the regulations of the council of 

Ministers were promulgated in a decree that makes the 

Council a formal policy group with both legislative and 

executive authority.l 

In 1970, a Ministry of Justice was established to 

delineate and protect citizen rights. The ministry was 

charged with administering the Sharia law courts as well as 

the Board of Grievances (Oiwan al-Mazalim). The latter was 

created in 1955 with the purpose of conducting hearings and 

investigations regarding actions taken by the government 

agencies. As Long (1973: 71) notes, liThe establishment of 

the Board of Grievance provides an excellent example of how 

a traditional religious concept can be adopted to circum-

stances of a modernizing state. II The Board of Grievances 

was created according to the principle of Mazalim, or 

1. The Saudi Council of Ministers, headed by the 
king, meets to form new policies, legislate policies and 
actions, propose and ratify the country's budget, and 
execute policies. Each minister gives a full report of his 
ministry's activities and policies to the king and the 
Council's members, and suggests policies. The Council's 
members vote on various issues and policies under the 
king' s leadership. -
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extraordinary court justice. The purpose was to adjudicate 

grievances, provide for redress, and to handle cases that 

cannot be resolved in the ordinary courts. 

People's participation and input in Saudi Arabia 

takes place in what is called the Majlis, a customary 

meeting held by the king and other important princes, in 

which the king makes himself available to citizens once a 

week. This has served reasonably well to keep the monarchy 

in touch with the people and responsive to their needs. 

Jordan 

In Jordan, after various constitutional changes, 

the 1953 law set forth the rules governing the establish

ment of political parties and requiring any political group 

that sought the establishment of a party to secure a 

license from the government. The 1956 election witnessed a 

major competition between three parties: the Arab Ba'ath 

Party, the National Socialist Party, and the Arab Constitu

tional Party. The election brought to power a nationalistic 

and socialistic pro-Nasser and anti-Western party-govern

ment headed by Sulaiman Nabulsi. He immediately signed an 

agreement with Egypt and Syria placing the Jordanian army 

under the leadership of Egypt. When the British, French, 

and Israeli attacked Egypt in 1956, Nabulsi terminated the 

Anglo-Jordanian Treaty, which in turn led to the termina

tion of the British subsidy to Jordan.' 
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Nabulsi's policies became more radical and moved 

toward the left when he began negotiation with the Soviet 

Union and, as it is alleged by the monarchy, attempted to 

overthrow the monarchy. In· 1957, an army plot to depose and 

overthrow the monarchy was exposed and King Hussain, with 

his loyal bedouin units que1ed the plot, dismissed the 

parliament and Nabu1si, abolished the parties, and imposed 

rigid security control on the country. 

Morocco 

To Huntington (1968:182) "The most notable effort 

to combine monarchical and modern sources of authority 

after W.W.II was in Morocco. Thanks in part to its colonial 

experience, Morocco developed much stronger political 

parties than did most ruling monarchies." To what extent is 

this observation true in regard to Morocco? 

In theory, Morocco is a constitutional monarchy 

with a multiparty parliamentary political system. However, 

the vitality of these institutions gave way to the monarchy 

by a process of steady transfer of political power and 

control to the king's person. The Moroccon strong Istiq1a1 

Party was a major ally of the monarchy before and after 

independence from France: however, internal struggle and 

dissention in 1956 wrecked its structure and led to 

disunity among its major powerful and dynamic leaders, 

resulting in the emergence of a new leftist young group and 
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a complete split of the party in 1959. The young leftist 

group perceived the older members as reactionary and as 

associated with the orthodox religious establishment and 

with the most conservative elements of the old urban 

bourgeoisie. According to Tessler (1982: 52): "thus by the 

time the party reentered the government in 1977, it was 

widely regarded as a party of the past, the right and the 

privi1eged. 1I 

The younger dissatisfied generation of party 

members defected and established a new party called Union 

of the National Popular Forces (UNFP) , renamed in 1974 to 

become Union of the Social popular Forces (USFP). The 

parliament that was elected in 1963 lasted only eighteen 

months and, in 1965, the king dissolved parliament and took 

over all legislative and executive powers. 

Elections for a new parliament did not take place 

until 1970 when the king decided to return to a modified 

form of parliamentary government. Further, the new elec

tions were held under a new constitution drafted by the 

king's advisor, but they were boycotted py the opposition 

parties when the leaders of the UNFP were arrested for 

alleged membership in a plot to overthrow the monarchy. 

Therefore, the elections were not completed and the new 

parliament hardly reflected the political views of the 

nation. 
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A new phase of Moroccon politics began in 1974 with 

an increase in political liberalization. The king abolished 

press censorship in 1976, opposition leaders have been free 

to raise sensitive issues in parliament discussions, and 

political parties are allowed to compete freely in parlia-

mentary elections: however, such developments have not 

altered the dominant position of the monarchy. 

The Approach of the Traditional 
Monarchies to Modernity 

Despite the risks involved, and despite 

Huntington's theoretical warnings of the negative effects 

of rapid modernization on traditional societies, the tradi-

tional monarchies went ahead with their rapid developmental 

projects with the aim of modernizing their populations and 

their various social and economic sectors. Thus far, all 

the statistics available about the monarchies' stability 

and legitimacy point to the positive side of the scale. 

The countries differ considerably in basic and 

developmental indicators, which suggests that it is not 

similarity in wealth, industry or other such factors that 

accounts for their stability. As Table 14 shows, Kuwait has 

the highest GNP per capita, but the lowest population and 

the lowest annual average growth rate in both periods. 

Saudi Arabia ranks second in population and in GNP per 

capita and first in annual average growth rate. Jordan is 

the third in population and in GNP per capita, scored lower 
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than the world mean of 3.1 in the first period and scored 

two and a half times the world mean of 2.2 in the second 

period. Morocco has the largest population, the lowest GNP 

per capita, and had a lower annual average growth rate than 

the world mean in the first period, but scored higher than 

the world's mean in the second period. 

Table 15 points to the increasing percentage rate 

of industrialization, literacy rate, and urbanization in 

the four traditional monarchies. Kuwait has the highest 

industrialization and manufacturing, highest literacy rate, 

and the highest urbanization. Saudi Arabia ranks second in 

industrialization and manufacturing, last in urbanization 

in the first period but moved to the second rank in the 

second period, and has the lowest literacy rate. Jordan 

ranks third in industrialization and manufacturing, and 

second in urbanization and literacy rates. Morocco ranks 

fourth in all three developmental indicators. 

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait have managed, thus far, to 

use effectively their' great wealth in establishing welfare· 

states for their citizens. Rapid economic and social 

developments in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Jordan have been 

notably successful, which made these processes a quasi

ideology. Most citizens are proud of the developments, 

their material wealth, and their success has reflected back 

favorably on the legitimacy of the monarchies. 



country 

Kuwait 

Saudi 
Arabia 

Jordan 

Morocco 

Source: 
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Table 14. 

Population and National Wealth of the 
Traditional Monarchies 

Population 
(in 

Millions) 
1980 

1.7 

11.1 

3.4 

21.4 

GNP per capita 
(U.S. 

Dollars) 
1978 

15970 

6590 

1100 

680 

Annual Average 
Growth Rates 

1960- 1970-
1975 1978 

-2.8 0.6 

6.6 4.9 

1.3 7.0 

1.9 3.9 

World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators, 
Taylor and Jodice, 1983, Table 3.6. 
World Development Report. 1986, Table 1. 



country 

Kuwait 

Table 15. 

Basic Developmental Indicators of 
the Traditional Monarchies 

Percentage GNP 
in Indus+manuf 

1980 

over 80% 

% of Labor Force 
in Industry 

1965-1980 

34 32 

Urb.as % of 
tot1.pop 

1960-1980 

72 89 

Saudi Arabia 50-80% 11 41 30 68 

Jordan 20-30% 26 26 43 57 

Morocco 10-20 15 25 32 43 

Literacy 
rates 

1960-70-80 

40 60 ov.60 

10 03 29 

35 59 ov.59 

13 21 29 

Sources: Atlas of the Arab World. Dempsey, 1983, Taples 9 and 21. 
World Development Report. 1986, Table 30. 

I\) 

V1 
W 
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Table 16. 

Regime Repressiveness and Deaths 
from Political Violence 

Country Regime Time Period Deaths from Political 
Repressiveness Violence per year 

1973-77 

Kuwait 1948-52 .0 
1953-57 .0 
1958-62 .0 
1963-67 .0 
1968-72 0.3 

4.2 1973-77 .0 
Total .067 

Saudi 
Arabia 1948-52 .0 

1953-57 .0 
1958-62 .0 
1963-67 .0 
1968-72 .0 

6.0 1973-77 0.3 
Total .067 

Jordan 1948-52 0.3 
1953-57 9.3 
1958-62 2.8 
1963-67 5.8 
1968-72 519.8 

6.0 1973-77 4.0 
Total 71.9 

Morocco 1948-52 81.8 
1953-57 428.8 
1958-62 51.5 
1963-67 10.0 
1968-72 ·2.0 

3.5 1973-77 0.3 
Total 76.6 

Source: WHS III, Table 2.7, 1983. 
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From 1948 to 1977, the traditional monarchies have 

shown remarkable stability. As Table 16 shows, these 

countries have had unusually low scores in deaths from 

political violence: Kuwait's and also Saudi Arabia's scores 

are both .067 per year. The highest scores registered by 

Jordan and Morocco, 71.9 and 76.6, respectively. These high 

scores, however, are a result of the former's 1971 conflict 

with the Palestinian, and the latter's conflict with the 

French. 

Kuwait 

Kuwait began its rapid development and moderniza

tion in the mid-twentieth century and in a very short 

period of time, became one of the most highly developed 

welfare states in the Middle East region and in the World. 

oil wealth that began to pour into the Kuwaiti economy 

transformed the country's social, economic, and political 

outlooks. Since 1957 Kuwait has had the highest per capita 

income in the world: $2,900 in 1957, $11,000 in 1974, and 

$18,000 in 1980. 

Externally, Kuwait--as a result of a succession of 

a small group of nationalist deputies to power and 

influence--adopted a neutral policy toward the ideological 

struggles that characterized that period of Arab modern 

history. This policy, along with Kuwait's huge external 

financial assistance to many Arab countries, through the 
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Kuwait Arab Development Fund, added to Kuwaitis influence 

in the Arab World. 

In a single generation, Kuwait developed a capital

ist society within a modern democratic state with immense 

financial power: such development, however, was not without 

negative costs. 

Constant trouble and tension marked the activities 

of the National Assembly, whose members consisted of a 

majority of conservatives that in ,many cases had the power 

to block many social reforms. The radical nationalists were 

a minority group but they stridently criticized, their 

governmentls policies, which led to tension between the 

government and the nationalist groups. In 1967, the Kuwaiti 

government resorted to various forms of pressures and used 

its influence to affect the outcome of the elections in the 

favor of the conservatives against the radical national

ists. However, the 1971 and 1975 elections were relatively 

free. 

Deteriorating internal security situations, as a 

result of various external pressures such as the Lebanese 

war and the Iran-Iraq war, led Shaikh Sabah Salim Al-Sabah' 

in 1976 to suspend the constitution, dissolve the parlia

ment, and censor the press. In 1981, the Kuwaiti government 

reinstated the National Assembly and allowed new elections 

to take place. Peretz (1983:490) notes the outcome: IIFewer 

than 10 of the 50 members elected represented leftist or 
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Islamic radicalism despite growing apprehension that the 

religious fervor from Iran would infect Kuwaitis own 

Shalaitls minority.1I 

Again in 1986 and as a result of various regional 

external pressures, Shaikh Jabir Ahmad Jabir Al-Sabah, the 

current Kuwaiti amir, dissolved the parliament and placed 

the press under censorship. His major justification for 

such action was that the National Assembly failed to 

cooperate with the executive branch of government and that 

its role was distorted and undermined by the influence of 

various regional ideological struggles. The Kuwaiti freedom 

of press, he argues, was not effectively directed toward 

the achievement of the cornmon good of the state: rather it 

became an instrument of various external competing ideolo

gies. 

In the 1970s, Kuwait had a problem of absorbing the 

huge amounts of financial resources that were generated 

from high prices of oil which led the government to use 

various ways to channel the oil revenues to the private 

sector, such as buying up lands at inflated high prices and 

providing private loans free of interest to the citizens. 

Kuwait is considered one of the few welfare states in the 

Middle East region. Since its enrichment with oil wealth, 

the Kuwaiti government built free public hospitals, 

established free public educational institutions, erected 

electric power plants, and constructed one of the most 
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modern networks of communications in the region that 

includes highways, airports, roads, and harbors. 

In the 1980s Kuwaitis major problem is dwindling 

and fluctuating oil prices, and it has had to ensure stable 

revenue to finance its developmental needs. Outside the oil 

industry, Kuwait had neither the labor nor the expertise to 

develop a strong industrial base. Therefore, the major 

obstacle to develop an industrial base and to continue 

economic and social developments was the shortage of labor 

and of technical and administrative personnel. 

The developmental programs forced the Kuwaiti 

government to rely on foreign workers: as a result a large 

influx of foreigners began to pour into Kuwait, and their 

number had increased to more than half the total population 

by 1982. In 1975, Kuwaitis population totalled 750,000, of 

which one third were non-Kuwaiti nationals. By 1982, popu

lation had more than doubled, to 1,600,000. 

As a result of these factors, Kuwait followed a 

policy of investing most of its oil revenues in Western 

Europe and the United states, by buying out shares in large 

corporations. Hundreds of millions of pounds were invested 

in the London Stock market in the late 1970s.
o 

This, along 

with the absence of an industrial base, has made Kuwait a 

dependent country that is going to live off its external 

investments. A rentier Kuwaiti economy means an economy 

that will always be a function of external factors and is 
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therefore vulnerable to the effects of economic fluctua

tions abroad. 

The recent collapse of the unofficial Suq Al-Manakh 

Kuwaiti stock market in August 1982 almost brought about a 

financial crisis in the Kuwaiti economy. The latter is fun

damentally out of balance due to its almost total reliance 

on the oil industry. Failure of the Kuwaiti unofficial 

stock market was a result of the absence of governmental 

rules and procedures that protect the individual investors 

as well as regulate the conduct of economic transactions. 

According to Al-Sabah (1984: 10-11), liThe market collapsed 

in August 1982 when a couple of investors failed to meet 

their obligations, setting off a chain of reaction of 

defaults. The government was left with the responsibility 

for trying to unraveal the huge tangle of debts that 

resulted from the collapse totalling some KD 26 billion 

(US$ 90 Qillion)." 

However, in dealing with the crisis, the Kl1waiti 

government encountered strong opposition from the majority 

members of the National Assembly over poorly planned 

destabilizing measures. 

Saudi Arabia 

within the past 40 years, Saudi Arabia has emerged 

as a major factor in the world economy, in Middle Eastern 

regional politics, and as an established instance of 
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political stability and socioeconomic modernization in the 

Third World. The mainstream of this development has been 

the reliance of the Saudi state on the Islamic religion as 

a legitimizing factor for its rule and for its develop

mental strategies. Another factor that helped legitimize 

the state's rule and developmental strategies has been 

exploitation of the nation's oil reserves and its revenues 

that have been rechanneled to the majority of the Saudi 

population through increase in personal income, free 

medical care, free education, free industrial, agricultural 

and non-agricultural loans, and distribution of public 

lands to those who own none. 

To Hudson (1977: 180), "The Sa' udi solution to the 

legitimacy problems posed by modernity has on the whole 

proved more successful than expected. Islamic and customary 

values have been harmonized with modern nationalism and 

secular values of progress and development. The Sa'udi 

system has become structurally elaborate both in its 

traditional and technocratic sectors." 

Rather than nationalizing the oil industry, as most 

of the Arab states did, the Saudis have sought gradual 

ownership of the oil industry by fully compensating foreign 

oil companies for their share, and later joining the major 

oil companies in joint ventures. Rapid oil price increases 

on the world market since the Arab-oil embargo in 1973 

accelerated the transfer of wealth to the producing states, 
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with a revenue that totalled $102 billion in 1981, and as a 

result, the Saudi state has adopted developmental policies 

intended to husband the reserves while providing optimum 

income to finance rapid economic development.o The Saudi 

government has adopted the most ambitious developmental 

projects in the industrialized world to transform the 

country and diversify its economic base. 

Developments have been initiated in every aspect of 

the Saudi life and throughout the country. The moderniza

tion strategy was laid out by the government two decades 

ago by the then Central Planning Organization--now the 

Ministry of Planning--which was founded in 1965. The 

modernization programs were carefully executed through the 

process of five-year planning. 

Modernization in Saudi Arabia was rapid, but it was 

carefully tailored and husbanded to the traditional and 

religious way of life in the country. The policy makers 

realized that modernizational programs had to be introduced 

within the framework of tradition and religion: therefore, 

modernization was introduced along with an increase in 

religious education. 

Oil wealth has been used to build a modern infra

structure and to transform the country, which is mostly 

desert, by constructing roads and high-ways, seaports, 

airports, schools, universities, hospitals, electricity 

plants, and modern telecommunication networks. The process 
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of development has to be erected and supported by training 

a new generation of skilled citizens to shoulder and carry 

out the developmental projects. Thus, new vocational and 

training centers have been constructed to provide the 

country with its need of trained human capital. 

Economic growth and diversification of the economy 

is one of the major concerns of the Saudi government. New 

refineries and petrochemical plants have been built in the 

eastern and western parts of the country. The Saudis have 

entered into the business of refining their oil products 

and marketing them through networks of foreign markets. 

Development of natural gas has been also pursued to meet 

internal demands for the country's new petrochemical plants 

and for export aims too. To encourage the new emerging 

industrial base, Saudi decision makers have provided the 

private industrial sector with cheap loans, preferences for 

domestically produced goods and services over imports, 

occasional subsidies, and tariff barriers. 

Jordan 

Since its creation in 1923, Jordan has been heavily 

dependent on foreign subsidies which were an economic 

necessity for its survival. Britain remained the major 

external supporter of the Jordanian economy until it was 

replaced by the united States in 1957. 
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The annexation of the West Bank after the 1948 

Arab-Israeli war added to Jordan a new territory that is 

both rich in agricultural lands and skilled population. 

Tourism from the Holy Mosque in Jerusalem has contributed 

substantial income to the Jordanian economy. From 1948 to 

1961, the Jordanian public sector concentrated its develop

ment efforts on providing and developing the essential 

economic infrastructure and expanded and developed the 

educational and social facilities. 

From 1962 to 1966, Jordan increased its rapid pace 

of developing its economic, social, and cultural activities 

by promoting a comprehensive developmental five-year plan. 

However, in the 1967 Arab-Israeli Six-Day war, Israel 

occupied the West Bank and therefore deprived Jordan of its 

major agricultural and tourist territory and caused an 

influx of nearly 400,000 Palestinian refugees from the 

occupied territories to the East bank. Moreover, the clos

ing of the Suez Canal after the war made the country's only 

port almost useless. Heavy military expenditure also added 

to the economic burden of the country after the war. Thus, 

the Jordanian economy virtually came to a total collapse 

and Jordan' s demise seemed certain. However,. $112 million 

economic aid, annually, from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and 

Libya, saved the Jordanian economy from total collapse. 

The 1955 World Bank Mission (U.N.,1969:32) that 

studied the Jordanian economy noted that "most of the 
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Jordanian industry had not progressed very far beyond the 

handicraft stage." Industrial expansion since the report 

was rapid, and mostly in those industries that were 

established in the East Bank, including phosphate, cement, 

refining Arab oil, electric power, and other light indus

tries. 

Despite Jordan's lack of natural resources, its 

economy, in general, has been prosperous and has main

tained, from 1960 to 1965, a high average annual growth 

rate of 10 per cent in its GNP. From the mid-1950s to the 

present day, the GDP increased at an average annual rate of 

8 per cent in real terms, except briefly in the aftermath 

of the 1967 Arab-Israeli war. This was largely ·as a result 

of increasing American economic aid, and after 1967 Arab 

and American economic aid. According to Peretz (1983:351), 

"With American assistance Jordan increased its growth to a 

level which inspired expectations of its survival as an 

independent state. The rate, approximately 10 per cent a 

year, was greater than that in any of the neighboring Arab 

countries, except Saudi Arabia. II Moreover, as Hudson 

(1977:214) notes, "Jordan ranked number one among all 

countries in terms of U.S. aid per capita, $226 between 

1958 and 1965, and the total of combined military and 

economic aid came to $447 million. II This figure supports 

Muller's (1985) finding that those countries that receive 

high U.S. military and economic aid are subject to coming 
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under the U.S. influence. Therefore, the country's stabil

ity or instability becomes a function of U.S. strategic 

interest. 

Morocco 

Economic problems beset Morocco immediately after 

independence. Political revolution does not necessarily 

lead to economic and social revolution, and Morocco was so 

overwhelmed by political problems that it ignored national 

economic planning when it became independent. Muhammad V 

personally initiated a battle for, the mechanization of the 

country's agricultural development "Operation Plow". The 

goal of Operation Plow was to mobilize public assistance to 

use new technology and farming methods in agriculture. 

However, no serious efforts were taken to initiate land 

reforms. Too, the country's agricultural cooperatives were 

slow in developing, also impeding growth in agricultural 

products, which is the major sector in Morocco. 

The Moroccon government has called for greater 

efforts to develop economically and achieve social equal

ity: however, it does not have the resources to launch many 

initiatives. Morocco has one of the lowest economic growth 

rates in the Arab World and its economic situation has been 

difficult in recent years, even with the increase in the 

price of its major export, phosphate. Further, the annual 
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population growth rate of 3.2 per cent has militated 

against economic growth in Morocco. 

Long range economic development has moved slowly in 

Morocco as various economic plan~ have run their course 

without the goals having been fulfilled. Economic reces

sion, coupled with inflation in Europe and the United 

States in the late 1970s, have raised the cost of Moroccon 

imports. Morocco is still working on the basic industries 

which underlie industrialization such as the transportation 

system and ports facilities. 

Morocco does not have generous oil revenue like 

that of the Arab-Gulf States to finance its major economic 

and industrial developments. Unlike Jordan, attracting 

foreign capital was handicapped by Morocco's bureaucratic 

red tape and corruption. The situation for Morocco began to 

improve after the price of phosphate increased in the the 

world market from $14.00 to $63.00 between 1973 and 1975 

following the price increase of oil exporting countries. 

Since Morocco is one of the major phosphate exporting 

countries--the export amount is 37 per cent of world 

shipments--it used the phosphate income to improve its 

general economic situation. Moreover, Morocco's estimated 

reserve in phosphate deposits increased substantially to 75 

per cent when King Hassan led the "Green March" into the 

Spanish Sahara in 1975 (Tessler,1982 and Nelson,1978:l83). 
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Despite these factors, Morocco remains vulnerable 

economicaly, which might in the long run delegitimize the 

monarchy politically. Moreover, the decline in the world 

price for phosphate, massive defense expenditures as a 

result of the war in the Sahara with the Polisario Front, 

rapid increase in energy costs, poor harvest, and inflated 

prices of large developmental projects have led to 

austerity measures in recent years which poses a major 

difficulty for the survival of the monarchy. 

Potential Sources of Instability 

Even though the current traditional monarchies have 

embraced rapid modernization, they still enjoy remarkable 

stability and legitimacy, which seems to undermine the 

pessimist modernization theorists who speculated that the 

demise of the monarchies would be caused by the very factor 

of their major initiative, modernization. Moreover, the 

success of the monarchies' developmental efforts has raised 

questions in regard to the prescriptions of the optimist 

modernization theory that envisioned a final western demo

cratic out come to the modernizing countries. 

In most developing nations the modernized and 

rationalized military establishments have been the veh~cles 

for national ideologies of mass participation and populism. 

The military structure of most developing countries has 

demonstrated its ability, by using its power capabilities, 
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to assume control of the nation by subduing traditional 

elites. Although there were various military coup attempts 

in the traditional monarchies, they were neither signifi

cant nor supported by the majority of the officer corps. 

Unlike their Latin American counterpart, the military 

establishments of the traditional monarchies have not shown 

any significant oppositional tendencies. One additional 

factor binding the military to the traditional monarchies 

has been generous support by these governments for their 

military establishments. 

A second imponderable factor in the future of the 

traditional monarchies is the emergence of the newly 

educated middle class. In traditional societies, elites 

exist that draw their support from the forces of custom, 

religious positions, tribal association, or family back

ground. The traditional monarchies have demonstrated, 

particularly in the Saudi case, that a traditionally 

organized political system can innovate and accommodate to 

changing economic and social circumstances. The rise of a 

new middle class is a common phenomenon in the developing 

countries that has been substantially accelerated in the 

oil producing countries. These individuals are educated and 

sophisticated in their views and expertise, which is 

essential to the development efforts and to the stability 

of these countries. 
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Rapid modernization places strains on the tradi

tional political structures and in particular on those 

necessary to provide a mechanism of political expression 

for the new elites. Thus far, the new middle-class elites 

in the traditional monarchies have a degree of indirect 

influence through positions in the ministries but they have 

no formal political organs. Even in those monarchies that 

have allowed the elites and the opposition groups to 

establish political associations, these groups have been 

limited in activities and from time to time were abolished 

and suspended. The bulk of the secularly educated middle 

class have shown remarkable adherence to the principles of 

Islam and the traditional kinship system. 

Income inequality and corruption are other sources 

of instability in the traditional monarchies, particularly 

in Morocco whose low economic growth and national income 

make economic inequality more noticeable and therefore 

might produce strain and discontent. The Jordanian case, 

even though the economy has shown remarkable high growth, 

suggests coming turmoil. Its poor natural resources, 

economic dependence on· external assistance, sharp differ

ences in Palestinian-Jordanian income and vision in regard 

to the question of political participation and in regard to 

the struggle against Israel, and its reliance on income 

from Jordanians who work abroad, are potential destabiliz

ing factors for the Jordanian monarchy in the long run. 
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Official data in regard to income distribution in 

the traditional monarchies are non-existent. However, in 

the cases of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, distributive efforts 

have been evident. The vast wealth of these countries has 

been shared effectively with all segments of the indigenous 

population. These governments have not only provided free 

cradle-to-grave health and welfare services and education 

through the university level but have--through the pro

vision of easy credit with no interest rate--helped great 

numbers of citizens to become homeowners and businessmen. 

External threat is another possible source of 

instability for Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan. The 

militant new Iranian-Shia'at state poses a threat to the 

stability and prosperity of the whole Middle Eastern region 

and the threat can not be averted without a settlement of 

the ongoing war between Iraq and Iran, whose revolutionary 

disease might spread to the whole area and become uncon

trollable. In the Moroccon case, the impact of the Saharan 

war with the Polesario is being felt internally and a 

threat of border war with Algeria is probable. 

Continued stability of the countries will depend on 

how effectively traditional leaders can integrate the new 

middle class into the political system, control corruption, 

maintain strong military defense, and sustain reasonable 

economic growth. 
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Conclusion 

The traditional monarchies have embraced, in 

various degrees, the Islamic framework of modernization and 

have therefore based their legitimacy upon SllCh a formula. 

In general, the traditional monarchies seem to gain 

stability from that basis and formula but they have also 

relied on internal developments and nationalistic drive 

that stem from changing external events. 

Modernization was pursued more rapidly in Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait, and Jordan than in Morocco. This was due to 

the availability of natural resources, in the Saudi and 

Kuwaiti cases, and to large external economic and military 

assistance in the Jordanian case. However, the negative 

consequences associated with rapid modernization as 

hypothesized by the pessimist modernization theorists have 

been avoided in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Jordan, though it 

is still too soon to make a clear assessment in the 

Moroccon case. 

The formula that led to the stability of these 

countries was Modernization minus Secularization and 

adherence to the modernizing tradition of the Islamic path 

to development. These traditional monarchies have trans

formed their traditional societies to become traditionally 

modernized. In the three cases, Kuwait, Jordan, and 

Morocco, in which efforts to inst~tute parliamentary 

democracy were doomed to failure, the failure was not 
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because the monarchical institutions are incompatible with 

participation, as Huntington argues, but because such 

participation is already embedded in the Islamic formula of 

government. Therefore, the existence of two different and 

competing participatory mechanisms is dis functional and 

catastrophic and will produce odd and volatile results. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND REFINED FOCUS 

Modernization as it is in the developed countries 

can be characterized as an attitude of mind that is highly 

incompatible with traditional ways of life. Modernization 

puts high emphasis on the exploitation of material and 

natural resources through the use of modern technology and 

methods. Social change is modernization's life and entity, 

and economic growth is its support system. 

As argued in the first chapter, modernization is a 

multidimensional phenomenon that need not be adopted as a 

package by developing Middle Eastern countries. Seculariza

tion, one aspect of modernization, has proved to have 

destabling effects on those Middle Eastern countries that 

embraced a secular path in their developmental strategies 

either in their westrn or eastern models. 

Modernization theorists tend to equate a part with 

the whole and to generalize from their own experience to 

that of others. Social scientists have strived to offer 

various definitions and theoretical perspectives of 

modernization but each does so in his own sphere of 

interest without reference or attention to works in other 

disciplines. A society, according to them, is modern if it 
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is industrial, is modern if it is secular, is modern if it 

is materialistic, and is modern if it is western demo

cratic. 

Economists have put much emphasis on growth in 

economic output as the. major indicator of modernization 

achievement, which has led, in the past, first to the 

development of Western Capitalism, and later to its 

counterpart, Eastern Socialism. 

The sociologists are mainly concerned with the 

development and growth of various types of social struc

tures and their functions: the nuclear and extended 

families, formal and informal groups, class structure, 

power distribution, and types of cultures. According to a 

society's structures and functions, sociologists set up 

stages of social development that societies have to go 

through: primitive, traditional, and modern societies. 

However, social structures are a creation of various his

torical, demographical, and cultural factors that passed 

through long periods and processes of integration and thus 

can not be separated from society. Moreover, social struc

tures have grown from within and are the instruments with 

which a society articulates its needs, demands, and 

expectations and seek to implement its values and cul~ure. 

In contrast, political scientists have concentrated 

their studies on types of political systems, power concen

tration or dispersion, and various ways and methods with 
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which governments cope with internal conflict and disorder. 

For them, modernization and development are to be imple

mented in a secular society. Moreover, modernization is 

more likely to result in increasing the desire of people 

for political participation and to expand their appetite 

for material improvement. Therefore, modernization is 

associated with Western liberal democracies. Accordingly, 

the pessimist modernization theorists view traditional 

societies that have no western participatory mechanisms as 

backward, underdeveloped, parochial, and unsophisticated 

and, henceforth, as vulnerable to the forces of moderniza

tion. They predict that, lacking the new modern mechanisms 

such as participatory western structures, the traditional 

societies will face instability and revolution. In short, 

when dealing with traditional societies, social scientists 

have ignored, alternative mechanisms: traditional culture 

and value systems. 

A direct consequence of modernization in the last 

two centuries is the multiplication and intensification of 

ideological doctrines between the west and east. Three 

major types of ideologies that have prevailed in the 

20th-century. The first is status quo ideologies which 

attempt to defend, legitimize, and rationalize the existing 

economic, political and social orders. The second is the 

radical or revolutionary ideologies that seek to change the 

status quo by advocating radical and complete change of the 
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political, economic, and social aspects of their societies 

and of the whole world. The last is the reformist ideology 

that seek a compromised solutions and middle of the road 

position between the above two. 

As a result of these various main contending 

ideologies, other ideologies have come to the fore such as: 

Liberalism, Capitalism, Welfarism, Socialism, Democratic 

Socialism, Communism, Eurocommunism, Stalinism, Leninism, 

Maotsism, Titoism, Corporatism, Nasserism, and Ba'athism. 

Educated or influenced by the West or East and by 

the various competing ideologies, the Arab elites have 

rushed themselves and their societies to .become modern by 

choosing a short-cut technique which relies on pure 

borrowing and mere imitation--as the analyses have demon

strated in the previous chapters. Consequently, these 

traditional societies were torn apart, suffered from 

instability, and faced revolutions and counter revolutions. 

Capitalism has existed for centuries and its 

essentials are private property and private production of 

goods and services. Commercial capitalism, as a result of 

exchange of goods and services, accumulated enormous 

wealth, and therefore created inequality, misery, injustice 

for mankind, and dehumanized man by making him a commodity 

for sale on the free market. 

Socialism was intended to correct the injustice and 

inequality of capitalism at the humanitarian level. Its 
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main objectives are social control of the economic power by 

the state and substantial economic and social equality so 

as to achieve harmony and cooperation in society. It also 

sought to improve the worker's well being by preventing his 

exploitation and his abuse by guaranteeing him a fair pay. 

Moreover, socialism sought to take social and economic 

measures such as taxation, health insurance, redistribution 

of wealth, and unemployment compensation, to reduce eco

nomic inequality and achieve social justice. 

A harsher and more rigorous response to capitalism 

came in the form of revolutionary Marxist-communism. 

Marxism attempts to use historical dialectic to interpret 

economic relations, and thus it explains human progress and 

development, institutions, and all other relationships from 

an economic perspective. As a result of historical economic 

forces that are concentrated and manipulated by one group 

over the others, a society is divided into two hostile 

classes, those who own the means of production and those 

who do not. The former ignore the interests and needs of 

the latter and when various methods of oppression are used 

by the former against the latter, revolution takes place in 

which the means of production are seized by the workers 

who, according to the theory, in turn are supposed to use 

them effectively, justly, and collectively. 

Capitalism, socialism, and communism are thought to 

be the prominent and only available models for development 
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and modernization. The three models are different outcomes 

of modernization and as a direct result of technological 

revolution. Each seek the transformation of human values, 

attitudes and socioeconomic and political organizations. 

Communism is the last stage of socialism, which might not 

be desired by many Third World countries' elites. In the 

mid-20th century, many types and models of socialism have 

been developed and embraced in many Third World countries 

with no intention to become communists. Therefore, it is 

important to realize the difference and at the same time 

treat the two as different paths of development and 

modernization. 

In these paths of modernity, scientific rationali

zation, religious secularization, materialistic accumula

tion, and individual freedom are the major forces that 

drive for modernity and development and thus are the true 

features of modern industrial society. Thus capitalist, 

socialist, or communist societies are modern and developed: 

others are not. 

Traditional societies find themselves under attack 

from all sides, both western and eastern. They were viewed, 

by the west, as backward and underdeveloped and thus, 

western colonialism was justified under the rubric of 

"mission civilization" that intended to civilize, modern

ize, and develop these countries. Therefore, many tra

ditional countries were subject to prolonged foreign 
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colonization, mental subjugation and to intense cultural 

penetration. In their desperation, traditional societies in 

general and the Arabs in particular have looked around 

searching for a new solution to their problems. At one 

time, liberalism was one solution, at another socialism: 

however, none could form part of the Arab mental make-up, 

which is heavily based on a non-secular path to develop

ment. As a result of foreign penetration and subjugation, 

and the fruitless search for imported ideologies, the new 

driving force in the Arab world has been nationalism rather 

than Islamism. 

In most Arab countries nationalism has become 

internalized with a mixture of western and eastern ideolo

gy. Recent Arab secular-ideologists attribute the decline 

of the Arab World to its Islamic heritage. They tend to 

believe that the relation between Islam and the modern 

world is negative and therefore, to become modern, Arabs 

have to become non-religious. 

The result that most secular leaders had to pay was 

instability and delegitimation. Where the secular Arab 

intellectuals separated Islam from Arabism, the masses 

viewed them to be identical and overlapping forces. The 

secularist Arab intellectuals have never offered any 

pragmatic alternatives to the Islamic tradition: they have 

only attempted to legitimize their socialist policies by 

giving them an Islamic cover. According to Ajami (1981:52), 
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II If Islam could survive nationalism and be grafted onto 

socialism, the secular intellectuals were no longer sure of 

the withering away of Islam. 1I 

The radical Arab intellectuals have surrendered 

their consciousness and societies to the cultural invasion 

of the outside world for the sake of progress and moderni-

ty. In that process, their identity, honor, and sovereignty 

have been lost and their culture has been dismantled to 

imported ones. 

Many Arab intellectuals have embraced Marxist 

ideology without understanding its fundamentals--the 

essence of its basic ideals. They were attracted only to 

its radical and revolutionary fervor, which is well 

articulated in the Islamic doctrine of Dar Al-Barb and Dar 

Al-Islam. 1 The Muslims do not have to look old fashioned 

before liberal Marxism which postulates a fake universalism 

of its own, whereas Islam does not. Muslims do not have to 

succumb to the process of cultural invasion and corne to 

accept the myth propagated by the West about the necessity 

to secularize for the sake of unity of cultures, because 

Islam makes it an obligation for Muslims to form a 

1. Dar Al-Barb is all territories that are not 
ruled by Muslims. Jihad a righteous war carried out in 
accordance with the Sharia law. It takes the form of 
offensi ve action in Dar AI-Barb and a defensive forms in 
the state of Dar-Alsalam (territories ruled by Muslims). 
In the latter, the form varies according to the situation 
involved: insurrection, aid to neighbors, self-defense, 
invasion, and guerrilla warfare. 
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universal culture that is based on an Islamic identity 

rather than on nationalistic ones. 

The ruling Arab intellectuals were able, for some 

time, to neutralize and paralyze the Muslim majority using 

imported false consciousness and alien doctrines of 

universalism. However, the forces of modernity contributed 

largely to the awakening of Arab Islamic consciousness and 

to the revival of the Islamic culture and civilization when 

it became evident that new methods have proven obsolete, 

inadequate, and destabilizing to these traditional socie

ties. The last quarter of the 20th century has witnessed a 

new alliance between the forces of tradition and the forces 

of modernity in destabilizing and undermining political 

regimes that have negated their own identities. 

Egypt of Nasser was the closest approximation of 

socialism: for years Egyptians enjoyed economic equality, 

yet suffered from political inequality and economic 

disparity. Following his death and Sadat's assumption of 

power, and later Mubarak, a sharp change of course was 

taken. The new course is characterized as state~capitalism, 

but this, too has proved not useful. Syria and Iraq have 

at.tempted Arab-Socialism from a Ba' athist· view, but have 

never come close to communism and still suffer from an 

identity problem, instability, and lack of legitimacy. 

Lebanon worked out its own version of capitalism with 

liberal democratic institutions: however it was not 
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tailored enough to suit its own social reality and ethnic 

make up as a result the state's secularization policies 

that were rejected by both Muslims and Christians which is 

consistent with the argument of my secularization hypothe

sis. Thus the Lebanese political and economic systems 

collapsed as a result of economic inequality, religious 

differences, secularization, and foreign penetration. South 

Yemen embraced communism without any reservation as the 

last resort to develop politically and economically, yet is 

still considered the least developed country in the whole 

Middle East, with consistent instability and lack of 

legitimacy. 

Algeria has followed a pragmatic socialistic path 

within an Islamic frame work which has proved, thus far, 

functional and operational and is currently considered one 

of the most stable countries of the Middle East in both its 

economy and polity. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, and 

Morocco have relied on their traditional Islamic mechanisms 

as an alternative path to modernity. They have pursued a 

cautious approach to modernity that, although rapid, is not 

secular. Though very unequal, they are responding to the 

economic, political, and cultural challenges of moderniza

tion successfully. In the course of time, the traditional 

monarchies as well as the other Arab countries, are hoping 

that a system may evolve that is consonant with their 

reality and Islamic principles. 
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As a result of external cultural penetration, 

military occupation, economic domination, and as a result 

of the internal radical elites' support of these measures, 

as well as their attempt to distort their tradition and 

culture, nearly all Muslim states have abandoned their 

Islamic political culture in favor of either the Western or 

Eastern path. Their governments have boasted of new 

constitutions, political parties, elections, and secular 

law-codes. They have promoted Western as well as Eastern 

ideals such as democracy, socialism, egalitarianism, 

personal freedom, communism, and popular sovereignty. In 

short, rulers and elites of Muslim countries have sought 

total transformation of their traditional societies. 

Many Arab states, as a direct result of coloniza

tion, nationalism, and economic and cultural gaps, were 

willing to surrender their right of cultural self-determi

nation for the sake of becoming western or eastern. Their 

automatic response and solution entailed foreign borrowing 

~nd imitation without paying attention to their own 

tradition. A modern society is a participant society if it 

possesses functional mechanisms by which to reach consen

sus. Modern society is an integrated entity if can cut down 

these structural lags by making adjustments in social 

relationships according to the light of the principles of 

Islam and the stable traditional mechanisms, and thus 

develop integrated modernized traditional societies. 
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The mid-20th century secular nationalism that 

invaded most of the Arab World had its disruptive conse

quences in the cultural, political, and economic decay of 

these countries in the last period of this century. Unlike 

the force of secular nationalism that brought power to 

Europe in the 18th century, the power of secular national

ism brought the Arab countries in the 20th century national 

disaster, social setbacks, weakness, and fragmentation. The 

radical Arabs have failed to realize that historical, 

cultural, and ideological forces are completely different 

in the 20th century Arab societies than that of the 18th 

century Europe. Islam calls for equity and justice, for a 

just and equitable free economy, for individual as well as 

group discipline, and for organizing a community that has 

its own creed and practices. The first Islamic state that 

was exposed to the germs of nationalism was the ottoman 

Empire and was followed by some Arab countries. The first 

collapsed, and the latters' survival now is at stake. 

The Arab radicals' attempt to link Islam to 

backwardness and defeat provoked a counter-reaction by the 

majority of the people led by the Muslim fundamentalists 

who turned defeat in war into their advantage. The funda

mentalist counter-argument centered on the fact that the 

Arabs lost the war and are not able to develop, not because 

of their Islamic heritage but because they have lost faith 

in their own history, tradition, and customs and have 
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resorted to alien and imported ideological doctrines. 

Islam, they argue, is a sufficient and powerful belief 

system that is able to mobilize the believers, institute 

discipline, and inspire people to sacrifice their time, 

money, and lives if necessary. 

In their theoretical as well as practical attacks 

on the traditional countries, both the local elites as well 

as western scholars have ignored the fact that societies 

are a product of natural developments, in which nature 

reveals its design in details. Moreover, societies are 

processes that are organized and molded by many intangible 

factors. Thus it is imperative that political scientists 

study such a design in an empirical and objective manner. 

The various theoretical perspectives on modernization 

reviewed. here have presented only partial views that mayor 

may not prove of practical use in different societies with 

different cultures. 

Modernization is a process through which a society 

undergoes social, economic, and political changes. Conse

quently, the impacts of these new forces are felt in all 

aspects of life. A most practical approach to determine 

Whether a society is modern is to study and analyze it as a 

whole, assessing the pressures of modernization and then 

studying the society's reaction to such pressures. It is 

the interactions of individual and groups with society in 

face of the impacts of modernization that make the 
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difference. The relationships that govern and facilitate 

transformation and adaptation differ from one society to 

another. In the West, it is secularization 1 in the Middle 

East it is tradition and religion. Therefore, a society 

that can absorb the impact of the forces of modernization 

is modern, whether or not it has conformed with the pre

scriptions of the western or eastern paths of modernity. 

Despite all the influence of the West and the East, 

Islamic sentiments, values, and attitudes have remained 

strong and the force of Islamic impulses have remained 

intact in Middle Eastern countries. Religion as an organ

ized political force is growing rapidly in Egypt, it is 

controlled and supervised in Algeria, checked in Libya, and 

reviving in Syria, Iraq, and South Yemen. In the tradi

tional countries, it is very strong in Saudi Arabia, less 

rigorous in Kuwait, and dispersed in Jordan and Morocco. 

However, Islam must not be reduced to mere ideology 

or apologistic stand or escape. Muslim countries should 

accept modernization but reject secularization. Muslim 

countries have to develop self-respect and self-confidence 

in their history, tradition, culture, and values. Muslim 

countries should realize that no short-cut borrowed 

solutions like capitalism, socialism, or liberalism are 

appropriate to alleviate their problems and bring out the 

best in them. 
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Future Research Objectives 

This research has shown by means of the comparative 

historical culture that the Islamic third path is a viable 

strategy of modernization for the Middle Eastern Islamic 

countries. 

In the future it ~ould be useful to attempt to 

define and empirically operationalize the Islamic third 

path more precisely. To measure the extent to which a 

country is more Islamic or not could be developed through 

the use of such an indices as: the number of Mosques built 

by the state, the number of people who attend regular 

prayers in Mosques, the implementation of the Islamic Shria 

Law in regard to civil matters, the state's ~oleration of 

acts and behavior prohibited by Islamic law such as alcohol 

and prostitution. Accordingly, a scale of measurement could 

be developed that would allow the ranking of a Middle 

Eastern country's adherence to the Islamic religious law. 

In addition, it would be useful to attempt to construct 

civil and political right indices that measure Middle 

Eastern regime repressiv~ness based upon the Islamic third 

path. 

A second important future research objective is to 

test competing hypothesis about causes of political 

instability in the Middle East. In particular, it would be 

useful to test Muller's (1985) income inequality. At this 

point, of all the important regions in the world, the 
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Middle East is the most lacking in data on income in

equality, so it is still an open question whether income 

inequality or, as argued in this research, secularization, 

is the most powerful determinant of instability. Other 

economic factors, such as rate of economic growth, also 

could be taken into account in an empirical test of the 

secularization hypothesis versus economic hypothesis. 

The final research objective is to conduct cross

national survey analysis of major attitudinal change in 

various Middle Eastern countries with the aim of measuring 

changes in secular and non-secular values and attitudes. 
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